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Living with 
DS 
Morris 
relieved 
of duties 
KevlnBac~hma~"~--------
Two Carroll students cope NewsEditor 
With a disease that iS The Student Union Jud1cial 
Hearing Board con vic ted Bob Mor-
SIOW/y killing their ris and relieved him of his duties 
father. as director of Special Events as a 
result of "The Clarks" concert in 
James Aurlcchlo December where he acted with 
World View Editor out the approval of the Student 
Theresa Kosik sits down at the table and Umon Senate. 
takes a sip from her Cafe Lattee (with cara- "Bob Morns was found guilty, 
mel flavoring). She leans up against the wall was asked to step down, and was 
atArabicaand brings her leg up onto the oak relieved of htsdutiesas Director of 
chair. Her story, her family's story, begins. Special Events," said Bill Glunz, 
In July of 1992, her father Allan Kosik at Student Union chief justtce. 
age36, wasdiagnosedwiththeHumanim- Th K "kf .1 tJ ff , f" n. ..... ~ ... • BecauseGlunztstheChi"efJus-
od f e os1 am1 y a e rey s 1rst communion in May of last year mun e iciency Virus (HIV), the virus that tice, he is the Judicial Hearing 
causes Acquired Immune Deficiency Syn- thetimedecided to do a biopsy on his kidney It was not until Theresa's freshman year Board chairperson. 
drome (AIDS)."Wefound out for sure August to find the source of the problem. In what is that her father got seriously ill. Just after Molly Zinkand, Finance Com-
2, 1992," the John Carroll sophomore Sa.JS now considered a rather routine procedure, Christmas 1993, Kosik went into the hospi- mitteechairperson,said the Com-
rather matter of factl y. She looksawayasshe Kosik's colon was punctured, and was not tal with pancreatitis. Kosik was taking a mittee was not out to make an ex-
states, "He had full blown AIDS at the end of repaired."A few stitches would have fixed it," drug to prevent the onset of PCP ample of Morris. 
that year." recalls Theresa. The release of the contents (pneumocystiscarnii pneumonia),oneof the "I do not think we should con-
Therewasaunlewh.~e,n~T~h~eftre~sRa~c~o'u"ld~n~'rt-~o~(~K~os~i~k~~b~w,;!fW!~~~~~~~~._~~~WW~~~~~WI~~~~~~~~~~~~~~"'~~~~~~-saythatfourletterword. l e 
she had seen on television that ran synony-
mously with only one word: Death. She viv-
id! y recalls Ad Council Commercials in black 
and white, "AIDS kills." 
and numerous blood transfusions between 
1981 and 1986. 
The American Red Cross began question-
ing donors on risk of infection in 1983, by 
1985 there was a standard test administered 
to every donor. Sometime in the span of 
1984 to 1986 is when Allan believes he con-
tracted the virus. However in 1986, on the 
recommendation of his doctor, Kosik was 
tested for the disease and an antibodies test 
revealed no positive exposure to the virus. 
patients: should he continue taking the drug 
and risk dying of pancreatitis, or stop and 
risk dying of pneumonia? 
"You see commercials and it's like: boom!" 
She says." This is it, this is the big one. You get 
this and there's no cure, there's nothing." 
Allan would be in the hospital seven times 
during Theresa's second semester at Carroll, 
remaining on Bactrim, the drug to prevent 
PCP. Along with glaucoma and Karposi's 
sarcoma, PCP is one of the more common 
opportunistic diseases that come after the 
body's T-cells drop. 
Now AIDS is slowly killing her father. 
She com pares the experience to standing 
on the edge of a cliff, "You're waiting, you can 
hear the rocks falling from beneath you. 
You're just waiting for that last one to fal l. 
Every time my dad gets sick you don't know 
if he's going to die or not. And all that time 
the cliff is just wearing away, and wearing 
away." 
Only about two percent of all AIDS cases 
are a result of blood transfusions. But, in 1979 
Allan Kosik slipped on a patch of ice, and 
latercomplainedof back pains. His doctor at 
In I992, Theresa says the family knew 
that something was wrong. Her father 
showed all theclassicsymptomsof the AIDS 
Related Complex (ARC), night sweats, fever, 
weight loss, and diarrhea. By December of 
1992, his T-cell count dropped below 300-
the point at which a person is considered to 
have "full blown AIDS." A healthy person 
has a count of 1,500. 
Still Theresa qid not talk about it. She 
had told a few close friends, her roommate 
Debbie, but no one else. 
Over last summer, Allan would go into 
the hospital two more times. In September, 
Theresa returned to school, with her younger 
sister, Allyson, an incoming freshman. Both 
girls were called home from school two weeks 
Ia ter,as theirfather entered Western Reserve 
see AIDS, page 3 
Ringworm rash draws inspectors to questionJCU 
Derek Diaz 
Senior Staff Reporter 
A sudden outbreak of ring-
worm on campus last week 
prompted county of-
ficials to conduct an 
fungal ointments. According to a 
leading sanitation journal, trans-
mission of ringworm occurs 
through "direct contact with an 
on-campus inspec- 11[The responsibility] falls 
tion of John Carroll 
University's exercise On the StUdentS tO keep 
facilities last Tues-
day. the equipment clean for 
The inspection, 
according to health th el es and oth , 
officials, concluded ems ~ ers. 
that university exer-
cise facilities were Scott Zele 
probably not to 
blame in the rash of 
ringworm cases. 
Ringworm, a communicable 
skin fungus, causes small ring-
shaped irritations on a victim's 
skin for a period of four to 14 days. 
The irritations, which typically 
blister or scale, respond to treat-
ment with over-the-counter anti-
infected person or contaminated 
floors, shower stalls, benches, tow-
els, etc." 
After six students with symp-
toms of ringworm reported to the 
cam pus Health Service Center last 
week, medical personnel theresus-
pected that the students had con-
tracted the fungus through their 
activities in the Corbo Weight 
Training Center or the Cardiovas-
cular Center. 
"The common denominator [of 
the infected students] was that 
they had all worked out in the 
weight room or [the Cardiovascu-
lar Center]." said Nurse Rose A. 
McHale of the Health Service Cen-
ter. 
Me Hale also indicated that her 
concern grew out of the fact that 
several of the infected students 
had described potentially unsani-
tary conditions in the exercise 
rooms. Some of conditions, 
McHale said, included the use of 
soiled towels to clean equipment 
and the failure of students to wipe 
perspiration from machines after 
exercise. 
McHale said she received in-
structionsfromcampusphysician 
Brenda Stringer to contact the 
university athletic department to 
determinr if, indeed, improper 
cleaning and sanitary procedures 
were being followed in the exer-
cise rooms. 
Athletic Facilities Equipment 
Director James P. Pancher, whose 
responsibilities inc!ude mainte-
nance of the cardiovascular and 
weight rooms, said that he and his 
staff follow stringent procedures 
to clean exercise facilities, includ-
ing wiping down the equipment 
with germ killing cleaners. 
"Every morning at 9 a.m., we 
have work study students clean 
all of the benches and pads with 
the strongest cleaner available," 
Pancher said. "The cleaning solu-
tion we use also kills the AIDS vi-
rus." 
The cleaner, a mixture of 
"Germotox" and "Kenclean Plus," 
acts as a fungicide, which theo-
reticallyshould kill the ringworm 
fungus. 
see RINGWORM, page 2 
and found guilty of doing," said 
Zinkand. "\wanted to establish a 
precedent so that these thmgs do 
not happen agam." 
Morris first brought a proposal 
to bring "The Clarks" on campus 
before the Finance Committee on 
Novem ber 14 for a tentative con-
cert on November20. The Finance 
Comm ittee authorized Morris to 
spend no more than $5,000. The 
concert was canceled the next day 
however. When the concert was 
rescheduled for December 1, Mor-
ris did not appear before the Fi-
nanceCommitteeagainortheStu-
dent Union Senate to get approval. 
The total bill was $6,915. 
The Finance Comminee's 
charges against Morris state that 
"Section IV was violated, since the 
individuatresponsible foranevent 
is also responsible for bringing 
expenditures over $3,000 before 
the Senate." 
However, under the Finance 
Committee responsibilities, in the 
General By-Laws of the Student 
Union, Section IV makes no spe-
cific mention that the person re-
sponsible for the event is respon-
sible for bringing expenditures 
over $3,000 before the Senate. 
Zinkand sa1d that it is under-
stood that a person who organizes 
an event is responsible for getting 
approval from the Finance Com-
mittee and then the Senate. 
"It does not explicitly say who 
is supposed to bring it [before the 
Finance Committee and the Sen-
ateL"saidZinkand. "It's a common 
law, based on past precedent, that 
people who organize an event are 
supposed to." 
Michael Colyer, Student Union 
treasurer, said that it is an assumed 
responsibility; that the person 
who puts together the proposal is 
see MORRIS, page 2 
2 NEWS 
Security incident goes to court 
James Aurlcchlo 
World V1ew Editor 
The verdict is still out on a 
December 11, 1994 incident in-
volving Cam pus police officers 
and a john Carroll student 
Sophomore, DanielJ Cicercbi 
who lives at his family home in 
Shaker Heights, must wait for 
Shaker Heights Municipal 
Court Judge KJ Montgomery, 
to decide whether or not a 
charge of disorderly conduct 
will stand. 
At approximately three in 
the morning after the annual 
celebration of "Christmas 
Carroll Eve, "Campus Police Of-
ficer Terry 5. Metzenbaum al-
leged that he was forced to hand-
cuff Cicerc hi because he, "feared 
for the safety" of his fellow offic-
ers. Metzenbaum and officer 
StewartGalicz were responding 
to a call by Pacelli Hall resident 
assistants who claimed that 
someone had thrown a snow-
ball at them, and at the dorm 
building. 
According to judicial refer-
ral forms filed to the school by 
Metzenbaum, Cicerchi 
"struggled with this officer 
while [was trying to keep him 
from Patrolman Galicz, causing 
a strain on my left thumb and 
forefinger." 
"He kept insisting that he 
wanted to talk to the other of-
ficer," Meuenbaum sa1d Tuesday 
in court. "I did what my training 
taught me to do. l took out my 
hand cuffs and arrested him for 
disorderly conduct" 
Cicerchi maintained that 
Metzenbaum approached him 
from behind while he was trying 
to tell his friend, Domenico A. 
lanello to stop running from 
Galicz. 
"He grabbed me,ldidnot know 
hewasacop,ldidn'tevenseehim," 
Cicerchi testified. "l said, get off, 
this is ridiculous, I'm just trying to 
explain." 
The court date was postponed 
af terCicerchi requested a continu-
ance on January 24, 1995, appar-
ently to gain legal council. 
Cicerchi represented himself on 
Tuesday. 
Metzenbaum'sacdons were re-
viewed by Campus Police Chief 
Fran McCaffrey, and were deemed 
acceptable and appropriate. 
Cicerchi claims that school of-
ficials told him the charges would 
be dropped and the incident 
would be handled internally. 
"I'm trying to show that this 
matter is being pursued to save 
!Metzenba um's]job," Cicerchi said 
in coun. "This gentleman does 
not represent the views of John 
Carroll University: 
"Although the school itself did 
not subject Cicerchi to disciplin-
ary action, noschoolofficialswere 
Primary elections stir 
........ ge voting numbers 
Christina Hynes 
Assistant News Editor 
Around 800 students took the 
time last Monday and Tuesday 
during lunch and dinner hours to 
vote for their choice for Student 
Union c hie[ justice. 
"'We had a record number of 
voters; 800 voters," said Joe Latek, 
election committee chairperson. 
"All three candidates were well 
represented and very qualified." 
The votes were tallied Tuesday 
night and the primarywinnersare 
junior John Kovatch and sopho-
more Bishoy Mikhail. 
Kovatch said he hopes to take 
the label out of chief justice. 
"I don't think it's the label of 
chief justice but what's behind it 
that matters,"hesaid. "I can't bring 
anything to the Student Union, it 
must be the students that want to 
Rlngwonn 
continued from page 1 
Pancher said that, in addition 
to providing bottles of the cleaner 
in the weight room and cardio 
room, all athletic towels and cloth-
ing are washed in a solution of 
Germorox and Kenclean Plus. 
Acting upon an inquiry from 
The Carroll News, county sanitar-
ian Scott Zele insp~:cted the Car-
roll facilities on Tuesday morning 
and found them "above and be-
yond" the standards of cleanliness 
which he typically finds in exer-
cise facihties in the area. 
"If there's a problem with ring-
worm on campus," Zele said, "it's 
has nothing to do with the weight 
room or [the cardiovascular 
room!." 
Zelealsosaid thatnostate regu-
lation requires athletic directors 
to wipe down equipment after 
each use. The students and other 
gel involved. I can talk umi l my 
face turns blue but if the students 
won't stand up for what they be-
lieve in it's all for not." 
Mikhail said he knew his cam-
paigning was not finished. 
"It's only the first step so, I have 
a week a head of me to keep work-
ing," said Mikhail. 
Mikhail said during this year, 
he feels he has learned what it 
takes to be successful in the Stu-
dent Union. 
"l've learned what needs to be 
done," he said. "The experiences 
I've gained on the University Hear-
ing Board and theSU Review Com-
mittee make me qualified to be 
the next chief justice.• 
General elections for the Stu-
dent Union will be in the Atrium 
on Monday and Tuesday during 
the lunch and dinner hours. 
Carroll Community members are 
responsible for cleaning the equip-
ment after each use, he said. 
"[Theresponsibility]fallson the 
students to keep the equipment 
clean for themselves and others," 
he said. 
Pancher noted that work study 
students in the weight room and 
cardioroomsaretowipeoff equip-
ment if students fail todoso. Fur-
thermore. work study students 
change the towels in the exercise 
rooms "three or four times each 
day," Pancher said. 
If the students did not contract 
ringworm from exercise facilities, 
where did they contract it then? 
Zelesaid that dormitori es, par-
tic ularl yshowers, and similar con-
ditions of close quarters can be 
suspect in outbreaks such as these. 
"You also have to look at what 
son of contact these(infected stu-
dents] have had with other people, 
such as wrestlers, for instance, who 
might be infected," Pancher said. 
willing to comment on the 
record lt is standard prr.cedure 
for campus police officers to in-
dividually press charges. 
This incident could perceiv-
ably raise questions among the 
srudem body as to the roles of 
Campus police in future events. 
"!didn't know they could hand-
cuff you," said Jeffrey Glaser, a 
senior from Pittsburgh. l guess 
it depends on what the person is 
doing, maybe if they felt threat-
ened they could, 1 guess. T just 
don't know.• 
The job description of John a 
Carroll Cam pus Police Officer is 
not public information, but ac-
cording to Richard P.Salm~astu­
dent can, "consult the Student 
Civilities Handbook," to learn his 
or her rights. 
Montgomery said she would 
be contacting Cicerchi with a 
verdict, "in the very near future. n 
Cicerchideclined an offer by 
Associate Town Prosecutor 
MichaelBakertoenter the town's 
"First Offender" program. The 
offer would have dropped all 
charges, had he "complied with 
the court's program." Montgom-
ery said in order to complete the 
program he would have to, "ac-
knowledge that [he] engaged in 
some sort of behavior which 
would cause some annoyance or 
alarm, which is the description 
of the charge against lhimL" 
Morris 
continued from page 1 
the n responsiblefor ettini 
approva . 
"The only person who could 
bring the package to the meeting 
is the person who put the package 
together," said Colyer. 
Zinkand said she was very 
clear that Morris was sure that he 
was not to exceed the $5,000 ap-
propriation of the Finance Com-
mittee. 
"If more money was needed, he 
must come back to us !for ap-
provall" said Zinkand. 
Morris, however, said the Com-
mittee did not make it clear that 
the Finance Committee approved 
only $5,000. 
"The first I ever heard of it was 
when I read the article in The 
Carroll News," Morris said. "l was 
under the impression that l had 
the ability to spend $6,915.1 won-
der where the $5,000 came from." 
Article VI of the Constitution 
was amended in the fall to make 
sure events are introduced on the 
floor of the Senate before going to 
the Finance Committee. 
"Bobdid not bring it to the floor 
of the Senate, much less to the Fi-
nance Committee," said Glunz. 
Also, it is the responsibility of 
the Director of Special Events, as 
stated in Article V of the Depart-
ment By-Laws, to secure all enter-
tainment contracts for Student 
Union functions. According to 
this, Glunz said, he is responsible 
because he is the person who 
knows what contracts are given 
out. 
"If he's the only one to see the 
contract, he's responsible to bring 
it to the Senate," Glunz said. 
Student Union President john 
Cranley said that he had mixed 
feelings about the verdict, having 
been the person who appointed 
Morris initially to his position. 
"I recognize rhe great deal of 
effort he made, but as a former 
Chief justice, l know the impor-
The Carroll News, February 16,1995 
Parking disappears 
as buildings appear 
Lynn Sabol 
Staff Reporter 
JCUCampusPoliceofficerTim 
Marks blames the lack of parking 
space on the increaseconstruction 
on campus, not on the overselling 
of parking permits. 
One hundred and seven spaces 
were lost this year due to the con-
struction atGrasselli Library, said 
Marks. 
"We still have not made up for 
theor.eswelostwhen the O'Malley 
Center was built," Marks said. 
Fr. Richard Salmi,SJ, vice presi-
dent of Student Affairs, said there 
is a total of 1,094 parking spots 
available for students and 1,800 
permits were sold. Faculty and 
staff are restricted to 4 32 spaces, 
while I.SOOare allotted fort he fac-
ulty and staff. 
According to Doreen Yeccia , 
secretary of Campus Police, 2,025 
student permits were sold last se-
mester. Included in this figure are 
the general unrestricted, dorm and 
restricted (after 1 p.m.) parking 
permits. Faculty permits are is-
sued every three years and the lat-
est figure shows 870 permits is-
sued , said Veccia. 
Despite the differences in these 
figures , commuter students, resi-
dent students and staff sti 11 have 
to deal with finding a place to park. 
"Not all students have class at 
ou t wor e very ar or t e 
student body this year, and he put 
on very good events." 
There were bills that, accord-
ing to Morris, needed to be paid 
the day after the concert, Dec. 2. 
Colyer is the only Student Union 
officer who can issue checks, and 
he was at the Cleveland Conven-
tion Center all day decorating for 
that weekend's formal. 
Cranley gave Colyer a message 
from Morris to issue the checks. 
Colyer then called the business 
office to have the checks cut. 
"I was under the impression 
from john that it was life or death," 
said Colyer. "My initial reaction 
was to wait until Monday so I could 
see them, but John said 'no, pay 
them'." 
The Student Union was un-
aware of bills for lighting, audio 
service, stage manager, and lodg-
ing for the band. The bills totaled 
$1,626.42 
Although Zinkand said this 
was the first event of the year that 
has gone over budget, it is not. Both 
Homecoming and the Christmas 
Formals cost more money than 
authorized to spend by the Fi-
nance Committee. 
Homecoming went approxi-
mately $800 over budget, but the 
Christmas Formal went $6,000 
over budget, due in part to addi-
tional bid sales. 
"One of the main reasons Bob 
was brought up on charges was 
because he expressly violated the 
Constitution, not jus t by the 
amount he said, but by not getting 
it approved," Zinkand said. 
"The Finance Committee as a 
check is intended to facilitate the 
use of Student Union funds in an 
efficient manner." 
Joanna Giatis, senior class off-
campus senator was upset with 
the Student Union, considering 
the hard work and devotion that 
the same time," Marks said. 
This is why there is an oversell-
ing of parkingpermits,saidMarks. 
Another factor contributing to 
the unavailabilityof parking spots 
is due totheschedulingof classes. 
The peak time of overcrowding is 
between 9 a.m. and 12 noon and 
dunng exam times, said Marks. 
In the past, Student Affairs and 
Campus Police established a free 
shuttle bus service between the 
University Heights Municipal 
parking lot and cam pus. 
"The students who used it-liked 
it.. it was a good idea but we didn't 
get a lot of cooperation ," said 
Marks. 
Salmi attempted to get the ser-
vice enacted last semester, but it 
was not used by the students. 
The cost of a general permit is 
$50 per semester and the restricted 
permit is $25 per semester. While 
the fees are note nough to improve 
the parking condition, the money 
is used for upkeep and security 
expenses, Schaefer said. 
There are no 1m mediate plans 
to resolve this problem, but Marks 
offers some advice: "Exhibit pa-
tience and realize that it doesn't 
solve the problem by parking ille-
gally," he said. "When space is nor 
available in one lot-go to another. 
Wecan'tcreatespace. We'rejustas 
frustrated as anyone else." 
Morris has put into his position. 
"Even though Bob did not go 
through the proper procedures in 
putting on these events, he still 
ro uce t e r 
and events he could," said Giatis. 
Giatis was upset because the 
Fi na nee Committee could not pro-
vide the minutes from the Novem-
ber 14 meeting at which Morris 
presented his initial proposal Ac-
cording to Article II of the General 
By-Laws in the Student Union 
Constitution, minutes must be 
kept at all meetings. 
Because the minutes were lost, 
there was no record of the meet-
ing. 
"They condemn Bob as irre-
sponsible, yet they could not pro-
vide the minutes of their meet-
ings to prove their ace usa tions," 
Giatissaid. "This, in my opinion, is 
irresponsibility." 
When Morris was appointed 
director of Special Events in Sep-
tember,Cranleycited his enthusi-
asm and work ethic when nomi-
nating him. 
"The Special Events Depart-
ment has produced a phenomenal 
Welcome Back Week and Bob 
Morris dedicated countless hours 
of stress to the week's success," 
Cranley said." I know of no stu-
dent more qualified than Bob 
Morris." 
The vote to remove Morris as 
director of Special Events by the 
Judicial Board was unanimous. 
Corrections: 
Regina Ngmadean appearance 
at the Miss Parma Pageant where 
she met a pageant director for a 
Miss America preliminary. 
Vice President for Student Af-
fairs, Fr. Richard P. Salmi, SJ.. is 
pleased that tuition costs are not 
skyrockenng. 
The February 9, 1995 issue of 
The Carroll News contained Incor-
rect information 
The Carroll News, February 16, 1995 NEWS 
AIDS Awareness Week 
Know the facts. 
It can happen to you. 
Cherie Skoczen 
Staff Reporter 
"Sooner or later AIDS is either going to 
affect all of us, effect a 11 of us, and if we are 
not careful, infect all of us. We have to do 
something about it ," said Charles Dale, 29, 
an HIV-infected A IDS pioneer. 
MassforThoseAffected byHlV-AIDS" Cel-
ebrant Father Richard J. Salmi addressed 
the congregation in the standing-room-
only St. Francis Chapel by incorporating 
disease statistics into the mass. 
"A IDS is not something over there," said 
Salmi. "It is a part of all of us ... We can either 
become a part of the problem or a part of 
the solution. The red ribbons serve tore-
mind us that we can do things to bring 
about a change." 
3 
J•meo 
Thesta tisticsareclear. One in 225 people 
worldwtde has AIDS. One person dies of 
AIDS every six minutes. One teenager is 
diagnosed with A IDS every lO mm utes. The 
OhioDepartmentof Health statistics would 
indicate that there are at least 16 students at 
john Carroll who are infected with HIV 
(Human Immunodeficiency Syndrome). 
The Cleveland AIDS Quilt was on dis-
play in the Murphy Room on Monday and 
Tuesday. Dale, a long-term survivor of AIDS, 
answered questions from students and fac -
ulty who came to view the display. The 
quilt consisted of several panels made by 
family, friends, and victims in the Cleve-
land area who have died from AIDS. 
The Cleveland AIDS Quilt on display Monday and Tuesday in the Murphy Room 
Accordmg to the Ohio Department of 
Health, "AIDS (which stands for Acquired 
lmmunodefic iencySyndrome)resultsfrom 
a breakdown of the body's defense system. 
This breakdown leaves the body open to a 
variety of illnesses which are normally not 
a threattoa healthy person. The AJDS virus 
enters the body through the bloodstream 
by contact with spec ific infected body flu-
ids such as blood, semen or vaginal secre-
tions." 
"The purpose of A lOS Awareness Week 
is to create an awareness among students in 
regards to what it means to be H!V positive 
or affected with AIDS as well as how to 
prevent the disease," said Lisa Heckman, 
director of Student Activities. 
The week kicked off with an A lOS mass 
on Sunday entitled "Praying for a Miracle: A 
AIDS 
continued from page 1 
Care Center 
"I thought he was o tn to dtc," The res" 
recounts. "Hewa , 
up to all these machmes; it was scary. We 
spent the whole weekend at the hospital 
And then he came through the night okay." 
A few weeks later, both girls made their 
first organized effort to reach out to the 
Carroll community. Allyson found a pam-
phlet on AlDSwalk '94 in Grasseli library, 
brought it to her sister. and they decided it 
was something they had to do. 
"When I came to college, l was like,'Okay 
I'm not going to tell anyone' but l couldn't 
doit."Theresasaysitwasagoodfriend who 
told her she didn't have to trust people be-
fore she told them about her father. It was a 
part of life, and that A IDS is no longer a 
taboo disease; it is a fact of life. Theresa and 
Allyson both went to their Resident Assis-
tants and decided that AIDSwalk would 
make an ideal floor activity. In one week, 
the two groups raised $500 in pledges. The 
girls talked to their floors about the disease, 
about their father, about their experience. 
"l don't mind telling people now," says 
Theresa. She also doesn't mind being a 
member of Carroll's "token AIDS family.' 
"Somebody has to talk about it," she says. 
Theresa has finished her Cafe Lattee and 
shifts in her chair; she has kept eye contact 
almost the entire time, never stopping. or 
pausing to gat her her composure. Sheapolo-
gizes, "this is taking so long." 
She begins again. With prodding, she 
admits the careless ani tude of many of her 
peers toward the disease bothers her. 
"A lotof myfriendsjustgetdrunkand 
don't care, and it's like, 'You guys are so 
stupid you don't knowthedanger. You don't 
know, you're not thinking of lO years from 
now when you 're going to want to have 
kids, you're going to want a family, you're 
going to want to live pastlO years from now, 
and once you fl nd out you have! A I DSI, you're 
not going to be able to go back, you're going 
to have to live day by day.' That's rhe way 
my father lives , it frustrates me, makes me 
want to tell them, 'Guys you're stupid,' but l 
don't know. l can't be like that every day." 
The Kosik family takes necessary mea-
sures to ensure Allan's health. ln early No-
vember, his T-cell count dropped below 100. 
He added that the three foot by five feet 
panels are the size of a grave plot; he com-
pared vtewing the quilt to walking through 
a grave yard. 
A food drive for the Greater Cleveland 
AIDS TaskForce was also held during the 
entire week. 
"People are only frightened by things 
they don't understand," said Nurse Rose 
McHale of the Health Service Center. "We 
need to enlighten them ... Protect yourself. 
Unsafe sex is not a good idea. A bstinen<;e is 
the only sure way because in terms of 
condoms, they rip, slip, and tear. Realisti-
cally, though, people are not going to ab-
Over Thanksgiving break Theresa could 
not get too close to he r father- she had the 
flu. 
"l just can't hug him, or touch him when 
\'n1. sick .. s he sa •s. But the famil d oes not 
"Our life hasn'tchanged that much other 
than when we open up the refrigerator and 
there will be bags of I.V. everywhere ... He 
wakes my mom up every morning at six; if 
he feels up to it, he makes my little brother 
Jeffrey breakfast. He'll stay up until after 
lunch, take a nap and wake up when my 
brother gets home from school." 
A nurse comes everyday in the absence 
of Theresa 's mother, Margaret, a registered 
nurse. 
The education-psychology double ma-
jor reads off a wrinkled piece of paper that 
stain, so if you're not, you better protect 
yourself." 
McHale also informed the group about 
the dangers of mixing sex and alcohol. 
"Every time there is unprotected sex, al-
cohol comes into play," McHale said. "l f you 
are going to drink, it has to be safe drinking 
as in safe sex. It is a difference between 
having a drink or two and not remember-
ing who you went to bed with last night. 
People think it's never going to happen to 
them, but it's happening all over the place.' 
Health Services offers H IV testing for 
$63, and results can be obtained in two or 
three days. Free HIV testing is also given at 
various free clinics in the Cleveland area. 
However, McHale mentioned that many 
students prefer to pay and learn the results 
explains. is the "fighting cell" for the body's 
immune system. is down to 74. "A person 
can live with a zero count," she says, but she 
does not complete the thought 
"Two wcckc:. ~ o, A\b.n die\ no\ w -.\.k(' '" ., 
ret knew something was wrong. Allan en-
tered Mt. Sinai hospital again, he faced an-
other battle with pancreatitis. 
Almost every time Allan is admitted he 
sees the same doctor, Jeffrey Ponsky, now 
the director of Surgery at Mt. Sinai. It is for 
Ponsky that the youngest of the Kosik clan 
is named. "He knows my father's body in-
side and out," says Theresa. 
At 10 years-old, jeffrey Kosik could be 
right on theedgeof the cliff with his mother 
and father. Every six months Margaret is 
tested for the HIV antibodies an exposed 
person produces, and 
"That's the really hard thing, I would 
every time the results 
come back negative. 
The longer Allan's 
high school swee t-
heart goes without 
any trace of the vi-
r us, the lower her 
percentage of risk for 
like to take it for granted that, if I 
ever get married, my father would 
walk me down the aisle." developing it be-
comes. Margaret's 
lists all the "drugs my dad is on." Allan 
Kosik takes 49 different drugs, 130 pills 
everyday. He wears what Theresa describes 
as a "Gameboy" over his shoulder. The 
"Gameboy" is actually an electronic mor-
phine drip to help ease his pain. This week, 
Allan will add another "Gameboy" sash, 
with Hyper Alimentation, a drug to stimu-
late weight gain and stem muscle wasting. 
The drips last 12 hours a day. Kosik suffers 
from neuropathy which affects his motor 
skills, of ten preventing everyday activities 
suchaswnting, but it never stops him from 
lighting a cigarette, something Margaret 
still isn't happy about. 
Theresa laughs when she mentions her 
father is "on marijuana." Actually, he takes 
pills with some of the same stimulants as 
marijuana to aid his appetite. She assures 
me, "it's been approved by the government. 
It's perfectly legal." 
But Allan has lost 33 pounds since 
.Christmas, his T-cell count, which Theresa 
Theresa Kosik risk is currently less 
than three percent. 
Since the only real 
way Jeffrey could have contracted the dis-
ease would have been through his mother, 
there is no reason, as of yet, to test him. 
At 38,Allan Kosik 1sa retired sales man-
ager for a publishing company. "Retired" 
and "38" are an odd couple Theresa rea I izes. 
lt became necessary for Kosik to choose 
between a job he loved and a family he 
cherished. The choice was obvious. 
Kosik has tried to remain as active as 
possible. He helped move his daughters 
back into their dorms at the beginning of 
the semester. 
"He didn't actually help," Theresa laughs. 
"He climbed three flights of stairs and then 
rested, while we carried everything." 
Then, suddenly her mood changes, "It's 
kind of sad sometimes, this is not my dad 
that used to be." This is not the dad that 
used to jump up and down on the bed with 
his girls only to be yelled at by his wife, 
"Don't rile them beforetheygotobed." A Han 
sleeps downstairs, always in "his" recliner. 
ina couple of days instead of waitingtwoor 
three weeks for the results at the free clinic. 
"Confide ntiali ty is of our utmost inter-
est with students ," McHalesa1d, noting that 
the test will not show up on the student's 
record. "We want swdents to feel safe to 
come and be tested or to talk about any-
thmg." 
Further in format ion on the free H IV test-
ing in the Cleveland area can be obtained 
from the Free Clime at 721-4010, J. Glen 
Smithat2499-4lOO,andMcCafferty Health 
Center a r 651-5005. 
For further informanon on AIDS. con-
tact the toll free statewide Oh10 AIDS 
Hotline at l-800-332-A IDS or the US Pub-
lic Health Servi e toll-free hotlineat l-800-
342 AIDS. 
Theresa says he sometimes doesn't sleep at 
aH, "he stays up all night and does the bills.· 
The "bill "top$6,000 a month, "lr's not a 
cheap disease," she says 
\hi." R .. u \ Wh\\_\.: iounO.l.non .\nd \h~.; 
ive. St. a es rn · r man, 
running lottery to support the family. Ac-
cording to Theresa, Catholic Charities"gi ves 
us linle things that matter." 
Theresa says she does get angry some-
times. Last Saturday night, a[ ter getting off 
the phone with her father, she grabbed her 
Walkman, with a tape of music that "re-
minds me of my father" and took a walk. 
She found herself in thechapel,askingques-
tions that no one can answer. But as fast as 
the anger comes, it subsides. 
"That's the really hard thing, I would 
like to take it for granted that, if I ever get 
married, my father would walk me down 
the aisle. That my dad's going to see me 
graduate from college, but..." she stops. 
"At the same time I think I'm lucky, my 
family is extremely close, we talk about 
everything. l have a father, l have a mother, 
some don't. We still have fights and things 
-we're still a family, we're still normal.· 
Normalcy is sometimes interrupted, 
with phone calls and hospital trips. "I don't 
care what else is going on, everything just 
stops. lf it's really bad, we'll go home right 
away, talk to teachers later. If not, you just 
stick it out and wait 'til the weekend." 
Theresa Kosik doesn'tcry all that often, 
she refuses to use her father as an excuse in 
the classroom, "l try to keep things as nor-
mal as possible. Once in a while I'll call my 
mom and ask her. 'Why am I in college 
again?"' 
She recalls being overwhelmed only 
once. She watched her father sleeping in 
his chair, "He was so healthy looking, so 
happy, l thought, 'This can't be happening' 
I remembered those commercials, those four 
big white letters. But that was it. I realized 
it was happening and it was happening to 
my family." 
She purs her coat on and walks out the 
door. On the return trip to campus, she 
spots her sister jamming into a small car on 
the side of Murphy Hall w tt h seven friends, 
going out for the night. 
"See, we're normal." She laughs, turns 
back. smiles, and then looks ahead 
Perfect! y normal. 
2 NEWS 
Security incident goes to court 
James Aurlcchlo 
World View Editor 
The verdict is still out on a 
December ll,l994 incident in-
volving Campus police officers 
and a john Carroll student 
Sophomore, Danie]J Cicerchi 
who lives at his family home in 
Shaker Heights, must wait for 
Shaker Heights Munic ipal 
Court Judge KJ. Montgomery, 
to decide whether or not a 
charge of disorderly conduct 
will stand. 
At approximately three in 
the morning after the annual 
celebration of "Christmas 
Carroll Eve,"Campus Police Of-
ficer Terry 5. Metzenbaum al-
legedtharhewasforcedtohand-
cuff Cicerchi because he, "feared 
for the safety" of his fellow offic-
ers. Metzenbaum and officer 
StewanGalicz were responding 
to a call by Pacelli Hall resident 
assistants who claimed that 
someone had thrown a snow-
ball at them, and at the dorm 
building. 
According to judicial refer· 
ral forms filed to the school by 
Metzenbaum, Cicerchi 
"struggled with this officer 
while I was trying to keep him 
from Patrolman Galicz,causing 
a strain on my left thumb and 
forefinger." 
"He kept insisting that he 
wanted to talk to the other of-
ficer," Metzenbaum said Tuesday 
in court. "I did what my training 
taught me to do. I took out my 
hand cuffs and arrested him for 
disorderly conduct" 
Cicerchi maintained that 
Metzenbaum approached him 
from behind while he was trying 
to tell his friend, Domenico A. 
lanello to stop running from 
Galicz. 
"He grabbed me,ldidnot know 
hewasacop,ldidn'tevenseehim," 
Cicerchi testified. "1 said, get off, 
this is ridiculous, I'm just trying to 
explain." 
The court date was postponed 
af terCicerchi requested aconrin u-
ance on January 24,1995, appar-
ently to gain legal council. 
Cicerchi represented himself on 
Tuesday. 
Metzenba urn's actions were re-
viewed by Campus Police Chief 
Fran McCaffrey, and were deemed 
acceptable and appropriate. 
Cicerchi claims that school of-
ficials told him the charges would 
be dropped and the incident 
would be handled Internally. 
"I'm trying to show that this 
matter is being pursued to save 
[Metzen baum's]job," Cicerchi said 
in courr. "This gentleman does 
not represent rhe views of John 
Carroll University: 
"Although the school itself did 
not subject Cicerchi to disciplin-
ary action, no school officials were 
Primary elections stir 
....,....ge voting numbers 
Christina Hynes 
Assistant News Editor 
Around 800 students took the 
time last Monday and Tuesday 
during lunch and dinner hours to 
vote for their choice for Student 
Union chief justice. 
"We had a record number of 
voters; 800 voters," said Joe Latek, 
elect ion com mit tee chairperson. 
· All three candidates were well 
represented and very qualified." 
The votes were tallied Tuesday 
night and the primarywinnersare 
junior John Kovatch and sopho-
more Bishoy Mikhail. 
Kovatch said he hopes to take 
the label out of chief justice. 
"I don't think it's the label of 
chief justice but what's behind it 
that matters," he said. "!can't bring 
anything to the Student Union, it 
must be the students that want to 
Rlngwonn 
continued from page 1 
Pancher said that, in addition 
to providing bottles of the cleaner 
in the weight room and cardio 
room, all athletic towels and cloth-
ing are washed in a solution of 
Germotox and Kenclean Plus. 
Acting upon an inquiry from 
The Carroll News, county sanitar-
ian Scott Zele ins~cted the Car-
roll facilities on Tuesday morning 
and found them "above and be-
yond"thestandardsof cleanliness 
which he typically finds in exer-
cise facihties in the area. 
"If there's a problem with ring-
worm on campus," Zele said, "it's 
has nothing to do with the weight 
room or [the cardiovascular 
room]." 
Zelealsosaid that no state regu-
lation requires athletic directors 
to wipe down equipment after 
each use. The students and other 
ger involved. I can talk until my 
face turns blue but if the students 
won't stand up for what they be-
lieve in it's all for not." 
Mikhail said he knew his cam-
paigning was not finished. 
"It's only the first step so,l have 
a weekaheadof me to keep work-
ing," said Mikhail. 
Mikhail said during this year, 
he feels he has learned what it 
takes to be successful in the Stu-
dent Union. 
"I've learned what needs to be 
done," he said. "The experiences 
I've gained on the University Hear-
ing Board and theSU Review Com-
mittee make me qualified to be 
the next chief justice." 
General elections for the Stu-
dent Union will be in the Atrium 
on Monday and Tuesday during 
the lunch and dinner hours. 
Carroll Community members are 
responsiblefor cleaning the equip-
ment after each use, he said. 
"[The responsibility] falls on the 
students to keep the equipment 
clean for themselves and others," 
he said. 
Pancher noted that work study 
students in the weight room and 
cardio rooms are towipeoff equip-
ment if students fail todoso. Fur-
thermore, work study students 
change the towels in the exercise 
rooms "three or four times each 
day," Pancher said. 
If the students did not contract 
ringworm from exercise facihties, 
where did they contract it then? 
Zele said that dormitories, par-
ticular! yshowers, and simi larcon-
ditions of close quarters can be 
suspect inoutbreakssuch as these. 
"You also have to look at what 
sort of contactthese [infected stu-
dents] have had with other people, 
suchaswrestlers,forinstance, who 
might be infected," Pancher said. 
willing to comment on the 
record. It is standard prr.ced ure 
for campus police officers to in-
dividually press charges. 
This incident could perceiv· 
ably raise questions among the 
student body as to the roles of 
Campus police in future events. 
"I didn't know they could hand-
cuff you," said Jeffrey Glaser, a 
senior from Pittsburgh. l guess 
it depends on what the person is 
doing, maybe if they felt threat-
ened they could, I guess. I just 
don't know:· 
The ph description of John a 
Carroll Campus Police Officer is 
not public information, but ac-
cording to Richard P. Salmi, a stu-
dent can, "consult the Student 
Civilities Handbook," to learn his 
or her rights. 
Montgomery said she would 
be contacting Cicerchi with a 
verdict, "in the very near future." 
Cicerchi declined an offer by 
Associate Town Prosecutor 
Michael Baker to enter the town's 
"First Offender" program. The 
offer would have dropped all 
charges, had he "complied with 
the court's program." Montgom-
erysaid in order wcomplete the 
program he would have to, "ac-
knowledge that [he! engaged in 
some sort of behavior which 
wouldcausesomeannoyanceor 
alarm, which is the description 
of rhe charge against [himL" 
Morris 
continued from page 1 
~;,.s:;;,;:n responsible for getting 
appr<>v;> . 
"The only person who could 
bring the package to the meeting 
is the person who put the package 
together," said Colyer. 
Zinkand said she was very 
clear that Morris was sure that he 
was not to exceed the $5,000 ap-
propriation of the Finance Com-
mittee. 
"If more money was needed, he 
must come back to us [for ap-
proval]," said Zinkand. 
Morris, however, said the Com-
mittee did not make it clear that 
the Finance Committee approved 
only $5,000. 
"The first lever heard of it was 
when I read the article in The 
Carroll News," Morris said. "I was 
under the impression that I had 
the ability to spend $6,915. I won-
der where the$5,000 came from." 
Article VI of the Constitution 
was amended in the fall to make 
sure events are introduced on the 
floor of the Senate before going to 
the Finance Committee. 
"Bob did not bring it to the floor 
of the Senate, much less to the Fi-
nance Committee," said Glunz. 
Also, it is the responsibility of 
the Director of Special Events, as 
stated in Article V of the Depart-
ment By-Laws, to secure all enter-
tainment contracts for Student 
Union functions. According to 
this, Glunz said, he is responsible 
because he is the person who 
knows what contracts are given 
out. 
"lf he's the only one to see the 
contract, he's responsible to bring 
it to the Senate," Glunz said. 
Student Union President John 
Cranley said that he had mixed 
feelings about the verdict, having 
been the person who appointed 
Morris initially to his position. 
"I recognize the great deal of 
effort he made, but as a former 
Chief justice, l know the impor-
The Carroll News, February 16,1995 
Parking disappears 
as buildings appear 
Lynn Sabol 
Staff Reporter 
JCUCampus PoliceofficerTim 
Marks blam~s the lack of parking 
space on the mcreaseconstruction 
on campus, not on the overselling 
of parking permits. 
One hundred and seven spaces 
were lost this year due to the con-
struction at Grasselli Library, said 
Marks. 
"We still have not made up for 
theor.eswe lostwhen the O'Malley 
Center was built," Marks said. 
Fr.RichardSalmi,Sj., vice presi-
dent of Student Affairs, said there 
is a total of 1,094 parking spots 
available for students and 1,800 
permits were sold. Faculty and 
staff are restricted ro 4 32 spaces, 
while 1.500 are allotted for t he fac-
ulty and staff. 
According to Doreen Veccia, 
secretary of Campus Police, 2,025 
student permits were sold last se-
mester. Included in this figure are 
the general unrestricted, dorm and 
rest ri cted (after l p.m.) parking 
permits. Faculty permits are is-
sued every three years and the lat-
est figure shows 870 perm its is-
sued, said Veccia. 
Despite the differences in these 
figures, commuter students, resi-
dent students and staff still have 
to deal with finding a place to park. 
"Not all students have class at 
ou t wor e very ar or t e 
studentbodythisyear,and he put 
on very good events." 
There were bills that, accord-
ing to Morris, needed to be paid 
the day after the concert, Dec. 2. 
Colyer is the only Student Union 
officer who can issue checks, and 
he was at the Cleveland Conven-
tion Center all day decorating for 
that weekend's formal 
Cranley gave Colyer a message 
from Morris to issue the checks. 
Colyer then called the business 
office to have the checks cut. 
"I was under the impression 
from John that it was life or death," 
said Colyer. "My initial reaction 
was to wait until Monday so I could 
see them, but john said 'no, pay 
them'." 
The Student Union was un-
aware of bills for lighting, audio 
service, stage manager, and lodg-
ing for the band. The bills totaled 
$1,626.42 
Although Zinkand said this 
was the first event of the year that 
has gone over budget, it is not. Both 
Homecoming and the Christmas 
Formals cost more money than 
authorized to spend by the Fi-
nance Committee. 
Homecoming went approxi-
mately $800 over budget, but the 
Christmas Formal went $6,000 
over budget, due in part to addi-
tional bid sales. 
"One of the main reasons Bob 
was brought up on charges was 
because he expressly violated the 
Constitution, not just by t he 
amount he said, but by not getti ng 
it approved," Zinkand said. 
"The Finance Committee as a 
check is intended to facilitate the 
use of Student Union funds in an 
efficient manner." 
Joanna Giatis, senior class off-
campus senator was upset with 
the Student Union, considering 
the hard work and devotion that 
the same time," Marks said. 
This is why there is an oversell-
ing of parking permits,said Marks. 
A not her facwr contributing to 
the unavailabilityof parkingspots 
is due to thesched ulingof classes. 
The peak time of overcrowding is 
between 9 a.m. and 12 noon and 
durmgexam times, said Marks. 
1n the past, Student Affairs and 
Cam pus Police established a free 
shuttle bus service between the 
University Hei ghts Municipal 
parking lot and campus. 
"The students who used it-Liked 
it... it was a good idea but we didn't 
get a lot of cooperation," said 
Marks. 
Salmi attempted to get the ser-
vice enacted last semester, but it 
was not used by the students. 
The cost of a general permit is 
$50 per semester and the restricted 
permit is $25 per semester. While 
thefees arenotenough to improve 
the parking condition, the money 
is used for upkeep and secur ity 
expenses, Schaefer said. 
There a re no immediate plans 
to resolve this problem, but Marks 
offers some advice: "Exhibit pa-
tience and realize that it doesn't 
solve the problem by parking ille-
gally." he said. "When space is not 
available in one lot-go to another. 
Wecan'tcreatespace. We'rejust as 
frustrated as anyone else." 
Morris has put into his position. 
"Even though Bob did not go 
through the proper procedures in 
putting on these events, he still 
pr uce t e r 
and events he could," said Giatis. 
Giatis was upset because the 
Fi na nee Committee could not pro-
vide the minutes from the Novem -
her 14 meeting at which Morris 
presented his initial proposal. Ac-
cording to Article II of the General 
By-Laws in the Student Union 
Constitution, minutes must be 
kept at all meetings. 
Because the minutes were lost, 
there was no record of the meet-
ing. 
"They condemn Bob as irre-
sponsible, yet they could not pro-
vide the minutes of their meet-
ings to prove their accusations," 
Giatissaid. "This, in myopinion,is 
irresponsibility." 
When Morris was appointed 
director of Special Events in Sep-
tember, Cranley cited his enthusi-
asm and work ethic when nomi-
nating him. 
"The Special Events Depart-
ment has produced a phenomenal 
Welcome Back Week and Bob 
Morris dedicated countless hours 
of stress to the week's success," 
Cranley said." I know of no stu-
dent more qualified than Bob 
Morris" 
The vote to remove Morris as 
director of Special Events by the 
Judicial Board was unanimous. 
Corrections: 
Regma Ng made an appearance 
at the Miss Parma Pageant where 
she mer a pageant director for a 
Miss America preliminary. 
Vice President for Student Af-
fairs, Fr. Richard P. Salmi . SJ., is 
pleased that ruition costs are not 
skyrocketing. 
The February 9, 1995 issue of 
The Carroll News contained incor· 
rect information 
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AIDS Awareness Week 
Know the facts. 
It can happen to you. 
Cherie Skoczen 
Staff Reporter 
"Sooner or la ter AIDS is either going to 
affect all of us, effect all of us, and if we are 
not careful, infect all of us. We have to do 
somethmg about it," said Charles Dale, 29, 
an HlV-infected AIDS pioneer. 
MassforThoseAffected byHlV-AlDS." Cel-
ebrant Father Richard J. Salmt addressed 
the congregation in the standing-room-
on ly St. Francis Chapel by incorporating 
disease statistics into the mass. 
"A IDS is not something over there," said 
Salmi. "It is a part of all of us ... We can either 
become a parr of the problem or a part of 
the solution. The red ribbons serve tore-
mind us that we can do things to bring 
about a change." 
3 
Thestatisticsareclear. One in 225 people 
worldwide has AIDS. One person dies of 
AIDS every six minutes. One teenager is 
d iagnosed with A IDS every 10 mmutes. The 
Ohio Departmen tof Health statistics would 
indicate that there are at least 16 stude nts at 
John Carroll who are infected with HIV 
(Human Immunodeficiency Syndrome). 
The Cleveland AIDS Quilt was on dis-
play in the Murphy Room on Monday and 
Tuesday. Dale,along-termsurvivorof AIDS, 
answered questions from students and fac -
ulty who came to view the display. The 
quilt consisted of several panels made by 
family, friends, and victims in the Cleve-
land area who have died from AIDS. 
The Cleveland AIDS Quilt on display Monday and Tuesday in the Murphy Room 
According to the Ohio Department of 
Health, "AIDS (which stands for Acquired 
Immunodefic iency Syndrome) results from 
a breakdown of the body's defense system. 
This breakdown leaves the body open to a 
variety of illnesses which are normally not 
a threat to a healthy person. The AIDS virus 
enters the body through the bloodstream 
by contact with specific infected body flu-
ids such as blood, semen or vaginal secre-
t ions." 
"T he purpose of AIDS Awareness Week 
is to create an awareness among students in 
regards to what it means to be HIV positive 
or affected with AIDS as well as how to 
prevent the disease," said Lisa Heckman, 
director of Student Activities. 
The week kicked off wi th an AIDS mass 
on Sunday entitled "Praying fora Miracle: A 
AIDS 
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Care Center. 
"I thou •ht he was 
recounts. "He-was n , 
up to all these machines; it was scary. We 
spent the whole weekend at the hospital. 
And then he came through the night okay." 
A few weeks later. both girls made their 
first organized effort to reach out to the 
Carroll community. Allyson found a pam-
phlet on AIDSwalk '94 in Grasseli library, 
brought it to her sister, and they decided it 
was something they had to do. 
"When I came to college, I was like, 'Okay 
I'm not going to tell anyone' but I couldn't 
do it." Theresa says it was a good friend who 
told her she didn't have to trust people be-
fore she told them about her father. It was a 
part of life, and that A IDS is no longer a 
taboo disease; it is a fact of life. Theresa and 
Allyson both went to their Resident Assis· 
tams and decided that AIDSwalk would 
make an ideal floor activity. In one week, 
the two groups raised $500 in pledges. The 
girls talked to their floors about the disease, 
about their fa ther, about their experience. 
"I don't mind telling people now," says 
Theresa. She also doesn't mind being a 
member of Carroll's "token AlDS fa mi ly.' 
"Somebod y has to talk about it," she says. 
Theresa has finished her Cafe Lattee and 
shifts in her chair; she has kept eye contac t 
almost the entire time, never stopping, or 
pausing togather her composure. She apolo-
gizes, "th is is taking so long" 
She begins aga in. With prodding, she 
ad mits the careless attitude of many of her 
peers toward the disease bothers her. 
"A lot of my friends just get drunk and 
don't ca re, and it's like, 'You guys are so 
stupid you don't know the danger. Youdon't 
know, you're not thinking of 10 years from 
now when you're going to want to have 
kids, you're going to want a family, you're 
going to want to live past 10 yea rs from now, 
and once you find out you haveiAIDS]. you're 
nor going to be able togo back, you're going 
w have to live day by day.' That's the way 
my father lives, it frustrates me , makes me 
want to tell them, 'Guys you're stupid,' but I 
don't know. I can't be like that every day." 
The Kosik family takes necessary mea-
sures to ensure Allan's health. In early No-
vember,hisT-cellcountdropped below 100. 
He added that the three foot by five feet 
panels are the size of a grave plot; he com-
pared viewing thequiltto walking through 
a grave yard. 
A food drive for the Greater Cleveland 
AIDS Taskforce was also held during the 
entire week. 
"People are only frightened by things 
they don't understand," said Nurse Rose 
McHale of the Health Service Center. "We 
need to enlighten them ... Protect yourself. 
Unsafe sex is not a good idea. Abstinence is 
the only sure way because in terms of 
condoms, they rip, slip, and tear. Realisti-
cally, though, people are not going to ab-
Over Thanksgiving break Theresa could 
not get too close to her father- she had the 
flu. 
"I just can't hug him, or touch him when 
l'n"'l sick" she sa s . But the fam1l does not 
"Our lifehasn'tchanged thatm uchother 
than when we open up the refrigerator and 
there will be bags of I.V. everywhere ... He 
wakes my mom up every morning at six; if 
he feels up to it, he makes my little brother 
jeffrey breakfast. He'll stay up until after 
lunch, take a nap and wake up when my 
brother gets home from school." 
A nurse comes everyday in the absence 
of Theresa's mother, Margaret, a registered 
nurse. 
The education-psychology double ma-
jor reads off a wrinkled piece of paper that 
stain, so if you're not, you better protect 
yourself." 
McHale also informed the group about 
the dangers of mixing sex and alcohol. 
"Every time there is unprotected sex, al-
cohol comes into play," McHale said . "If you 
are going to drink, it has to be safe drinking 
as in safe sex. It is a difference between 
having a drink or two and not remember-
ing who you went to bed with last night. 
People think it's never going to happen to 
them, but it's happening all over the place." 
Health Services offers HIV testing for 
$63, and results can be obtained in two or 
three days. Free HIV testing is also given at 
various free clinics in the Cleveland area. 
However, McHale mentioned that many 
students prefer to pay and learn the results 
explains, is the "fighting cell" for the body's 
immune system, is down to 74. "A person 
can live with a zerocount," she says, buts he 
does not complete the thought. 
T""n wecke. ~ r'\ Al\:"ln rhr\ no\ '"·!~'-kC' h\o:;, 
ret knew something was wrong. Allan en-
tered Mt. Sinai hospital again, he faced an-
other battle with pancreatitis. 
Almost every time Allan is admitted he 
sees the same doctor, jeffrey Ponsky, now 
the director of Surgery at Mt. Sinai. It is for 
Ponsky that the youngest of the Kosik clan 
is named. "He knows my father's body in-
side and out," says Theresa. 
At 10 years-old, Jeffrey Kosik could be 
right on the edge of the cliff with his mother 
and father. Every six months Margaret is 
tested for the HIV antibodies an exposed 
person produces, and 
"That's the really hard thing, I would 
every time the results 
come back negative. 
The longer Allan's 
high school sweet-
heart goes without 
any trace of the vi-
rus, the lower her 
percentage of risk for 
like to take it for granted that, if I 
ever get married, my father would 
walk me down the aisle." 
lists all the "drugs my dad is on." Allan 
Kosik takes 49 different drugs, 130 pills 
everyday. He wears what Theresa describes 
as a "Gameboy" over his shoulder. The 
"Ga meboy" is actually an electronic mor-
phine drip to help ease his pain. This week, 
Allan will add another "Gameboy" sash, 
with Hyper Alimentation, a drug to stimu-
late weight gain and stem muscle wasting. 
The drips last 12 hours a day. Kosik suffers 
from neuropathy which affects his motor 
sk ills, often preventing eve ryday activities 
suc h as writing, but it never stops him from 
lighting a cigarette, something Margaret 
still isn't happy about. 
Theresa laughs when she mentions her 
father is "on marijuana" Actually, he takes 
pills with some of the same stimulants as 
marijuana to aid his appetite. She assures 
me, "it's been approved by the government. 
It's perfectly legal." 
But Allan has lost 33 pounds since 
.Christmas, his T-cell count, which Theresa 
developing it be-
comes. Margaret's 
Theresa Kosik risk is currently less 
than three petcent. 
Since the only real 
way Jeffrey could have contracted the dis-
ease would have been througn his mother, 
there is no reason, as of yet, to test him. 
At 38,Allan Kosik is a retired sales man-
ager for a publishing company. "Retired" 
and "38" are an odd couple Theresa realizes. 
It became necessary for Kosik to choose 
between a job he loved and a family he 
cherished. The choice was obvious. 
Kosik has tried to remain as active as 
possible. He helped move his daughters 
back into their dorms at the beginning of 
the semeste r. 
"Hedidn't actually help," Theresa laughs. 
"He climbed three flights of stairs and then 
rested, while we carried everything." 
Then, suddenly her mood changes, "It's 
kind of sad sometimes, this is not my dad 
that used to be." This is not the dad that 
used to jump up and down on the bed with 
his girls only to be yelled at by his wife, 
"Don't rile them beforetheygotobed." Allan 
sleeps downstairs, always in "his" rechner. 
ina couple of days instead of waiting two or 
three weeks for the results at the free clinic. 
"Confidentialny ts of our utmost inter-
est with students,"McHalesaid, noting that 
the test will not show up on the student's 
record. "We want students to feel safe to 
come and be tesred or to talk about any-
thing" 
Further information on the free H IV test-
ing in the Cleveland area can be obtamed 
from the Free Clinic at 721-40LO,J Glen 
Smith at 2499-4100,a ndMcCafferty Health 
Center at 651-5005. 
For further information on AIDS, con-
tact the toll -free statewide Ohio AIDS 
Hotline at 1-800-332-AIDSor the U.S. Pub-
lic Health Servtce toll-free hothne at 1-800-
342-AIDS. 
Theresa says he sometimes doesn't sleep ar 
all, "he stays up all night and does the bills." 
The "bills" top $6,000 a month, "It's not a 
cheaT> d1 asc," :.he says 
\ h(' R an Wh\\C \<.)unt\-3\\0n '"'"' \h~.: 
ive. St. ares m r man, o 
running lottery to support the family. Ac-
cording to Theresa,CatholicCharities"gt ves 
us little things that matter." 
Theresa says she does get angry some-
times. Last Saturday night, after getting off 
the phone with her father, she grabbed her 
Walkman, with a tape of music that "re-
minds me of my farher" and took a walk. 
Shefound herself in thechapel,askingques-
tions that no one can answer. But as fast as 
the anger comes, it subsides. 
"That's the really hard thing, ! would 
like to take it for granted that, if I ever get 
married, my father would walk me down 
the aisle. That my dad's going to see me 
grad uate from college, but.." she stops. 
"At the same time I think I'm lucky, my 
family is extremely close, we talk about 
everything. l have a father, ! have a mother, 
some don't. We still have fights and things 
- we're still a family. we're still normal. " 
Normalcy is sometimes interrupted, 
with phone calls and hospital trips. "I don't 
care what else is going on, everything just 
stops. If it's really bad, we'll go home right 
away, talk to teachers later. If not, you just 
stick it out and wait 'til the weekend." 
Theresa Kosik doesn't cry all tha t often, 
she ref uses to use her father as an excuse in 
the classroom, "I try to keep things as nor-
mal as possible. Once in a while I'll call my 
mom and ask her. 'Why am I in college 
again?"' 
She recalls being overwhelmed only 
once. She watched her father sleeping in 
his chair, "He was so healthy looking, so 
happy, I thought, This can't be happening' 
I remembered those commercials, those four 
big white letters. But that was ir. I realized 
it was happening and it was happening to 
my family" 
She puts her coat on and walks out the 
door. On the return trip to campus, she 
spots her sister jamming into a small car on 
the side of Murphy Hall with seven friends, 
going out for the night. 
"See, we're normal." She laughs, turns 
back, smtles, and then looks ahead. 
Perfectly normal. 
4 WORLD VIEW 
From around the nation ••. 
U.S. CORPORATIONS 
"Ask accounting how many more layoffs we need to round off my bonus to $2 mill on ... " 
Bill Clinton needs a new PR firm 
The Carroll News, February 16, 1995 
r i e f s 
State of fashion... The State of Ohio announced Monday that 
they will be changing the appearance of the Buckeye state's li-
cence plate It is a change from the traditional white to one that 
starts white on the top and fades to a nice shade of 'sandy gold' on 
the bottom with the slogan, "The heart of it all." The new plate will 
be available this summer and will phase out the traditional one 
completely in 1996. 
Umited supply, call now._ By next year the numbers will run 
out on 800 numbers, according to AT&T. The nations volume 
leader in toll free numbers says the possibilities for numbers are so 
limited that there will be a serious need for another toll free 
exchange. The new 800 will be 888, that's 8-8-8. 
Appearance is everything_ Some inside sources at the OJ. 
Simpson trial claim that when the jurors visired Simpson's Bundy 
Lane mansion, someone arranged for a fire in the fireplace and 
fresh flowers on the table, right next to an open Bible. 
New numbers... The number of women killed in car accidents 
has climbed 62 percent since 1975, according to the Narional 
Highway Traffic Safety Administration. The number of female 
drivers involved in fatal accidents has raised 38 percent 
James Aurlcchlo women in the sixties (See Brian 
Chandler's article) are devastat-
ing If you are pro-life, they are 
devastating for obvious reasons. 
But even if you are pro-choice the 
formed only a dozen abortions, a 
statement he has since retracted. 
Imagine the scene in the White 
House (names have been changed 
Surgeon general nominee 
questioned over credibility 
World V1ew Editor 
As if Clinton were not in 
enough trouble: 
His public 1m age makers could 
make orphan Annie look bad. The 
problem is they would probably 
be trying to make her look good. 
Allegations that Henry Foster, 
Clinton's Surgeon General nomi-
nee, may have performed any-
where from 39 to 700 abortions, 
and that he sterilized retarded 
Commentary 
deception is at the very least both-
ersome. Clinton'speople,nodoubt 
had something to do with Foster's 
initial statement that he per-
ATTENTION: CINCINNATI 
AREA STUDENTS 
The 1995 Xavier summer sessions bulletin of classes & 
workshops Is now available. Undergraduate & graduate level 
courses offered in the areas of arts and sciences, business, 
education, professional studies and social sciences. 
Session dates: May 15- June 22 & July 3- August 10 
CALL OR WRITE: 
~VIEK 
I summer Sessions UNIVERSITY 3800 Victory Parkway Cincinnati, OH 45207-3120 513-745-4381 
Xav~r Univtnily is an academic commWiiJJ commilltd lo ~qual opporiWiity for 
all persoiiS regardless of ag~. su, rae~. religion, handicap, or NJiirma/ origin. 
to protect the innocent): 
George; Okay, so he performed Brian Chandler 
some abortions. That's not that Staff Reporter 
bad. President Clinton's nomination 
Leon: If wedoitright, we could of a Nashville physician, Henry 
actually gain popularity our of Foster Jr., for U.S. Surgeon General 
this. How many abortions have has caused much political strife 
you performed Henry? throughout the Washington scene. 
Henry: Maybe 39, er,er, 700, I'm The question at the heart of the 
not sure. Foster controversy is how many 
George: Okay, okay we'll say... abortions Foster has performed. 
waithowmanydonutsinadozen? On the day following his nomi-
Leon: A baker's dozen or just a nation, Foster issued a statement, 
daz&n. ----- --~--L..-.Io.....d 1 
George: A regular dozen. one dozen abortions. Some of the 
Leon: Twelve. first signs of acredibiliryproblem 
George: Then twelve it is. arose after a transcript of stare-
Henry: Whu if someone finds ments allegedly offered by Foster 
out the nuth? during an ethics advisory board 
George: Come on, whose gonna to the department of Hea 1 th, Edu-
dothat? lt'sonlytheSurgeonGen- cation and Welfare in 1978 was 
era! position. Now let's talk Base- circulated by the National Right 
ball! to Life Coalition and the lnterna-
Speaking of baseball... tiona! Foundation for Genetic Re-
Clinton goes to bat: Any one search. The transcript suggests 
who has ever had hat head in their that Foster has performed more 
life may be glad to see some fed- abortions than he initially 
era! involvement in the baseball claimed. 
strike. Clinton is finally raking a "I have performed many am-
firm batting stance on something. niocentesis and therapeutic abor-
But is baseball really worth the tions,"Fosterallegedlysaid."Prob-
President of the United States' at- ably near 700." The physician de-
tention? If you're a Tribe fan , for nies the statement, suggesting the 
the first time since the 40's the transcriber may have made a mis-
answer is easy. If you're a Cubs' take in recording. 
fan, you're enjoyine; the vacation. However, on February 9, Fos-
NoiDinations for Beaudry Award 
John Carroll University is seeking nominations for the Beaudry Award, given to a graduating 
senior who bas been voted by the senior class as most deserving of this honor. The award 
is presented at Commencement exercises in May. 
The Beaudry Award recognizes outstanding service in the following areas: 
leadership, academic achievement, service to the University and/or civic community, 
and Christian Ufe. 
Anyone in the University Community may submit a nomination. Complete the nomination 
form describing the nominee's achievements in each of the areas listed above. These forms 
are available in the Dean of Students, Student Union and Campus Ministry Offices. 
Please be sure to add the description of the nominee's achievements. Return the form to the 
OMce of the Dean of Students by March 1st. 
reradmitted in an interview with 
ABC News' "Nightline," that he 
had carried out not one dozen, bur 
39 abortions. 
Senate Labor and Human Re-
sources Committee Chairman, 
Nancy Kassebaum (R) of Kansas, 
stared that rh is is not a "contro-
versy that is going to go away." 
Kassebaum, a supporte r of 
abortion rights, claimed that she 
wasoriginallytold that Foster had 
Department of Health and Hu-
man services claimed they origi-
nally misunderstood Foster's an-
swer on the abortion question. 
"Some Senators feel like they 
were misled," said Republican 
Senator Trent Lott of Mississippi. 
"We may find that Foster has 
nor leveled with the White House. 
The issue then becomes a matter 
of trust. If Foster has not been 
forthright with his background, 
then I would certainly call into 
question the nomination," said 
representative Greg Ganske (R) 
Iowa, a doctor and supporter for 
abortion rights. 
New allegations that Dr. Foster 
has performed sterilization pro-
cedures on mentally retarded 
women have also surfaced re-
cently, increasing the dissent of 
Foster's nomination to an even 
higher level. 
According to an article writ-
ten by Foster fora 1976 issue of the 
Southern Medical]ournal, Foster 
stated that he performed six ster-
ilizations on retarded women dur-
ing the period between 1963 to 
1973. 
"Recently, 1 have begun to use 
h ysrerectomy in patients with se-
vere mental retardation," Foster 
claimed in the Southern Medical 
journal. 
Others claim that those op-
posed to Foster's nomination 
should concentrate less on abor-
tion and sterilization, and more 
on Foster's qualifications for the 
position of Surgeon General. 
The Surgeon General is the 
nation's highest ranking health 
advisor. Some of the duties of the 
Surgeon General include forming 
commissions to research public 
health concerns and releasing 
public warni ngsabout health dan-
gers. 
The Carroll News, February 16, 1995 
THIS SATURDAY 
• The Chalet in Strongsville 
• $3 per person 
• Sign up in the Student Life Office by 
5 p.m. Friday 
• Vans leave Belvoir at 5:30 p.m. 
ponsore 
-All Students 
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planning campus 
activities and 
events 
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make a difference. 
LEADERSHIP 
POSITION 
AVAILABLE 
If interested see: John Cranley in the Student Union 
or 
Lisa Heckman in the Student Activities Office. 
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4 WORLD VIEW 
From around the nation ••. 
U.S. CORPORATIONS 
"Ask accounting now many more layoffs we need to round off my bonus to $2 millon ... " 
Bill Clinton needs a new PR firm 
James Aurlcchlo 
World View Editor 
As if Clinton were not in 
enough trouble: 
His public image makers could 
makeorphanAnnielookbad. The 
problem is they would probably 
be uying to make her look good. 
Allegations that Henry Foster, 
Clinton's Surgeon General nomi-
nee, may have performed any-
where from 39 to 700 abortions, 
and that he sterilized retarded 
women in the sixties (See Brian 
Chandler's article) are devastat-
ing. If you are pro-] ife, they are 
devastating for obvious reasons. 
But even if you are pro-choice the 
Commentary 
deception is at the very least both-
ersome. Clinton's people, no doubt 
had something to do with Foster's 
initial statement that he per-
ATTENTION: CINCINNATI 
AREA STUDENTS 
The 1995 Xavier summer sessions bulletin of classes & 
workshops Is now available. Undergraduate & graduate level 
courses offered in the areas of arts and sciences, business. 
education, professional studies and social sciences. 
Session dates: May 15 - June 22 & July 3- August 1 0 
CALL OR WRITE: 
~VIEK 
I Summer Sessions UNIVERSlTY 3800 Victory Parkway Cincinnati, OH 45207-3120 513-745-4381 
Xav~r U.Uvu.ril:; i.r a11 tM:tukmic commJillily commilttd to tqwa! oppoTiwtity for 
all ptr30fiS rtgardJus of agt, sa, ract, religion, handicap, Of' MliONJI origill. 
formed only a dozen abortions, a 
statement he has since retracted. 
Imagine the scene in the White 
House (names have been changed 
to protect the innocent): 
George: Okay, so he performed 
some abortions. That's not that 
bad. 
Leon: If wedoit right, we could 
actually gain popularity out of 
this. How many abortions have 
you performed Henry? 
Henry: Maybe 39, er,er, 700, I'm 
not sure. 
George: Okay, okay we'll say .. . 
wait how many donuts in a dozen? 
Leon: A baker's dozen or just a 
George: A regula r dozen. 
Leon: Twelve. 
George: Then twelve it is. 
Henry: What if someone finds 
out the truth? 
George: Come on, whose gonna 
do that? lt'sonlytheSurgeonGen-
eral position. Now let's talk Base-
ball! 
Speaking of baseball... 
Clinton goes to bat Any one 
who has ever had hat head in their 
life may be glad to see some fed-
eral involvement in the baseball 
strike. Clinton is finally taking a 
firm battingstanceonsomething. 
But is baseball really worth the 
President of the United States' at-
tention? lf you're a Tribe fan, for 
the first time since the 40's the 
answer is easy. If you're a Cubs' 
fan, you're enjoying the vacation. 
The Carroll News, February 16, 1995 
r i e , s 
State of fashion_ The State of Ohio announced Monday that 
they will be changing the appearance of the Buckeye state's li-
cence plate. lt is a change from the traditional white to one that 
starts white on the top and fades to a nice shade of 'sandy gold' on 
the bottom with theslogan ,"Theheartofitall.' Thenewplatewill 
be available this summer and will phase out the traditional one 
completely in 1996. 
Umited supply, call now .• By next year the numbers will run 
out on 800 numbers, according to AT&T. The nations volume 
leader in toll free numberssays the possibilities for numbers are so 
limited that there will be a serious need for another toll free 
exchange. The new 800 will be 888, that's 8-8-8. 
Appearance is everything .• Some inside sources at the OJ 
Simpson trial claim that when the jurors visited Simpson's Bundy 
Lane mansion, someone arranged for a fire in the fireplace and 
fresh flowers on the tab1e, right next to an open Bible. 
New numbers... The number of women killed in car accidents 
has climbed 62 percent since 1975, according to the National 
Highway Traffic Safety Administration. The number of female 
drivers involved in fatal accidents has raised 38 percent. 
Surgeon general nominee 
questioned over credibility 
Brian Chandler 
Staff Reporter 
President Clinton's nomination 
of a Nashville physician, Henry 
Foster Jr., for U.S. Surgeon General 
has caused much political strife 
throughout the Washington scene. 
The question at the heart of the 
Foster controversy is how ma ny 
abortions Foster has performed. 
On the day following his nomi-
nation, Foster issued a statement, 
~~~~~fen~f~s~h 
one dozen abortions. Some of the 
first signs of a credibility problem 
arose after a transcript of state-
ments allegedly offered by Foster 
during an ethics advisory board 
to the department of Hea I th, Ed u-
cation and Welfare in 1978 was 
circulated by the National Right 
to Life Coalition and the Interna-
tional Foundation for Genetic Re-
search. The transcript suggests 
that Foster has performed more 
abortions than he initially 
claimed. 
"I have performed many am-
niocentesis and therapeutic abor-
tions," Foster alleged I y said. "Prob-
ably near 700." The physician de-
nies the statement, suggesting the 
transcriber may have made a mis-
take in recording. 
However, on February 9, Fos-
ter admitted in an interview with 
ABC News' "Nightline," that he 
had carried out not one dozen, but 
39 abortions. 
Senate Labor and Human Re-
sources Committee Chairman, 
Nancy Kassebaum (R) of Kansas, 
stated that this is not a "contro-
versy that is going to go away" 
Kassebaum, a supporter of 
abortion rights, claimed that she 
wasoriginall told that Foster had 
n 
Department of Health and Hu-
man services claimed they origi-
nally misunderstood Foster's an-
swer on the abortion question. 
"Some Senators feel like they 
were misled," said Republican 
Senator Trent Lott of Mississippi. 
"We may find that Foster has 
not leveled with the White House. 
The issue then becomes a matter 
of trust. If Foster has not been 
forthright with his background , 
then I would certa inly call into 
question the nomination," said 
representative Greg Ganske (R) 
Iowa, a doctor and supporter for 
abortion rights. 
New allegations that Dr. Foster 
has performed sterilization pro-
cedures on mental! y retarded 
women have also surfaced re-
cently, increasing the dissent of 
Foster's nomination to an even 
higher level. 
No~ninations for Beaudry Award According to an article writ-ten by Foster for a 1976 issue of the Southern Medica I ]au ma I, Foster 
stated that he performed six ster-
ilizations on retarded women dur-
ing the period between 1963 to 
1973. 
John Carroll University is seeking nominations for the Beaudry Award, given to a graduating 
senior who has been voted by the senior class as most deserving of this honor. The award 
is presented at Commencement exercises in May. 
The Beaudry Award recognizes outstanding service in the following areas: 
leadership, academic achievement, service to the University and/or civic community, 
and Christian life. 
Anyone in the University Community may submit a nomination. Complete the nomination 
form describing the nominee's achievements in each of the areas listed above. These forms 
are available in the Dean of Students, Student Union and Campus Ministry Offices. 
Please be sure to add the description of the nominee's achievements. Return the form to the 
Office of the Dean of Students by March 1st. 
"Recently, l have begun to use 
hysterectomy in patients with se-
vere mental retardation," Foster 
claimed in the Southern Medical 
journal. 
Others claim that those op-
posed to Foster's nomination 
should concentrate less on abor-
tion and sterilization, and more 
on Foster's qualifications for the 
position of Surgeon General. 
The Surgeon General is the 
nation's highest ranking health 
advisor. Some of the duties of the 
Surgeon General include forming 
commissions to research public 
health concerns and releasing 
public warningsabout healthdan-
gers. 
The Carroll News, February 16, 1995 
THIS SATURDAY 
• The Chalet in Strongsville 
• $3 per person 
• Sign up in the Student Life Office by 
5 p.m. Friday 
• Vans leave Belvoir at 5:30 p.m. 
- All Students 
interested in 
planning campus 
activities and 
events 
Get involved and 
make a difference. 
LEADERSHIP 
POSITION 
AVAILABLE 
If interested see: John Cranley in the Student Union 
or 
Lisa Heckman in the Student Activities Office. 
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6 BUSINESS The Carroll News, February 16, 1995 
University to add coffee shop in AD building 
Kevin Bachman the new plans include a much coffee and study by the win -
Michael J. Hill larger facility," he said. dows," he added. 
The Carroll News One reason for the change of Reali does not know officially 
john Carroll University offi- locale was to make the snack bar who would run the snack bar. The 
cia ls are currently planning to do more accessible to people who live Marriott Corporation currently 
maj:>rconstructionon the ground- off-campus. has an exclusive right to sell food 
level of the Administration build- "It will be good. for the com- in the RecPlex building. Thefood 
ing. muters," said Bishoy Mikhail, SU servicecontract between Marriott 
Many of thedetailsarestillnot and the university is negotiated 
finalized, however, the proposed yearly and that opening the snack 
coffee shop that Student Union "It will be quiet bar to outside vendors or the su 
President john Cranley antici- would not violate the contract, 
patedfortheWoliandPotlastSep- fh t rcihf ntJ Salmisaid 
tember will finally be built in the ere a nib, a "If l'mnot pleased wuh the pro-
basement of the Admmistration a c1reaf p/ace fO posalthat[Marriott]submits,then 
Building. b' l would open it up for outside ven-
According to john Reali, direc- dors to bid," Salmi said. 
tor of Physica I Plant,"Someof this S fUdy and enjoy a Cranley said he hoped the Stu-
maystartthissummer,"although, dent Union would be given the 
Reali added, the final plans will CUp Of COffee." chance todemonstrate that they 
be finished this fall. can handle a large scale operation. 
According to Reali, the class- john Reali "Fr. Salmi is not willing to say 
rooms and offices in the basement who he will let run the coffee-
of the Administration Building house, and he wants to wait and 
left vacant with the addition of sophomore off-campus senator. see how successful we are at run-
the O'Malley Center, will become AJCU employee working in the ning the [new SUI video store," 
the sight of a coffee and sandwich AD Building commented, "We Cranley said. 
However, Cranley satd, "From 
our standpoint, we did not have 
enough money for the coffeehouse, 
let alone for the renova[lon." 
Salmi said he thinks the Stu-
dent Union realized how hard it 
was to stan a business. 
"I think they found out real 
quick that trying toopen two small 
businesses is really hard work," 
Salmi said. "I think Student Af-
fairs was pretty generous in their 
offers to the Student Union for the 
coffeehouse. The fact thatthey felt 
that they could not do it with that 
amount is unfortunate." 
Salmi said that a professional 
food service group will probably 
manage the facility because the 
operation is beyond the capabili-
ties of the SU 
"1 think the Student Union 
needs to demonstrate that they can 
run the video store successfully 
before l would be willing to enter-
tain the possibility of them run-
ning an additional service busi-
ness on campus," Salrni said. 
Students would have an advan-
tage tf Marriottcontrolled thecof-
fee shop because they would be 
able to use their Munch Money 
account there, according to Salmi. 
An outside firm mtght create 
some healthy competition with 
the Inn &tween which would also 
be an advantage for the students, 
he said. 
&hind the coffee shop, under 
Kulas A udiwrium, the university 
will add offtces, said Reali. 
"Scheduled now, is the Interna-
tional Affairs, Institute for Hu-
manny, Reading Effectiveness .. ." 
and other offices, he said. "There 
willlalsol be commuter student 
mailboxes, and a graduate school 
lounge." 
These offices will be set to the 
center, leaving the windows open 
to the garden and the lawn which 
faces Rodman Hall. Sitting areas 
will be placed along the windows 
for added seating, said Reali. 
shop. This will be a multipurpose were surprised to find no place to The SU backed down from its 
facility with a capacity of SO eat in the new O'Malley Center. initial proposal to put the student-
people. They have the nice tables for the run coffeehouse in the Wolf and 
"It will be a general area where students, but for us and the com- Pot because some members of the 
students can study," said Reali. mutersthereisn'tadesignatedarea SU felt that the money appropri-
The proposed coffeehouse will to have lunch or dinner." a ted to them by Student Affairs 
Hiring good employees 
makes business better 
now be an extension of the Sate!- According to Reali, commut- was not sufficient. 
lite Snack Bar in the basement of ersand employees are not the only "We had felt thatthe Wolf and Grant Cleveland le n the AD Building. groups who would enj:>y the cof- Pot might not have been the best Staff Reporter 
I The university plans to reno- fee shop. Students will not have to place,"Cranleysaid."lt would have It has been said that a 
e p vate the entire basement between go to the Inn &tween or Arabica cost roughly $20,000 to renovate. business can only be as 
the School of Business and the to meedriends or study. If we did it, 1t would flop, and it good as the people item-
O'Malley Center. "It will be quiet there at night would flop in a big way." ploys. Therefore, in busi- n e 
"Aspartof theremodelingplan, and a great place to study and en- Student Affairs pledged $7,000 ness, a general adage is 
the University wanted to expand joy a cup of coffee," said Reali. to the SU for the prospective cof- that if you do not have 
the Satellite Snack Bar, and be- Students can enter the cof- feehouse. The SU had planned to goodemployees,youdonothavea 
cause it's doing so much business, fee shop and "grab soup and a contribute to the total cost as well. business. 
•.......... -. .. -.-..-.... .-.-.-:.-=====~-=~~.--.~~==~========== ...... r-7. T en mtbW senes had to face the fact that 1 n 
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most cases, they will have to hire 
people and keep them aboard with 
incentives. All six entrepreneurs 
agreed that a business owner 
should not hire people off the 
street, without previous referrals. 
This leads to the question of 
how to hire, if merely interview-
ing applicants off the street is not 
a successful strategy. These six 
entrepreneurs relied on network-
ing, which means gathering in-
formation and hiring individuals 
through family members, busi-
ness associates, and members of 
organizations with similar inter-
ests,suchasthePrivateSector. The 
Private Sector is a John Carroll· 
University organization which 
seeks to provide networking ser-
vices to JCU alumni and friends 
operating small, midsize, or 
emerging com pan ies,accord ing to 
their mission statement. 
Victor Todia, owner of High 
Point Tool& Engineeringsaid that 
employees that he hired stole 
money from his cash register. 
"I had problems with people off 
the street, they ripped me off," he 
said. 
The leads generated through 
the entrepreneurs' networks often 
yielded the best employees, the 
business owners said. 
Constance Atkins, owner of 
Atkins' Professional Advantage, 
started her business by hiring fam-
ily and friends. 
"They were just doing me a fa-
vor," she said. "Some took the jobs 
on a temporary basis and they 
ended up staying for a long time." 
As owner and operator of 
Cappelli's Parry Center, a catering 
and gathering center located in 
Wickliffe, OH, linda Cappelli-
O'Brien hired people at a young 
age to help her with her business. 
"People started working for me 
when theywerein ninth grade and 
t r ent •re•pren-eur 
one l'>llo organizes, manages, 
r e 
!W'<I essunes the risks of a 
b.Jsiness or enterprise 
u r part 3of4 
are still here," said the 1972john 
Carroll graduate. 
"l don'tc.ftOim.).J¥ ~~~~-..--._....;;;:;:;;;., 
streets. 1 do lots of net working. 
That is where the Private Sector 
comes into play. l have no prob-
lems with, and can trust their re-
ferrals," Cappelli-O'Brien said. 
Using a temporary placement 
agency provides a process in 
which the prospective employee 
can work for a trial period, said 
Norbert O'Brien, owner of O'Brien 
Brass Company. At the end of the 
period O'Brien could decide to hire 
or dismiss the employee with no 
legal ramifications. 
"I used a temporary agency to 
take a look at possible employees," 
he said. "When I don't have to hire 
them on with liability, I am able to 
find out a lot more about them." 
This method proved to be su-
perior to that of placing an adver-
tisement in the paper, he said. 
"l always used w put an ad in 
the paper. I would have a response 
of 20 to 30 people for one position, 
but they would all lack the skills for 
thej:>b. Thetemporaryagencyhelps 
with the screening," O'Brien said. 
According tot he business own-
ers, keeping good employeesisan-
other challenge that faces entre-
preneurs once they find them. 
Mark Hauserman, the manag-
ing partner of the Knight 
Hauserman Group, ltd., a manu-
facturing firm of executive style 
furniture, implemented an incen-
tive pay which included a fifteen 
percent pay bonus, based on profits. 
Of course, this is based on ac-
counting done by an independent 
firm, Hauserman added. 
All the entrepreneurs that of-
fer pay incentives offer them on 
the basis of performance, not se-
niority. 
For example, Atkins bases her 
employees' pay as a percentage of 
what is produced. "It is more effi-
cientforthe bottom line and sepa-
rates theadultsfrom thechildren," 
Atkins said. 
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Masks reveal imer self 
John Carroll welcomes series speakers 
Elizabeth Osborne loween and on Mardi Gras, but betweentheaudtenceandtheper-
Staff Reporter glasses and cosmetics can a \so be formers. 
A mask covers your face but seen as masks. "To extend the The Great Lakes Theater Festi-
reveals your self. It is within that metaphor, our dress is a kind of val had this to say, "The mask is 
context that the Great lakes The- mask." larger than life, so it forces larger 
ater Festival, in conjunction with In a souvenir guide provided at than life decisions to be made by 
the John Carroll Department of the presentation, Abrahamson the actor." This was illustrated 
Communications, brought to concludedthat"themask isapow- with new volunteers using half-
john Carroll a presentation titled erful human creation. It allows us face masks. 
"The Mask." to experience the 'other', that Along with the physicality, 
The presentation, part of a se- which we believe isexternal to our these masks required the perform-
ries called "Dionysus livest," took selves." ers to be vocal. The masks chosen 
place on Thursday, Feb 9. The Francesconi illustrated this by the volunteers became charac-
featured speakers were Laura concept in his presenta[lon. With • ters that were insptred by their'in-
Abrahamson, an assistant ner selves.' 
professor of ClassicalLan- If the use and power of masks 
guages at Cleveland State The mask is larger intrigues you, you max be inter-
University, and Robert ested in the play The Bacchae 
Francesconi, a member of than fife, SO it forces which (according to The Great 
the drama faculty at the lakes Theater Festival) uses "mu-
North Carolina School of larger than fife sic,startlingmasks,hand-painted 
the Arts. costumes and evocative dance." 
Abrahamson first dis- deCiSiOnS tO be made The Bacchae presents the very 
cussed the use of the mask dramaticeffectsmasks have on the 
in Greek and Roman by fhe aCtOr. theater. The presentation here at 
drama, as well as its mod- John Carroll on the mask was part 
ern use. She explained, "it of a series of events supporting 
is hard for us as a modern audi- help from several audience mem- The Bacchae. 
ence to watch a play where hers, he showed the way a mask The play, directed by Gerald 
everybody's face is covered ... but can give a person a sense of free- Freeman,willrunattheOhioThe-
this was the mode of theater in dom, to "free the creative spark." ater, Playhouse Square Center, 
the ancient world." The mask in Volunteers from the audience from Mar.l6- Apr.!. 
the ancient world was important, were given the opportunity to Masks have always been an in-
according to Abrahamson, for a choose a mask and therefore be- triguing part of the theater and 
few reasons. come a character. First, with the society. According to the Great 
Theaters at that time were full-faced masks, the volunteers lakes Theater Festiva~ 'for thou-
enormous, and the exaggerated were able to experience a height- sands of years--from the time of 
features of masks were able to con- ened sense of physicality, because the Ancient Greeks to today's hit 
(onina Attrltiol 
Dance 
The company OANCECLEVElAND w1ll present the Martha 
Graham Dance Company's 'The legend of Martha Graham" on 
Friday, Feb. 24, at 8:30p.m. in the State Theater at Playhouse 
Square Center. Ticketsare$18, $26,$28. For tickets,call241-
6000. 
Rim 
The Cleveland Museum of Art presents films by British 
filmmaker Derekjarman on Wednesday, Feb. 22 at 7 p.m. The 
first film Wittgensteirt (1993), is a theatrical investigation of the 
life and work of Austrian philosopher Ludwig Wittgenstein. 
The second film, Blue (1993), features Jarman's personal reflec-
tion on his battle with AlDS. Jarman died of AIDS last February 
at the age of 52. Tickets are $4.$3 for Museum members. Call 
421-7340 for more informat ton. 
&I kin Productions welcomes the power groove of Pantera 
with special, guest Type 0 Negative to the james A. Rhodes 
Arena (Akron University) on Sunday, Feb. 19 at 7:30p.m. 
Pantera is touring in support of its 1994 release, Far Beyond 
Driven. Tickets are $20 (reserved seating). $22.50 for a limited 
number of general admission floor seats, and are available at all 
Ticketmaster locations. 
Theatre 
veyemotionsovergreatdistances. these masks are nonverbal. musical Phantom of the Opera-- · 
In addition to this,allof the actors Francesconi stressed that "you theater audiences (and actors) The Fairmount Theatre of the Deaf presents its critically 
in Greek plays weremale,and with don't want to impose your ideas have been drawn to the mystery acclaimed production of Children of a Lesser God, which runs 
a change of mask came a change on themask,youwant the mask to of the Mask.' Thursday, Feb. 23 through Feb. 26 in the Studio Theatre of the 
7 
of character. Basically, character speak to you." Forthisreason,'TheMask"was Cleveland PlayHouse. Performances are pre ented simulta 
type was determined by _:m:..:.a:;s;,:.k~"m!I'T~h~e~a~ud~ipe!fn~c:erma,ls"oftseiiie m!!feiidl!tilo-~a~~hfjli"'~lhpj\j;vi~n~fo~r~m~~aiPtij vjjjc::!a!pnj!id~b·e!!ir'pciJI(i,.- lllljlltfniMico!!j'ujijs'tvftl{iitjn~·mflljolk~<c!li 'n.f!Eji!· n~tlt:,l\ij!'~h'~·~~m~•di;Aitjmile~r~\;Mc:::an.iil!is'p~'!iin.'l~a 'j!!W~· uij"lf!'ll.iliCil. iii':,lill\Ojlw .. ~~-···· 
type. ''"'' ,.,~,~ .. ~~ ~_, '"" nnu'"'""'~ ~ Cia I!-''"!?' :'"'• u"" >Ya" ""-':"'.T"u "'.T um= a no u .t::"'· "'" o <-u . • J, ~ "":. !";"'' "'" , , , r ' 
According to Abrahamson, sumed the characters they felt many of those who attended. Feb. 25, and 2 p.m. on Feb. 26. Ticke•s are$14for adults, $12 for 
masks are still in constant use in were suggested bythemasks. This senior citizens, and $5 for youth. For more information call FTD 
the modern world, but in differ- is an example of the tendency of The Carroll News is loohingfor at 229-2838 (v01ce and TTY). 
ent ways. They are worn on Hal- masks to break down the barriers entertainment writers ... 
Stone shoots from the hip 
in The Quick and the Dead 
James Donahue 
Staff Reporter 
One oft he biggest phenomena 
of recent motion pictures is the 
comeback of the Western. Not 
only is the Western coming back 
in a big way on the big screen, but 
lately the more popular films of 
thisgenreallseem to have the same 
theme-revenge. This theme can 
be seen in Unforgiven, where Clint 
Eastwood gets his revenge, and in 
Tombstone, a film that brings out 
Wyatt Earp's uncontrollable ven-
geance. The newest Western, The 
Quick and the Dead, is also about 
revenge. 
The Quick and the Dead stars 
Sharon Stone as a tough woman 
named Ellen, who rides into a 
small western town to enter her-
self in a quick-draw competition. 
Gene Hackman plays the town's 
mayor, john Herod, who runs the 
town in such a tight, corrupt man-
ner that the townspeople can't do 
anythi ng without his permission. 
As the story progresses, Ellen 
starts to reveal that she is in the 
tournament because of a vendetta 
she has to pay to Herod; revealed 
to theaudience by a series of flash-
backs. 
The film also has a number of 
subplots. Herod's cocky son 
(played by leonardo DiCaprto), 
who calls himself "The Kid" be-
cause he thinks he is the quickest 
shot of thegroup,eventuallychal-
lenges his own father. Cort (played 
by Russell Crowe), who had aban-
doned Herod's gang and ruthless 
ways, is then forced, by Herod, to 
partake in the tournament. Con 
also helps Ellen plotagainstHerod. 
The Quick and the Dead is a 
good Western with a lot of action, 
good acting, and lots of laughs. 
Although it has a common West-
ern plot, the film does succeed. 
The best aspect of this film is in 
as photography. All great West-
erns stand out because of the way 
in which they were filmed, and 
this film does not disappoint. All 
of the big scenes in this movie are 
filmed in a brilliant manner,[ rom 
the audience's first view of 
Hackman's boots as he is walking 
into the saloon, to the long shots of 
the wide open, deserted West. The 
best filmed scenes, however, are of 
the gun fight scenes, like those out 
of an old Eastwood movie. 
The Quick and the Dead also 
has its negative aspects. The char-
acter development in this film is 
pretty poor. Stone's character re-
ally has no development beyond 
her need for revenge. She does be-
come friendly with Cort, but this 
friendship never develops into 
anything. And even Hackman's 
fine acting can't make up for 
Herod's lack of character develop-
ment. 
Nevertheless, The Quick and 
the Dead is a good film that brings 
out the violent ways of the old 
West. 
RESERVE OFFICERS' TRAINING CORPS 
. . . . . 
. MY DEGREE GOT ME TilE JmRVIEW. 
ARMY ROTC GOT ME TilE JOB. 
Thmgs got pretty compettllve for this Army ROTC that won them over. 
JOb I'm sme my college degree and good 
grades kept me in the running. But in -=~ 
You can begin to develop impresstve 
leadership skills w1th an Army 
ROTC elective. Regrster now w1thout 
obligation. 
the end it was the leadership and man-
agement experience I got through 
ARMY ROTC 
For details, visit 2nd Floor of the RecPlex or call 
397-4421 
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University to add coffee shop in AD building 
Kevin Bachman 
Michael J. Hill 
The Carroll News 
John Carroll University offi-
cials are current I y planning to do 
rna jor construction on the ground-
level of the Administration build-
ing. 
Many of the details are still not 
finalized, however, the proposed 
coffee shop that Student Union 
President john Cranley antici-
pated forrhe Wolf and Pot last Sep-
tember will finally be built in the 
basement of the Administration 
Building. 
According to john Reali, direc-
wrof Physical Plant, "Some of this 
may starr this summer," although. 
Reali added, the final plans will 
be finished this fall. 
According to Reali, the class-
roomsandofflcesin rhe basement 
of the Administration Building 
left vacant with the addition of 
the O'Malley Center, will become 
the sight of a coffee and sandwich 
shop. This will be a multipurpose 
facility with a capacity of 50 
people. 
"It will be a general area where 
students can study," said Reali. 
The proposed coffeehouse will 
now be an extension of the Satel-
lite Snack Bar in the basement of 
the AD Building. 
The university plans to reno-
vate the enure basement between 
the School of Busmess and the 
O'Malley Center. 
"Aspartof the remodeling plan, 
the University wanted to expand 
the Satellite Snack Bar, and be-
cause it'sdoingsomuch buslness, 
the new plans include a much 
larger facility," he said. 
One reason for the change of 
locale was to make the snack bar 
more accessible to people who live 
off-campus. 
"It will be good for the com-
muters," said Bishoy Mikhail, SU 
"It will be quiet 
there at night and 
a great place to 
study and enjoy a 
cup of coffee." 
john Reali 
sophomore off -cam pus senator. 
AjCU employee working in the 
AD Building commented, "We 
were surprised to find no place to 
eat in the new O'Malley Center. 
They have the nice tables for the 
swdents, but for us and the com-
muters there isn't a designated area 
to have lunch or dinner." 
According to Reali, commut-
ersand employees are not the only 
groups who would enjoy the cof-
feeshop. Students will not have to 
go to the Inn Between or Arabica 
to meet friends or study. 
"It will be quiet there at night 
and a great place to study and en-
joy a cup of coffee," said Reali. 
Students can enter the cof-
fee shop and "grab soup and a 
coffee and study by the win-
dows," he added. 
Reali does not know officially 
who would run the snack bar. The 
Marriott Corporation currently 
has an exclusive right to sell food 
in the RecPiex building. The food 
service contract between Marriott 
and the university is negotiated 
yearly and that opening the snack 
bar to outside vendors or the SU 
would not violate the contract, 
Salmi said 
"If I'm not pleased with the pro-
posal thatiMarriottlsubmits, then 
I would open it up for outside ven-
dors to bid," Salmi said. 
Cranley said he hoped the Stu-
dent Union would be given the 
chance todemonstrate that they 
can handle a largescaleoperation. 
"Fr. Salmi is not willing to say 
who he will let run the coffee-
house, and he wants to wait and 
see how successful we are at run-
ning the [new SU] video store," 
Cranley said. 
The SU backed down from its 
initial proposal to put the student-
run coffeehouse in the Wolf and 
Pot because some members of the 
SU felt that the money appropri-
ated to them by Student Affairs 
was not sufficient. 
"We had felt that the Wolf and 
Pot might not have been the best 
place,"Cranleysaid. "It would have 
cost roughly $20,000 to renovate. 
If we did it, it would flop, and it 
would flop in a big way." 
Student Affairs pledged $7,000 
to the SU for the prospective cof-
feehouse. The SU had planned to 
contribute to the total cost as well. 
However, Cranley said, "From 
our standpoint, we did not have 
enough money for the coffeehouse, 
let alone for the renovation" 
Salmi said he thinks the Stu-
dent Union realized how hard it 
was 10 start a bus mess. 
"l think they found out real 
quick thattrying to open two small 
businesses is really hard work," 
Salmi said. "I think Student Af-
fairs was pretty generous in their 
offers w the Student Union for the 
coffeehouse. The fact that they felt 
that they could notdoitwith that 
amount is unfortunate." 
Salmi said that a professional 
food service group will probably 
manage the facility because the 
operation is beyond the capabili-
ties of the SU. 
"l think the Student Union 
needs wdemonstrate that they can 
run the video s10re successfully 
before I would be willing to enter-
tain the possibility of them run-
ning an additional service busi-
ness on campus," Salmi said. 
Students would havean advan-
tage if Marnottcontrolled thecof-
fee shop because they would be 
able to use thm Munch Money 
account there, according to Salmi. 
An outside firm might create 
some healthy competition with 
the Inn Between which would also 
be an advantage for the students, 
he said. 
Behind the coffee shop, under 
Kulas Auditorium, the university 
will add offices, said Reali. 
"Scheduled now, is the Interna-
tional Affairs, Institute for Hu-
manity, Reading Effectiveness ... " 
and other offices, he said. "There 
willlalsol be commuter student 
mailboxes, and a graduate school 
lounge." 
These offices will be set to the 
center, leaving the windows open 
to the garden and the lawn which 
faces Rodman Hall. Sitting areas 
will be placed along the windows 
for added seating, said Reali. 
Hiring good employees 
makes business better 
Grant Cleveland 
Staff Reporter 
It has been said that a 
e n 
business can only be as e p 
good as the people it em-
ploys. Therefore, in busi- n e 
ness, a general adage is 
that if you do not have 
good employees, you do not have a 
business. 
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most cases, they will have to hire 
peopleandkeepthemaboard with 
incentives. All six entrepreneurs 
agreed that a business owner 
should not hire people off the 
street, without previous referrals. 
This leads to the question of 
how to hire, if merely interview-
ing applicants off the street is not 
a successful strategy. These six 
entrepreneurs relied on network-
ing, which means gathering in-
formation and hiring individuals 
through family members, busi-
ness associates, and members of 
organizations with similar inter-
ests,suchasthePrivateSector. The 
Private Sector is a john Carroll· 
University organization which 
seeks to provide networking ser-
vices to JCU alumni and friends 
operating small, midsize, or 
emergingcompanies,accordingto 
their mission statement. 
Victor Todia, owner of High 
PointTool&Engineeringsaidthat 
employees that he hired stole 
money from his cash register. 
"I had problems with people off 
the street, they ripped me off," he 
said. 
The leads generated through 
the entrepreneurs' networks of ten 
yielded the best employees, the 
business owners said. 
Constance Atkins, owner of 
Atkins' Professional Advantage, 
starred her business by hiring fam-
ily and friends. 
"They were just doing me a fa-
vor," she said. "Some took the jobs 
on a temporary basis and they 
ended up staying for a long time. n 
As owner and operator of 
Cappelli's Party Center, a catering 
and gathering center located in 
Wickliffe, OH, Linda Cappelli-
O'Brien hired people at a young 
age to help her with her business. 
"People started working for me 
when they were in ninth grade and 
That is where the Private Sector 
comes into play I have no prob-
lems with, and can trust their re-
ferrals," Cappelli-O'Brien said. 
Using a temporary placement 
agency provides a process in 
which the prospective employee 
can work for a trial period, said 
Norbert O'Brien, owner of O'Brien 
Brass Company. At the end of the 
period O'Brien could decide to hire 
or dismiss the employee with no 
legal ramifications. 
"I used a temporary agency to 
take a look at possible employees," 
he said. "When I don't have to hire 
them on with liability, I am able to 
find out a lot more about them." 
This method proved to be su-
perior to that of placing an adver-
tisement in the paper, he said. 
"I always used to put an ad in 
the paper. I would have a response 
of 20 to 30 people for one position, 
but they would a lllack the skills for 
the job. The temporary agency helps 
with the screening," O'Brien said. 
Accordingtothe business own-
ers, keeping good employees is an-
other challenge that faces entre-
preneurs once they find them. 
Mark Hauserman, the manag-
ing partner of the Knight 
Hauserman Group, Ltd., a manu-
facturing firm of executive style 
furniture, implemented an incen-
tive pay which included a fifteen 
percent pay bonus, based on profits. 
Of course, this is based on ac-
counting done by an independent 
firm, Hauserman added. 
All the entrepreneurs that of-
fer pay incentives offer them on 
the basis of performance, not se-
niority. 
For example, Atkins bases her 
employees' pay as a percentage of 
what is produced. "Lt is more effi-
cient for the bottom line and sepa-
ratestheadultsfrom thechildren," 
Atkins said. 
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Masks reveal inner self 
John Carroll welcomes series speakers 
Elizabeth Osbome loween and on Mardi Gras, but between theaudienceand the per-
Staff Reporter glasses and cosmetics can also be formers. 
A mask covers your face but seen as masks. "To extend the The Great Lakes Theater Festi· 
reveals your self It is within that metaphor, our dress is a kind of val had this to say, "The mask is 
context that the Great Lakes The- mask." larger than life. so It forces larger 
ater Festival, in conjunction with In a souvenir guide provided at than life decisions to be made by 
the John Carroll Department of the presentation, Abrahamson the actor." This was illustrated 
Communications, brought to concludedthat"themaskisapow- with new volunteers using half-
john Carroll a presentation titled erful human creation. It allows us face masks. 
"The Mask." to experience the 'other', that Along with the physicality, 
The presentation, part of a se- which we believeisexternal to our these masks required the perform-
ries called "Dionysus Lives!." took selves." ers to be vocal. The masks chosen 
place on Thursday, Feb. 9. The Francesconi illustrated this by the volunteers becamecharac-
featured speakers were Laura concept in his presentation. With . tersthatwereinspired bytheir'in-
Abrahamson, an assistant ner selves.' 
professor of Classical Lan- If the use and power of masks 
guages at Cleveland State The mask is larger intrigues you, you max be inter-
University, and Robert ested in the play The Bacch ae 
Francesconi, a member of than life, SO it fOrCeS which (according to The Great 
the drama faculty at the Lakes Theater Festival) uses "mu-
North Carolina School of larger than life sic,startlingmasks,hand-paimed 
the Arts. costumes and evocative dance." 
Abrahamson first dis- deCiSiOnS tO be made The Bacchae presents the very 
cussed the use of the mask dramatic effects masks have on the 
in Greek and Roman bv the actor. theater. The presentation here at 
drama, as well as its mod- J john Carroll on the mask was part 
ern use. She explained, "it of a series of events supporting 
is hard for us as a modern audi- help from several audience mem- The Bacchae. 
ence to watch a play where bers, he showed the way a mask The play, directed by Gerald 
everybody's face is covered ... but can give a person a sense of free- Freeman, will runattheOhio The-
this was the mode of theater in dom, to "free the creative spark." ater, Playhouse Square Center, 
the ancient world." The mask in Volunteers from the audience from Mar.l6- Apr. I. 
the ancient world was important, were given the opportunity to Maskshavealwaysbeenan in-
according to Abrahamson, for a choose a mask and therefore be- triguing part of the theater and 
few reasons. come a character. First, with the society. According to the Great 
Dance 
The company DANCE LEV ELAND will present the Martha 
Graham Dance Company's 'The Legend of Martha Graham' on 
Friday, Feb. 24, at 8:30pm. in the State Theater at Playhouse 
Square Center. Tickets are $18,$26,$28. For tickets, call241-
6000. 
Rim 
The Cleveland Museum of Art presents films by British 
filmmaker Derekjarman on Wednesday, Feb. 22 at 7 p.m. The 
first film . Wittgenstem (1993), is a theatrical investigauon of the 
life and work of Austrian philosopher Ludwig Wittgenstein. 
The second film, Blue (1993), features Jarman's personal reflec-
tion on his battle with AIDS. Jarman died of AIDS last February 
at the age of 52. Tickets are $4,$3 for Museum members. Call 
421-7340 for more information. 
M.Jsic 
Belkin Productions welcomes the power groove of Pantera 
with special, guest Type 0 Negative to the james A. Rhodes 
Arena (Akron University)on Sunday, Feb.l9 at 7:30p.m. 
Pantera is touring in support of its 1994 release, Far Beyond 
Driven. Tickets are $20 (reserved seating), $22.50 for a limited 
number of general admission floor seats, and are available at all 
Ticketmaster locations. 
Theatre 
Theaters at that time were full-faced masks, the volunteers Lakes Theater Festival, 'for thou-
enormous, and the exaggerated were able to experience a height- sands of years--from the time of 
features of masks were able to con- ened sense of physicality, because the Ancient Greeks to today's hit 
veyemotionsovergreatdistances. these masks are nonverbal. musical Phantom of the Opera--
In addition to this,allof the actors Francesconi stressed that "you theater audiences (and actors) The Fairmount Theatre of the Deaf presents its critically 
inGreekplaysweremale,andwith don't want to impose your ideas have been drawn to the mystery acclaimed production of Children of a Lesser God, which runs 
a change of mask came a change on the mask, you want the mask to of the Mask.' Thursday, Feb. 23 through Feb. 26 in the Studio Theatre of the 
7 
of character. Basically, character speak to you." For this reason, 'The Mask' was Cleveland Play House. Per forman es are presented simulta 
type was determined b:Ly __ m:.:.:.;:a:,sk;.:_'"ti!PMTftheeria~u~d~ie~n~c~ema~l-jisoriJsejijj!:_!mfiejiidi!l!top..,"!P,h~ilifh~l !"in~[~oripmii!o.t~ivf.~l!"!iln!iidllf'jb'c nfte'[~i--~Hi'Jifllll ;ptn's~· fiiiP.l<if!nipjl:iijn.~· !ijh~hP,ta~~~A~mjjcj!irflkjf·a·n(i~jj\ li]j' '!i!' \~"ii!"f.liju~al' ciJ.ii.iihjjoll'!'iill.,. .... ~~~ 
~~-ccording to Abrahamson, sumed the characters they felt Feb. 25, and 2 p:m. on Feb. l6. Ticke•s are $14 fa~ adults, $12for 
masks are still in constant use in were suggested by the masks. This senior citizens, and $5 for youth. For more information call FfD 
the modern world, but in differ- is an example of the tendency of The Carroll News is lookingfor at 229-2838 (voice and TTY). 
ent ways. They are worn on Hal- masks to break down the barriers entertainment writers ... 
Stone shoots from the hip 
in The Quick and the Dead 
James Donahue 
Staff Reporter 
One of the biggest phenomena 
of recent motion pictures is the 
comeback of the Western. Not 
only is the Western coming back 
in a big way on the big screen, but 
lately the more popular films of 
thisgenreallseem to have the same 
theme-revenge. This theme can 
be seen in Vnforgiven, whereCiint 
Eastwood gets his revenge, and in 
Tombstone, a film that brings out 
Wyatt Earp's uncontrollable ven-
geance. The newest Western, The 
Quick and the Dead, is also about 
revenge. 
The Quick and the Dead stars 
Sharon Stone as a tough woman 
named Ellen, who rides into a 
small western town to enter her-
self in a quick-draw competition. 
Gene Hackman plays the town's 
mayor.John Herod, who runs the 
town in such a tight, corrupt man-
ner that the townspeople can't do 
anything without his permission. 
As the story progresses, Ellen 
starts to reveal that she is in the 
tournament because of a vendetta 
she has to pay to Herod; revealed 
totheaudience by a series of flash-
backs. 
The film also has a number of 
subplots. Herod's cocky son 
(played by Leonardo DiCaprio), 
who calls himself "The Kid" be-
cause he thinks he is the quickest 
shotof the group,eventuallychal-
lenges his own father Con (played 
by Russell Crowe), who had aban-
doned Herod's gang and ruthless 
ways, is then forced, by Herod, to 
partake in the tournament. Cart 
also helps Ellen plot against Herod. 
The Quick and the Dead is a 
good Western with a lot of action, 
good acting, and lots of laughs. 
Although it has a common West-
ern plot, the film does succeed. 
The best aspect of this film is in 
its photography. All great West-
erns stand out because of the way 
in which they were filmed, and 
this film does not disappoint. All 
of the big scenes in this movie are 
filmed in a brilliant manner, from 
the audience's first view of 
Hackman's boots as he is walking 
into the saloon, tot he longshotsof 
thewideopen,desenedWest. The 
best filmed scenes, however,areof 
the gun fight scenes, Like those out 
of an old Eastwood movie. 
The Quich and the Dead also 
has its negative aspects. The char-
acter development in this film is 
pretty poor. Stone's character re-
ally has no development beyond 
her need for revenge. She does be-
come friendly with Con, but this 
friendship never develops into 
anything. And even Hackman's 
fine acting can't make up for 
Herod's lack of character develop-
ment. 
Nevertheless, The Quick and 
the Dead is a good film that brings 
out the violent ways of the old 
West. 
RESERVE OFFICERS' TRAINING COBPS 
Things got pretty competitive for this Army Rare that won them over. 
JOb. I'm sure my college degree and good 
grades kept me m the runmng. But in -=~ 
You can begin to develop tmpressive 
leadership skills with an Army 
ROTC elective. RegiSter now wtthout 
obligation. 
the end it was the leadership and man-
agement expenence I got through 
ARMY ROTC 
m SMAR'I1Sl' COLLEGE 
OOURSEYOO CAN TilE. 
For details, visit 2nd F1oor of the RecPlex or call 
397-4421 
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Men's b-ball thumped 
Erik Boland 
Staff Reporter 
It tsdifficult to get 12 indivtdu-
als to agree on anythmg,just ask 
the OJ Simpson jury. But it's un-
likely you'll find anyone associ-
ated with the john Carroll men's 
basketball team who would call 
last Saturday's 91-60 loss to 
Muskingum anything but an em-
barrassment. 
It wasn't so much the loss to 
the Muskies - Muskingum had 
already beaten the Ohio Athletic 
Conference's top three teams;Oh io 
Northern, Baldwin-Wallace, and 
Heidelberg at home this season , 
but the manner in which the Blue 
Streaks lost. 
As the case has been in each of 
John Carroll's seven OAC losses, 
they fell behindearly.And behind. 
And behind By the time the 
Muskies opening onslaught was 
complete, it was 21-0. It wasn't 
until point guard David 
Pfundstein hit a field goal in the 
lane wah ll:27lef tin the first half, 
thatjCU got on the scoreboard. 
They improved only slightly 
rhe rest of the half and trailed at 
the break 46-14. [n the Arctic-like 
first half, the Blue Streaks shot 3-
18 from the field for 16 percem. 
"It was just a total breakdown 
in every phase of the game." said 
Coach Mike Moran. "We need to 
bury that one behind us" 
"We got frustrated," saidse nior 
forward Shannon Vickers. "I've 
never experienced anything like 
that in my life. It was embarrass-
ing." 
Pfundstein added to Vickers' 
thoughts; "That's the first time in 
my life I've been out of a game 
after 10 minutes." 
Playing for pride in the second 
half, a fired up jCU team came 
out of the locker room and went 
on a 17-4 run which cut the 
Muskie lead to 50-31 with 14:l6to 
play. They didn't get any closer, 
however, as Muskingum (JI-ll, 7-
90AC) cruised to the 91-60 final. 
The Blue Streaks were led by 
Vickers' ll-points and Joey 
Bigler's 10. 
Com pounded with last 
Wednesday's84-7lloss to Hiram, 
john Carroll (12-10, 9-7 OAC) is 
now faced with havtng to beat 
one of the top two teams in the 
conference to assure themselves 
of a home game in the OAC tour-
nament. They played second 
placeBaldwin-Wallace last night 
and will play 1994-1995 OAC 
Champion Ohio Northern this 
Saturday in Ada. The Blue Streaks 
fell to Baldwin-Wallace Dec. 17 
77-67 in Gund Arena, and 68-55 
Jan 14 to the Polar Bears. 
"OhioNorthern'satoughplace 
to play," said Vickers. "But we can 
play with them. We just have to 
limit our defensive breakdowns 
and get after people more." 
Pfundstem acknowledged that 
the final games are a stiff test but 
like Vickers, is confident. "The key 
for us is good starts. We played both 
teams (B-W and Ohio Northern) 
well the first time. We just didn't 
have the gas to finish. The last two 
games are for pride more than any-
thing else. Especially after our per-
formance lately." 
The Ohio Athlettc Conference 
tournament runs Feb. 20-25.John 
Carroll will host Otterbein on Feb. 
22, if they win one of their final two 
games; however, if Otterbein wins 
theirlasttwoand Carroll loses their 
final two, then they will travel to 
Otterbein for the tournament. 
Other possible playoff opponents 
for JCU are foes Muskingum or 
Capital, depending on how each 
team does in its final two games. 
JCU(60) -Eskndge 1-4 2·2 5, Vickers 3·9 5· 
7 11, Pfundsteln 1·3 2-2 4, Tucker 1·4 0-0 
2, Sesplankis 2·5 1·5 5, Bigler 3·6 2-4 10, 
Tyson 0·1 0·0 0, Fletcher 1-9 3·4 5, Taylor 
3·5 2-6 8, Hatcher 2·5 1·1 5. Richardson 0· 
2 2·2 2.Carpenter0·0 1·21.Mehallk0-0 0-
0 0. Samol1·1 0·0 2. 
Musk. (91)- Ream 4·8 4·4 13. Troyer 4·12 
6-6 17, Burson 9-13 3·3 22, Rapo14·9 2·2 
10,Hart1·1 0·2 2, Staner2-3 3-4 8, Tartara 
1-4 3·5 5, Harms 0-1 0-0 0, Oliver 3·8 0-0 
8, Tu rner 0·3 3-4 3, Williams 0-2 2-2 2, 
Shepherd 0·3 1-2 1. Brown 0·1 0·0 0. Crowe 
0.0 0-0 0, Russell 0·1 0·0 0. 
Half-Musk. 46·14. (Team totals and leaders 
only.) Three-po int goals-JCU 3-12 (Bigler 2· 
5), Musk. 8-16 (Troyer 3·61. Rebounds-JCU 
44 (VIckers 10),Musk.47 (Rapol9). Asslsts-
JCU 7(Pfundstein 2), Musk.11 (Ream 4 ). F outed 
out-JCU(Sesplankls).Musk.(None).A-1433. 
... Sports Flashes ... Sports Flashes ... 
Despite the fact that the women's basketball team is struggling. there area few standouts asOACstats 
The men's basketball team is also taking a few OAC stats leaders into their final few contests of the 
season.junior Jeff Sesplankis is third in rebounds, snagging 9.4 per game. Sophomore David PCundstein 
is fourth In free-throw percentage with a .836mark. He is also fifth in assists with3.7 per game. 
The previous information has been provided by john Carroll's Sports lnjo111Ultion Department and the 
CN Sports staff. 
Streaks 
of the 
Week 
After swimmmg for three seasons 
at JCU Colaizzi decided to run, 
and win. She joined the women's 
indoor track team last week, and 
then the senior won the 5,000-
meter run in 19:21.78. She defeated 
her closest opponent by 22 sec-
onds at the Ohio Norhtern Indoor 
Track and Field Meet. 
Jeff Adlck 
Ad1ck, a sophomore out of 
Cincinatti, Ohto, was the men's 
sole champion at the Ohio 
Northern Indoor Track and Field 
Meet, last Friday. Adick earned 
the honor by launching the shot-
put for 45 feet and lO inches. 
The Carroll News, February 16,1995 
Runners take 2nd 
Chris Golllnger 
Staff Reporter 
Even though thesnowisstill 
falling. the john Carroll men's 
and women 's indoor track 
teams are preparing for the up-
coming outdoor season. 
Their preparation moved 
forward Friday when the men 
took second out of six teams 
and the women took second out 
of seven teams at the Ohio 
Northern Indoor Track and 
Field Meet 
The women continued to ex-
cel; the men improved from 
their previous meet which may 
give a an indication how both 
teams will perform when the 
outdoor season begins. 
However, a great indoor sea-
son doesn't always forecast a 
similar outdoor season. 
"They are two separate sea-
sons," said Women 's Coach 
Grove jewett. "The more the 
runner comes along during the 
indoor season, the better he or 
she will be prepared for out-
door." 
The outdoor season starts 
the first week of March and 
ends in the beginning of May. 
Men's Coach Don Stupica 
agreed with jewett. 
"Longevity of involvement 
has a beneficial effect on the 
athlete,"Stupicasaid."Someone 
starting in March won't have 
that much time to succeed." 
Sophomore Amy Fenske, 
who placed second in the 1000-
meter race with 3:17.82 and 
reasons, too. 
"By having a good indoor 
season, it gives the team more 
hope for the outdoor season," 
Fenske said. "Also, by running 
indoor, the chances for injury 
are lessened." 
First place finisher in the 
5000-meter run, senior Lauren 
Colaizzi led the way for the 
women's squad. Colaizzi fin-
ished in 19:21.78. Freshman Lori 
Hammer finished first in the 
longjump with a measure of 16 
feet 1/2 inches and second in 
the triple jump with a measure 
of 30 feet 10 1/4 inches. Other 
top performers for the women 
were senior Patti Waltz, sopho-
more jill Muldoon and fresh-
man Katie Sullivan, who took 
first, second and third place in 
the 400-meter race with times 
of 1:08.25, 1:09.65, and 1:09.93 
respectively. Muldoonalsotook 
second in the 55-meter dash 
clocking in at 8.20 seconds. 
Sullivan finished fourth in the 
long jump measuring 14 feet 7 
l/2 inches. 
junior Marnae Colston had 
positiveresultsfinishingfourth 
in the 55-meter dash with a time 
of7.89seconds.SophomoreMe-
lissa Gray finished third in the 
300-meter race with 45.94 sec-
onds. 
As for the men, freshman 
Don Spenthoff ran well taking 
fourth in the 300-meter race in 
38.77 seconds and fifth in the 
55-meter dash in 6.92 seconds. 
Matt Zucca finished the same 
event in 7.18 seconds. Junior 
jason Neal also fared well by 
finishing third in the triple 
jump measuring 40 feet 2 
inches. Sophomore Jeff Adick 
finished first in the shot put 
with a throw of 45feet !Oinches. 
Freshman Walt jackson placed 
second in the 1000-meter race 
in 2:47.15 and fifth in the 1500-
placed second in the 400-meter 
race with 53.84 seconds. Fresh-
manMatt Lemieux vaulted into 
fourth place with a height of 13 
feet 6 inches. ln the 500-meter 
race,junior Jon Botson finished 
second in 1:10. 88. 
The Blue Streaks return to 
Baldwin-WallacethisSaturday, 
before travelling to NCAC 
member Oberlin on Feb. 24. 
The Freshest Thing Going® 
2184 Warrensville Center Road 
University Heights, Ohio 
·Within walking distance of ]CU · 
r------------------, $2.00 off! I I I I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
any purctu~ of $5.00 oc more_ Good only al 
UruvcN11y l lcighl5 locouion. One et.IUpon per >1Sit 
N011edccmabie w1th 31\)' other coupon or offer. 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I Coupon upires March 3, 1995 I L------------------~ 
~15/95, 5.31 AN, 
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Streaks lose heartbreaker to Muskies, 59-57 
Michael Ziccardi 
Staff Reporter 
After coming off a 68-51 v;c-
tory over Hiram the John Carroll 
women'sbasketball team was hop-
ing to generate some momentum 
with theOhioAthleticConference 
tournament com ing quickly But 
the Fighting Muskies did not see 
the same picture. 
early foul trouble totally changed 
our strategy ... In the second half 
Muskingum began fronting our 
post players and that was leaving 
our perimeter open. And, unfortu-
nately, we were not reading the 
transition very well." 
Streak center Sue Zidanic had 
a hot hand, leading the team in 
scoring with 14 points and ll re-
bounds. Senior guard Darlene 
Sheehan cooled off from her record 
"We need to just 'cr ush' some-
one and get back on track," said 
Dugan. "We need to regain our con-
fidence and play with a 'never say 
die mentality' .. !could notaskfor 
a bettergroupof hard workingath-
letes. lf we could just get each 
player to understand the1r role and 
play it there is not anyone in the 
OAC that we can not compete 
with." 
Sheehan feelstheteamcan win 
regardless of its recent slide. 
"It's the tournament that counts 
now," she satd "We are capable of 
beating anyone in the conference 
if we play to our ability." 
The Blue Streaks still have to 
play Ohio Northern to finish off 
both the regular and OAC seasons 
on Saturday at the Don Shula 
Sports Center. The Ohio Athletic 
Conference tournament begins on 
Monday and fimshes on Feb. 25. 
JCU (57) - Mihalic 2-4 0-0 4. Marrapese 
0·1 0-0 0, Neider 0·1 0.0 0, Moran 2-9 
0·0 4. Sheehan 5·13 0-0 11, Jordan 3· 
7 4-5 10. Frickman 2 4 0 0 4. Campbell 
1·2 0·0 2, Z1dan1c 5·8 4·4 15, Bahhur 4-
5 0·0 8. 
Musk.l59) - Dodson 1 5 0 ·0 2. Becker 
1·4 0·0 2. Stinson 2·5 0·0 4, Taylor 6· 
13 2-3 15, Hlvnor 4-6 1·8 9. Schafer 2-
5 2-2 6,Mann0-0 0-0 O.Rakoslk4 8 0· 
1 12. Bright 1·4 2·3 4, Shugart 2-4 1-
1 5. 
Half-JCU 35-33 (Team totals and 
leaders only.) Three·polnt goals-JCU1-
8 (Sheehan 1-5), Musk. 5·15(Rakoslk 4· 
5). Rebounds-JCU 38 (Zidanlc 11),Musk. 
30 (Schafer 9). Assists-JCU 13(Moran 
4), Musk. 9(Becker 4). A-132. 
On Saturday, 111 the Don Shula 
SportS Center, the Streaks 02-10, 
7-7 OAC) lost a 
heartbreaker 
59-57 . After "UII d t • t 
trai lingtheen- ne nee 0 JUS 
setting perfor-
mancea week ago 
Tuesday whe she 
went 6-for-6 from 
the three-po tnt 
arc and set the 
OAC record for 
Wrestlers downed by Mt. for 3rd time 
tire game h 
Muskingum crUS SOmeone 
came fro m be-
hind to tie the and get back on most career 
three-point goals 
with 187 against 
Hiram. 
game 57-57. t•ack." With only ,, 
seven seconds 
left on the 
clock, the 
Muskies re-
Carol Dugan "ll's neat, the 
more I think 
gained possession of the ball and 
called timeout. The Streaks stayed 
in a zone defense for the in bounds 
play hoping to send thegameimo 
overtime. 
Muskie forward Elizabeth 
Schafer sank a jump shot inside 
the paint wah three seconds re-
maining in the game.JCU got the 
ball back, but failed to get a shot 
off before time expired. 
"After playing so sloppy at 
Muskingum on Nov. 22, we felt we 
could just play more sound de-
fense ," said JCU Coach Carol 
Dugan. "lnitiallywe wanted to stay 
in a zone defe nse. Amazingly 
enough they love the zone and we 
about it since it is 
an OAC [honor]," said Sheehan of 
the award. "I couldn't have done it 
without everyone else," she hum-
bly added. 
The Muskingum game wasn't 
as kind to her, however 
"They were beating up on 
Darlene the whole game," said 
Dugan. "A lthough Darlene did not 
have her best offensive perfor-
mance she deserves a lot of credit 
for her defensive effort." 
Sheehan and Deanna Bahhur 
tied for the team lead with two 
steals a piece against the Muskies. 
With the OAC tournament 
only a week away Dugan feels the 
best remedy for her team 'sa ilment 
played right into their hands, but is a convincing win. 
Matt Durbin 
Staff Reporter 
john Carroll'squest for a fifth 
consecutiveOhioAthleticCon-
ference Wrestling Champion-
ship will be tougher than ever, 
as demonstrated by the 23-11 
drubbing that the grapplers 
took from Mount Union. 
Friday's loss marked the first 
time in 30 years that Carroll has 
lost three times w the same op-
ponent. Mount a lsodefeated the 
Streaks 20-15 at the OAC duals 
and 16-15 at the National Col-
lege Duals earlier this season. 
"It was a situation where we 
had a great week in practice, but 
when we went to war, we didn't 
execute as well," said Coach 
Kerry Volkmann. "We need to 
be more aggressive." 
Aggressiveness and inexpe-
rience were key factors in the 
loss tot he Purple Ra idersason ly 
four of the starters in theSrreaks' 
line-up started last season. 
"Injuries and experience are 
killing us," said JCU heavy-
- ---
- . . 
weight Aaron Sheets. 'Even our 
seniors like myself and Gabe 
(Galioto) haven't had that much 
varsity experience.' 
Experience will be a key factor 
for the Streaks at the Ohio Ath-
letic Conference tournament next 
week as they enter it without a 
returning OAC champion in the 
line-up for the first nme in John 
Carroll hiswry. 
"Its indicative of our situation, 
our lack of experience," s~id 
Volkmann. "It's within our grasp, 
but it's gonna take a great effort. 
l'm not convinced that Mount 
Union is that much better than 11s 
We need some of our guys to step 
up and have a great tournamert." 
Against Mount Union, the 
Streaks jumped to an early lead as 
juniors j.J. 1-luszczo and Matt 
Colucci registered maprdeClsions. 
Colucci improved to ll-1 on the 
season by defeating Steve Ramos, 
10-2, while Huszczowhipped Zak 
Yankush,16-3. 
From there it was all Mount as 
they took the next seven bouts 
MILLOR 
ORATOR 
INFORMATION 
before Sheets stopped the bleed-
ing, avengmg an earlier loss to 
1994 Division lll All -American 
Jason Weigand by vinue of a 
crucial second penod escape, 
wrnning 3-2. 
~I knew that if I could escape 
then I could win," sard Sheets. "1 
was in bettershapeand that vas 
the difference." 
"Anyr tmethat you beat a guy 
that is third or fourth in the 
country last year, you have to be 
proud," said Volkmann "Aaron 
wrestled very intelligently and 
hts condirionmg was superior. 
"(At the OAC's), we need a 
ccuple more of these types of 
wins ... inordertowin,"headded. 
Prior to OAC's, the Blue 
Strcakswillfacemoretop notch 
ompclition as they travel to 
Ftndlay on Fnday. Findlay 
boasts five All-Americans in its 
line-up and is currently the 
NAJA's No.1 ranked team in the 
nation. 
OAC championships wtll be 
held atjCU on Feb. 25 
• The Millor Orator speaks as the representative for the Graduating 
Class at Commencement. 
• The Millor Orator must be graduating in May. 
• Applications will be sent to each Senior and also may be obtained 
in the Student Life Office. 
•All applications and a typed copy of your speech must be received 
in the Student Life Office by Friday, March 3, 1995. 
• Auditions will be scheduled March 20 and March 22 at 5 p.m. in the 
Dean's Conference Room 
If you have any questions, you may contad either: 
Lisa Heckman, Director of Student Adivities or 
Tim Coulehan, Senior Class President, 371-1248. 
-
-
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Men's b-ball thumped 
Erik Boland 
Staff Reporter 
lt isdifficult to get l2 individu-
als to agree on anything, just ask 
the OJ. Simpson jury. But it's un-
likely you'll find anyone associ-
ated with the john Carroll men's 
basketball team who would call 
last Saturday's 91-60 loss to 
Muskingumanything but an em-
barrassment. 
It wasn't so much the loss to 
the Muskies - Muskingum had 
already beaten the Ohio Athletic 
Conference's topth ree teams;Oh io 
Northern, Baldwin-Wallace, and 
Heidelberg at home this season, 
but the manner in which the Blue 
Streaks lost. 
As the case has been in each of 
John Carroll's seven OAC losses, 
they fell behindearly.And behind. 
And beh ind. By the time the 
Muskies opening onslaught was 
complete, it was 21-0. lt wasn't 
unt il point guard David 
Pfundstein hit a field goal in the 
lane with ll:27left in the first half, 
thatjCU got on the scoreboard 
They improved only slightly 
the rest of the ha If and trailed at 
the break 46-14. In the Arctic-like 
first half, the Blue Streaks shot 3-
18 from the field for 16 percent. 
"It was just a total breakdown 
in every phase of the game," said 
Coach Mike Moran. "We need to 
bury that one behind us." 
·we got frustrated." saidse nior 
forward Shannon Vickers. "I've 
never experienced anything like 
that in my life. It was embarrass-
ing." 
Pfundstcin added to Vickers' 
thoughts; "That's the first time in 
my life I've been out of a game 
after lO minutes." 
Playing for pride in the second 
half, a fired up JCU team came 
our of the locker room and went 
on a I7-4 run which cut the 
Muskie lead to50-31 wHh 14:16to 
play. They didn't get any closer, 
however, as Muskingum (JI-ll, 7-
90AC) cruised to the 91-60 final. 
The Blue Streaks were led by 
Vickers' 11 -polnts and Joey 
Bigler's 10. 
Compounded with last 
Wednesday's84-7lloss to Hiram, 
john Carroll 02-lO, 9-7 OAC) is 
now faced with having to beat 
one of the top two teams in the 
conference to assure themselves 
of a home game in the OAC tour-
nament. They played second 
place Baldwin-Wallace last night 
and will play 1994-1995 OAC 
Champion Ohio Northern this 
Saturday in Ada. The Blue Streaks 
fell to Baldwin-Wallace Dec. 17 
77-67 in Gund Arena, and 68-55 
Jan.14 to the Polar Bears. 
"Ohio Northern's a tough place 
tO play," said Vickers. "But we can 
play with them. We just have to 
limit our defensive breakdowns 
and get after people more." 
?fundstein acknowledged that 
the final games are a stiff test but 
like Vickers, is confident. "The key 
for us is good starts. We played both 
teams CB-W and Ohio Northern) 
well the first time. We JUSt didn 't 
have the gas to finish. The last two 
games are for pride more than any-
thing else. Espec1ally after our per-
formance lately." 
The Ohio Athletic Conference 
tournament runs Feb. 20-25.John 
Carroll wi II host Otterbein on Feb. 
22, if theywin one of their final two 
games; however, if Otterbein wins 
their lasttwoandCarrolllosestheir 
final two, then they will travel to 
Otterbein for the tournament. 
Other possible playoff opponents 
for JCU are foes Muskingum or 
Capital, depending on how each 
team does in its final two games. 
JCU(60)- Eskrldge1·4 2·2 5, VIckers 3·9 5· 
7 11, Pfundsteln 1-3 2·2 4, Tucker 1·4 0·0 
2, Sesplankis 2·5 1-5 5, Bigler 3-6 2·4 10, 
Tyson 0·1 0·0 0. Fletcher 1·9 3-4 5. Tay lor 
3·5 2·6 8, Hatcher 2·5 1·1 5. Richardson 0· 
2 2·2 2,Carpenter0-0 1·2 1,Mehallk0·0 0· 
0 0. Samol1·1 0·0 2. 
Musk. (91)- Ream 4·8 4·4 13, Troyer 4·12 
6·6 17, Burson 9-13 3-3 22. Rapol4·9 2·2 
10. Hart 1-1 0-2 2. Staner 2·3 3-4 8, Tartara 
1-4 3-5 5, Harms 0·1 0·0 0, Oliver 3-8 0·0 
8, Turner 0·3 3·4 3, Williams 0·2 2·2 2, 
Shepherd0-3 1·2 1,Brown0-1 0·0 O,Crowe 
0.{) 0·0 0. Russell 0·1 0-0 0. 
Half-Musk. 46·14. (Team totals and leaders 
only.) Three·point goals-JCU 3·12 (Bigler 2-
5). Musk. 8·16 (Troyer 3-6). Rebounds-JCU 
44 (VIckers 10),Musk. 47 (Rapoi9).Asslsts-
JCU 7 (Pfundsteln 2),Musk.11(Ream 4).Fouled 
out-JCU(Sesplankls),Musk. (None).A-1433. 
... Sports Flashes ... Sports Flashes ... 
Despite the fact that the women's basketball team is struggling, lhere area few standouts as OAC stats 
The men's basketball team is also taking a few OAC stats leaders Into their final few contests of the 
season. junior jeff Sesplankis is third in rebounds. snagging 9.+ per game. Sophomore David PCundstein 
is fourth in free-throw percentage with a .836 mark. He is also fifth in assists with 3.7 per game. 
The previous information has been provided by John Carroll's Sports Information Department and the 
CN Sports staff 
Streaks 
of the 
Week 
Arter swimmmg for three seasons 
at JCU Colaizzi decided to run, 
and win. She joined the women's 
mdoor track team last week, and 
then the senior won the 5,000-
meter run m 19:21.78. She defeated 
her closest opponent by 22 sec-
onds at the Ohio Norhtern Indoor 
Track and Field Meet. 
Jeff Adlck 
Adick. a sophomore out of 
Cincmatti, Ohio, was the men's 
sole champion at rhe Oh10 
Nonhero [ndoor Track and Field 
Meet, last Friday Adick earned 
the honor by launching the shot-
put for 45 feet and 10 inches. 
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Runners take 2nd 
Chris Golllnger 
Staff Reporter 
Even though rhesnow is still 
falling. the john Carroll men's 
and women's indoor track 
teams are preparing for the up-
coming outdoor season. 
Their preparation moved 
forward Friday when the men 
took second out of slX teams 
and thewomenrooksecondout 
of seven teams ar rhe Ohio 
Northern lndoor Track and 
Field Meet. 
Thewomenconrinued to ex-
cel; the men improved from 
their previous meet which may 
give a an indication how both 
teams will perform when the 
outdoor season begins. 
However, a great indoor sea-
son doesn't always forecast a 
similar outdoor season. 
"They are two separate sea-
sons," said Women's Coach 
Grove Jewett "The more the 
runnercomesalongduringthe 
indoor season, the better he or 
she will be prepared for out-
door." 
The outdoor season starts 
the first week of March and 
ends in the beginning of May. 
Men's Coach Don Stupica 
agreed with jewett. 
"Longevity of involvement 
has a beneficial effect on the 
athlete," Stu pica said. "Someone 
starting in March won't have 
that much time to succeed." 
Sophomore Amy Fenske, 
who placed second in the 1000-
meter race with 3:17.82 and 
reasons, too. 
"By having a good indoor 
season, it gives the team more 
hope for the outdoor season," 
Fenske said. "Alw, by running 
indoor, the chances for injury 
are lessened." 
First place finisher in the 
5000-merer run, senior Lauren 
Colaizzi led the way for the 
women's squad. Colaizzi fin-
ished in 19:21.78. Freshman Lori 
Hammer finished first in the 
longjumpwitha measure of 16 
feet l/2 inches and second in 
the triple jump with a measure 
of 30 feet lO 1/4 inches. Other 
top performers for the women 
were senior Patti Waltz, sopho-
more jill Muldoon and fresh-
man Katie Sullivan, who took 
first, second and third place in 
the 400-meter race with times 
of 1:08.25, 1:09.65, and 1:09.93 
respectively. Muldoon also took 
second in the 55-meter dash 
clocking in at 8.20 seconds. 
Sullivan finished fourth in the 
long jump measuring 14 feet 7 
l/2 inches. 
junior Marnae Colston had 
positi veresults finishing foun h 
in the 55-meter dash with a time 
of7.89seconds. Sophomore.Me-
lissa Gray finished third in the 
300-meter race with 45.94 sec-
onds. 
As for the men, freshman 
Don Spemhoff ran well taking 
fourth in the 300-meter race in 
38.77 seconds and fifth in the 
55-meter dash in 6.92 seconds. 
Matt Zucca finished rhe same 
event in 7.18 seconds. Junior 
Jason Neal also fared well by 
finishing third in the triple 
jump measuring 40 feet 2 
inches. Sophomore jeff Adick 
flnished first in the shot put 
withathrowof 45feetl0inches. 
Freshman Walt Jackson placed 
second in the 1000-meter race 
in 2:4 7.15 and fifth in the 1500-
placed second in the 400-meter 
race with 53.84 seconds. Fresh-
man Matt Lemieux vaulted into 
fourth place with a height of 13 
feet 6 inches. In the 500-meter 
race,junior Jon Botson finished 
second in 1:10. 88. 
The Blue Streaks return to 
Baldwin-WallacethisSaturday, 
before travelling to NCAC 
member Oberlin on Feb. 24. 
The Freshest Thing Going® 
2184 Warrensville Center Road 
University Heights, Ohio 
·Within walking distance ofjCU · 
r------------------, I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
$2.00 off! 
I 
I 
I 
I 
;my purch.c.c of SS.OO Ql more Good onl) at 
Untvt.:l'\aly l l~aght.'. location One ooupon pc...-r vhat 
!'OOl redccrNhlt wath any ocher coupon or offer. 
I Coupon explm; March 3, 1995 I L------------------~ 
2/15/95, 5 :31/Wo 
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Streaks lose heartbreaker to Muskies, 59-57 
Michael Ziccardi 
Staff Reporter 
After coming off a 68-51 vic-
tory over Hiram the john Carroll 
women's basketball team was hop-
ing to generate some momentum 
with theOh io Athletic Conference 
tournament coming quickly. But 
the Fighting Muskies did not see 
the same picture. 
early foul trouble totally changed 
our strategy .. In the second half 
Muskingum began fronting our 
post players and that was leaving 
our perimeter open. And, unfortu-
nately, we were not reading the 
transi tion very well." 
Streak center Sue Zidanic had 
a hot hand, leading the team in 
scoring with 14 points and 11 re-
bounds. Senior guard Darlene 
Sheehan cooled off from her record 
"We need to just 'crush' some-
one and get back on track," said 
Dugan."Weneedtoregainourcon-
fidence and play wlth a 'never say 
die mentality' .. . I could not ask for 
a benergroupof hard workingath-
letes. If we could just get each 
playerrounderstand their role and 
play it there is not anyone in the 
OAC that we can not compete 
with." 
Sheehan feels the ream can win 
regardless of its recent slide. 
"It's the tournament thatcounrs 
now," she said . "We are capable of 
beaung anyone in the conference 
if we play to our ability." 
The Blue Streaks still have to 
play Ohio Northern to finish off 
both the regular and OAC seasons 
on Saturday at the Don Shula 
Sports Center. The Ohio Athletic 
Conference tournament begins on 
Monday and finishes on Feb. 25. 
JCU (57) - Mohalic 2·4 0·0 4. Marrapese 
0·1 0·0 0, Neider 0·1 0·0 0, Moran 2·9 
0-0 4, Sheehan 5·13 0·0 11, Jordan 3· 
7 4-5 10, Frlckman 2 4 0-0 4, Campbell 
1·2 0·0 2,Zidanlc5·8 4-4 15,Bahhur4· 
5 0·0 8 
Musk. (59) - Dodson 1·5 0·0 2. Becker 
1 ·4 0·0 2, Stinson 2·5 0-0 4, Taylor 6· 
13 2·3 15, Hlvnor 4·6 1·8 9, Schafer 2· 
5 2·2 6.Mann0·0 00 O.Rakoslk4 ·B 0· 
1 12. Bright 1·4 2·3 4, Shugert 2·4 1· 
1 5. 
Ha lf -JCU 35-33. (Team tota ls and 
leaders only.) Three-point goals-JCU 1· 
8 (Sheehan 1·51, Musk. 5·15 (Rakosik 4· 
5). Rebounds-JCU38(Zidanlc11).Musk. 
30 (Schafer 9). Assists-JCU 13 (Moran 
4), Musk. 9 (Becker 4). A-132. 
On Saturday, in the Don Sh ula 
Sports Center, the Streaks (12-10, 
7-7 OAC) lost a 
heartbreaker 
59
-
57
· After "We need to}·ust 
trailing thee n-
setting perfor-
mancea week ago 
Tuesday whe she 
wen r 6-for-6 from 
the three-pomt 
arc and set the 
OAC reco rd for 
most career 
three-point goals 
Wrestlers downed by Mt. for 3rd time 
tire game h 
Muskingum crUS SOmeone 
came from be-
hind (0 tie the and get back on 
game 57-57. tr.ack." 
With only 
seven seconds 
with 187 against 
Hiram. 
left on the 
clock , the 
Muskies re-
Carol Dugan "It's neat, the 
more I think 
gained possession of the ball and 
called time out. TheStreaksstayed 
in a zone defense for the in bounds 
play hoping to send the game into 
overtime. 
Muskie forward Elizabeth 
Schafer sank a jump shot inside 
the paint with three seconds re-
maining in the game.jCU got the 
ball back, but failed to get a shot 
off before time expired. 
"After playing so sloppy at 
Muskingum on Nov. 22, we felt we 
could just play more sound de-
fense," said j CU Coach Carol 
Dugan. "lnitiall ywe wanted to stay 
in a zone defe nse. Amazingly 
enough they love the zone and we 
played right into their hands, but 
about it since it is 
an OAC (honor]," said Sheehan of 
the award. "I couldn't have done it 
without everyone else," she hum-
bly added. 
The Muskingum game wasn't 
as kind to her, however. 
"They were beating up on 
Darlene the whole game," said 
Dugan. "A !though Darlene did not 
have her best offensive perfor-
mance she deserves a lot of credit 
for her defensive effort." 
Sheehan and Deanna Bahhur 
tied for the team lead with two 
steals a piece against the Muskies. 
With the OAC tournament 
only a week away Dugan feels the 
best remedy for her team 'sailment 
is a convincing win. 
Matt Durbin 
Staff Reporter 
John Carroll'squest for a fifth 
consecutiveOhioAthleucCon-
ference Wrestling Champion-
ship will be tougher than ever, 
as demonstrated by the 23-ll 
drubbing that the grapplers 
took from Mount Union. 
Friday's loss marked the first 
time in 30 years that Carroll has 
lost three times w the same op-
ponent. Mount also defeated the 
Streaks 20-15 at the OAC duals 
and 16-15 at the National Col-
lege Duals earlier this season. 
"It was a situation where we 
had a great week in practice, but 
when we went to war, we didn't 
execute as well," said Coach 
Kerry Volkmann. "We need to 
be more aggressive." 
Aggressiveness and inexpe-
rience were key factors in the 
loss tot he Purple Raidersasonly 
four of the starters in the Streaks' 
line-up starred last season. 
"Injuries and experience are 
killi ng us," said jCU heavy-
weight Aaron SheetS. 'Even our 
seniors like myself and Gabe 
(Galioto) haven't had that much 
varsity experience.' 
Experience will be a key factor 
for the Streaks at the Ohio Ath-
letic Conference rournamentnext 
week as they enter it without a 
returning OAC champion in the 
hne-up for the first time in john 
Carroll history. 
"lt's indicattve of our situation, 
our lack of experience," said 
Volkmann. "It's within our grasp, 
but it's gonna rake a great effort. 
l'm not convmced that Mount 
Union is that much betterthan ttS. 
We need some of our guys to step 
up and have a great tournamer t." 
Against Mount Union, the 
Streaksjumpedtoan early lead as 
juniors j.J. Huszczo and Matt 
Colucci registered rna pr deetsions. 
Colucci improved to ll-1 on the 
season by defeating Steve Ramos, 
10-2, whileHuszczowhipped Zak 
Yankush,l6-3. 
From there it was all Mount as 
they took the next seven bouts 
MILLOR 
ORATOR 
INFORMATION 
before Sheers stopped the bleed-
1ng, avenging an earlier loss to 
1994 Divtsion III All-American 
Jason Weigand by vinue of a 
crucial second period escape, 
winning 3-2. 
"I knew rhat if I could escape 
then I could win," satd Sheers. "l 
was in better shape and that was 
the difference." 
''Anytime that ycu beat a guy 
that is third or fourth in the 
country last year. you have to be 
proud," said Volkmann. 'Aaron 
wrestled very intelligently and 
his conditioning was superior. 
"(At the OAC's), we need a 
ccuple more of these types of 
wins ... inordertowin,"headded. 
Prior to OAC's, the Blue 
Streaks will face more top-notch 
competition as they travel to 
Findlay on Friday. Findlay 
boasts five All-Americans in its 
line-up and is currently the 
NA !A's No. I ranked team m the 
nation. 
OACchampionships will be 
held atjCU on Feb. 25 
• The Mil/or Orator speaks as the representative for the Graduating 
Class at Commencement. 
• The Mil/or Orator must be graduating in May. 
• Applications will be sent to each Senior and also may be obtained 
in the Student Life Office. 
• All applications and a typed copy of your speech must be received 
in the Student Life Office by Friday, March 3, 1995. 
• Auditions will be scheduled March 20 and March 22 at 5 p.m. in the 
Dean's Conference Room 
If you have any questions, you may contact either: 
Lisa Heckman, Diredor of Student Adivities or 
Tim Coulehan, Senior Class President, 371·1248. 
. 
..... 
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Maurer has attitude and talent 
Randy Loeser 
Staff Reporter 
jackie Maurer walked up to the 
scorerstable,saw that it was loaded 
with medals, and asked "Ca n I buy 
one of thoset In this swim meet, 
jackie Maurer would watch her 6-
year-old daughter finish some-
where near 40th place. Only the 
wpsix at the U.S.S. meet received a 
medal, and it would nOL be long 
before jackie's daughter would re-
cc tve hers. 
Nearly l50 medals, trophies 
and awards later, jackie Maurer 
wtll watch her daughter, Ashley, 
compcteforthe final time as a Blue 
Streak swim mer. 
not only for john Carroll during 
the school year, but for her club 
ream , the Hampton Dolphins, 
during breaks and in the summer 
in Pittsburgh, PA. The proof of 
this is on the record board on the 
wall of the pool Maurer's name 
appears more than any otherct.tr-
rent john Carroll female swim-
mer. 
"When people first meet me, I 
thtnk they see that I am serious 
and competitive, but shy ,"Maurer 
said. "But I just want to make 
people [my teammates] work 
harder, bee a use I am working hard 
to keep the records and hopefully 
they are working to beat me." 
This attitude is one that even 
Lenha rt has seen with his star 
swimmer. 
"Ash ley rs the type of swim· 
mer who would rather swim 
faster and get second than swim 
slower and finish first." said 
Len han 
Maurer's abtlity to bring out 
the best in her teammates as well 
as in herself is partially respon-
sible in who she looks up to. 
"l have always thought of my-
self like Lee Iacocca," said Maurer. 
"The way he came to Chrysler and 
changed it around, and made work 
energ1zed issometh ing that I strive 
to do." 
Maurer's greatest tnspiration 
comes from her family. 
"1 don't think my parents knew 
what they were in for when I 
started swimming, but they have 
been there for me in everything," 
said Maurer. "Even when they are 
not here for a dual meet, I can hear 
myparemssay'stream line'or'kick 
off the wall.' They have grown with 
me in this sport as much as l have." 
The Maurer family wtll get the 
chance to see the growth in what 
was once their 6-year-old, 40th 
place daughter, when the adult, 
record-setting Ashley takes her 
place on the victory stand this 
weekend. 
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Jude K11ly 
Ashley Maurer(left) & Jim Petkunas are outstanding in their pool. 
Ashley Maurer holdssixschool 
records, has been named the Ohio 
Athletic Conference swimmer of 
the year (1993), has been an all-
conference performer 18 times, 
and has never fintshed lower than 
second tn any conference meet. 
She wi II showcase her skills starr-
ing today and running through 
Saturday as john Carroll hosts the 
OACswimminganddivingcham 
pionships in the johnson Nata to-
rium. 
Petkunas shows irreplaceable adaptability 
What makes Ash ley Maurer 
special IS her love of a challenge, 
whether it be in the pool or in her 
own life. 
"In the sense that leaders m us! 
face challenges with their role, 
Ashley never backs down," Head 
Coach Matt Lenhart sa id. "She 
gives 100 percent in everything 
she does, not only in the water, but 
in the way she brings out the best 
in others." 
Bemg the best ts a 365-day oc-
currence for Maurer. who swims 
Jude Kllly 
Ass1stant Sports Editor 
'Versat ile' isn't flexible enough 
to describe jim Petkunas. 
Petkunas, a mathematics ma-
jor from Hudson, Ohio, bends 
himself every which way for the 
men's swim team atJohn Carroll. 
During his four years, he hasn't 
been just a one-event swimmer. 
He's filled more holes in the Blue 
Streak line-up than an Ohio in-
ters tate road workerfillson high-
ways a II year. 
Coach Matt Lenhart is quick to 
recognize just how flexible 
Petkunas is. 
"He swims whatever we need 
him to," said Lenhart of his star-
studded senior captain. "He can do 
just about anything. He's done ev-
ery event except the backstroke 
and breaststroke, individually [at 
some poinr in time!." 
As if Petkunas' yoga-like versa-
tility isn't enough, he's been rak-
ing in the awards since jumping 
into the pool at Carroll in 1991-
1992.lt's surprisingall his accom-
plishmentsdon't weigh him down 
when he's in the water. 
Petkunas, a 19-rime Ohio Ath-
letic Conference champion, has 
lostonlytwice inOAC's - when 
he finished second to John Car · 
roll National Champion joe Turi 
his first two seasons swimming 
individual medleys. He has also 
been named teamMVPeveryyear 
he's been here and earned Co-OAC 
Swimmer of the meet honors at 
theOACCham pionships lastsea-
"He's a quiet leader, who leads 
by example," Lenhart said of the 
1993 All-American honoree. 
It could just be that he doesn't 
want to let his teammates and 
friends - like fellow senior and 
co-captain Eric Rapp, down. 
"I'm going to miss the people," 
Petkunas said of finishing his ca-
reer at jCU. "!I'll miss] my team-
mates and coaches and all the 
friendships I've made through 
swimming." 
No matter what Petkunas'most 
enduring quality may be, Lenhart '~======================:::=~~:::====~==1-~so:n~w~i~th~teammatejeff Juergens. --~~- h" ins -r--"'_.1 t"eOliz k ·n ou h re a 
-
-
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on campus 
CALL 397-INFO 
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Information Line 
san e, too. him come next year. 
"It's nice to get all the recogni-
tion," said 
"He'sgoingtobeextremely hard 
to replace," 
Petkunas. "But 
I don't put a lot "'H r • f b 
ofstockinit.l'd e s gomg 0 e 
extremely hard to 
replace - he does 
rather see the 
whole team 
commended 
than pick om 
an individual." 
With all 
those win -
nings one 
might expect 
whatever needs to 
be done. He just 
Len hart said, 
"not only for 
his talent in the 
water, but in 
about any-
thing he has 
done from 
picking up the 
freshman to 
picking up 
himself. He 
does whatever 
needs to be 
done . He just 
does it him-
self." 
Petkunas to does it himself." 
lose h is desire, 
his edge. That 
hasn't hap-
pened yet. 
Petkunas doesn't have the quit in 
him to let it happen. 
"Jim is one of those people that, 
though he may realize he is the 
best in the OAC,I have never seen 
him bag a race. l've seen him lose 
a couple of races," Lenhart admi t-
ted. "Bur I've seen him win a lot of 
close ones. He's hard -nosed." 
Perhaps it is his worke1hic that 
makes him so rough. That makes 
him a school record holder in the 
100and 200-yard butterflyevents 
and as a member of the 200 and 
400-yard medley relays. 
A~cording to Lenhart, he has 
become the talented swimmer he 
is today from hard work. Or may be 
it's hts attitude. 
"He 's a great kid and a hard 
worker," said Lenhart . "He never 
complains and is always upbeat. 
He just keeps going and sucks it 
up when he has to." 
But maybe it's his mind set and 
ability to lead others, naturally. 
Matt Lenhart 
Starting ro-
day,Jim Petkunas' swimming ca-
reer will enter one of its final 
phases. That's when JCU begins 
its weekend as host of the OAC 
championships beginning this af-
ternoon and continuing through 
Saturday at 7 p.m. It's also when 
theBlueStreaks will trytocapture 
their sixth consecutive league title. 
Nomatterwhat the results will be, 
come Monday morning Petkunas 
will have dove from the starting 
blocks at Carroll for the last time. 
"It's going to be a special meet," 
Petkunas said. "It' my last meet. 
And after th is, that's it for my 
swimming career." 
Pending results, or not, the his-
tory book is nearly closed on 
Petkunas. After all, he might be 
the most durable swimmer to ever 
make waves at Carroll's johnson 
Natatorium. 
)i m Petkunas," added Lenhart, 
"might be 1he best all-around 
swimmer hereatjohn Carroll ever." 
Correction: ln the Feb. 9 issue, Darlene Sheehan's name was 
incorrectly spelled. 
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From 'Cat Girl' 
and JCU signs 
to chocolate 
covered spoons 
Marla Trlvlsonno 
Staff Reporter 
You've walked past it a million times. 
You've probably been in it a thousand times. 
But have you ever really paid attention to 
what's it in? 
The students of John Carroll University 
are very lucky to have a university book-
store that is located at such a convenient 
place. Many pass it on the way to the cafete-
ria, the mailboxes , gym or weight room, the 
Little Marinello Theater, or classes. Stu-
dents don't have to go far if they run out of 
toothpaste or need more typing paper. 
However, how many have looked be-
yond the stationery and the personal h y-
giene products to see what else the book-
store has to offer. That exploration would 
yielded several interesting results. 
The store is full of novelty items and 
unusual knick knacks. For instance, you 
can buy a pizza cutter (in case Papa John's 
forgets) or spoons dipped in chocolate to 
stir into your coffee. In case you're bored 
and want to write your parents a letter in 
17th century writing, you can pick up a 
calligraphy pen and notarial seal. 
One can purchase absolutely anything 
with "john Carroll" printed on it. Pennants, 
bumper stickers, and jCU napkins, cups, 
cards, and postcards are available. 
lf you're having trouble with your bar of 
soap slipping out of your hand, you can 
always pick up a customjCU soap dish. 
Customers can even buy a sign stating 
"Blue Streak Parking On ly." It's a great dorm 
decoration, but the sign probably won'rsave 
a parking space. 
FEATURES 11 
/ 
B UE STREAI( 
PARKING 
ONLY 
The University Bookstore has a wide 
variety of nursery rhymes and children's 
books. "Where's Wa I do" is an ever popular 
book for study breaks. What a better way to 
relieve stress than to drive yourself nuts 
looking for a guy smaller than your GPA? 
Customerscaneven buytheirowndino-
sa ur eggs, complete wi rhskele ton, book, and 
poster. That's interesting, considering that 
most people on campus are between the 
ages of 18 and 21, but they're probably great 
for little brothers and sisters. 
Uhoh,newsflash! You better hurryupif 
you're in need of a globe: there's only two 
left! 
The new video rental store certainly 
won't lower videosalesat the bookstore. I'm 
sure each and every one of us wants his or 
her own personal copy of "Warlock" and 
"Cat Girl." Or maybe the Shirley Temple 
favorite "Rebecca of Sunnybrook Farm" 
could make a good belated Valentine's Day 
present for your Grand mal 
The bookstore can be very helpful in a 
Hockey team straps on 
blades, takes the ice 
Jacqueline St. Marie 
Staff Reporter 
With a recent win against Wooster Col-
lege under their belt, the john Carroll 
hockey team is on their way to a successful 
season. 
Being able to beat Woos ter College took 
more than just a good team and hard prac-
tices. Just a year ago there wasn't even a 
hockey team in existence at john Carroll. 
After over a year of not playing, thejCU 
hockey team has regrouped and made its 
way back onto the ice. 
"I wanted to play again and so I took the 
initiative and started from there," said se-
nior Captain Noll Becker. 
Three years ago,JCU had a hockey team 
playing in the Mid-American Conference 
Hockey League. Half way through the sea-
son, the team got cut from the league. It 
wasn't until late 1993 that Becker took it 
upon himself to get the team back together. 
"I wanted to 
play again. So 
my junior year I 
talked to Lisa 
Heckman and 
together we got 
it started," 
Becker ex-
plained. 
Atthebegin-
ningof the year 
Becker put fly-
ers up around 
campus letting 
people know he 
was starting a 
team. Becker 
had to do his 
own recruiting 
si nee hockey is 
said. "Everyone plays no matter how good 
you are. The skill level varies. There are 
those who are really good and those who 
have never played." 
Currently there are about 16 people on 
the team. They practice at the Shaker lee 
Arena at Thorton Park one night a week at 
11:15 p.m. because this is the only time the 
arena will let them on the ice. 
Since the team is independent and not in 
a league they don't haveasetschedule Noll 
calls other schools and sets up exhtbttion 
games for the team. 
'A lot of times we have a hard time get-
ting enough players to come 10 the away 
games because we have to pay for all our 
expenses and lodging," said Mascari. "But a 
highlight of last year was when we went to 
Indiana to play Ball State. We only had nine 
guys who were able to travel and they had a 
full squad. We ended up beating them 4-3." 
Games for the hockey team are also usu-
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the Lacrosse team. 
Sophomore Chris Mascari remembers, "l 
saw the flyer that saidJCU hockey is back. 
I've been skating since l was four years old 
and playing hockey almost as long." 
This much experience is not necessary 
to join the team, though. Some students on 
the team have never played before. 
·Anyone whocomesoutcan play," Becker 
ally at ttme~ like 11:30 p.rn and 12:30 a.m 
That is one of the problems the team 15 
runnmg into, Moscatiexplamed. They can 
only get the arena late at night. ln addition, 
people don't know JCU has a hockey team, 
so they don't have a lot of fans coming to 
their games. 
"It is always nice lO have people come 
watch, though,' Becker said. ·we are out 
there to have fun. It's a sport we all enjoy." 
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Maurer has attitude and talent 
Rand Loeser 
Staff Reporter 
Jackie Maurer walked up to the 
scorers table,saw that 1l was loaded 
with medals, and asked "Can 1 buy 
o ne of those?" In this swim meet, 
Jackie Maurer would watch her6-
year-old daughter fin1sh some-
where nea r 40th place. Only the 
top six at the U.S.S. meet received a 
medal, and I! would no1 be long 
before jackie's daughter would re-
ceive hers. 
Nearly 150 meda ls, trophies 
and awards la ter, Jack ie Maurer 
will watch her daughter, Ashley, 
compete for thefinal time as a Blue 
Streak swimmer. 
not only for john Carroll during 
the school year, but fo r her club 
team, t he Hampton Dolphins, 
during breaks and in the summer 
in Pittsburgh, PA. The proof of 
th1s 1s on the record board on the 
wall of the pool. Maurer's name 
appears more than any othercl,lr-
rent john Carroll female swim-
mer. 
"When people f1rst meet me, I 
th1nk they see that 1 am serious 
and competitive, but shy : Maurer 
said. "But l just want to make 
people !my teammates] work 
harder, because lam working hard 
to keep the records and hopefully 
they are work ing to beat me." 
Th is ani tude is one that even 
Lenhart has seen with his star 
swimmer 
"Ashley 1s the type of swim-
mer who would rather swi m 
faster and get second than sw1m 
slower and fini sh fir st ," sa id 
Lenhart. 
Maurer's ability to bring out 
the best in her teammates as well 
as in herself 1s partially respon-
sible m who she looks up to. 
"I have always thought of my-
self like Lee lacocca," said Maurer. 
"The way he ca me to Chrysler and 
changed it around, and made work 
energized 1ssomethingthat ]strive 
to do." 
Maurer's greatest inspi ration 
comes from her fami ly. 
"!don't think my parents knew 
what they were in for when l 
started swimming, but they have 
been there for me in everyth mg," 
said Maurer. "Even when they are 
not herefor a dua l meet, l can hear 
my parentssay'stream line' or'kick 
off the wall.' They have grown with 
me in this sport as much as f have." 
The Maurer fam ily will get the 
chance to see the growth in what 
was once their 6-year-old, 40th 
place daughter, w hen the adult , 
record-se tting As hley takes her 
place on the victory stand this 
weekend. 
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Ashley Maurer( left) & Jim Petkunas are outstanding in their pool. 
Ash ley Ma urer holdssixschool 
records. has been named the Ohio 
Athletic Conference swimmer of 
the year (1993), has bee n an all-
conference pe rfor mer 18 times, 
and has never fi mshed lower than 
second 1n any conference meet. 
She will showcase her skills start-
ing today and runn ing through 
Saturdayasjohn Carroll hosts the 
OACswimminganddivingcham 
pionships in the j ohnson Na ta to-
rium. 
Petkunas shows irreplaceable adaptability 
Wh at makes Ashley Maurer 
special is her love of a challenge, 
whether it be in the pool or in her 
own life. 
"In the se nse that leaders must 
face challenges with their role, 
Ashley never backs down ," Head 
Coach Matt Lenhart said. "She 
gives 100 percent in everything 
she does, not only in the water, but 
in the way she brings out the best 
in others." 
Bemg the bes t IS a 365-day oc-
currence for Maurer, who swims 
Jude Kllly 
Assistant Sports Editor 
'Versattle' isn't fi e xi ble enough 
todescribejim Petkunas. 
Petkunas, a mathematics ma-
jor from Hudson, Ohio, bends 
himself every which way for the 
men's swim team atjohn Carroll. 
During his four years, he hasn't 
been just a one-event swimmer. 
He's filled more holes m the Blue 
Streak line-up than an Ohio in-
terstate road workerfi lls on high-
ways a II year. 
Coach Man Lenhart is quick to 
recogn ize jus t how fl exible 
Petkunas is. 
"He swims whatever we need 
him to," sa id Lenhart of his star-
studded senior captain. "He can do 
just about anything. He's done ev-
ery event except the backstroke 
and breaststroke, individually [at 
some point in time]." 
As if Petkunas' yoga-like versa-
tility isn't enough, he's been rak-
ing in the awards since jumping 
into the pool at Carroll in 1991-
1992.lt'ssurprisingall his accom-
pli shmentsdon 't weigh him down 
when he's in the water. 
Petkunas, a 19-t ime Ohio Ath-
letic Conference champion, has 
lost on] y twice in OAC's - when 
he finished second to john Car-
roll National Champion joe Tur i 
his first two seasons swimming 
ind ividual medleys. He has also 
been named team MVPevery year 
he's been here and earned Co-OAC 
Swimmer of the meet honors at 
theOACChampionships las tsea-
"He's a quiet leader, who leads 
by example," Len hart said of the 
1993 All-American honoree. 
It could just be that he doesn 't 
want to let his teammates and 
friends - like fellow senior and 
co-captain Eric Rapp, down. 
"I'm going to miss the people," 
Petku nas said of fin ishing his ca-
reer at jCU. 4l'll miss] my team-
mates and coaches and all the 
friendships I've mad e through 
swimming." 
'~==========::::::"::"'::===========~====~===1-Jso:n;w~i~th~t:eammatejefi juergens. 1'---~-1 t. · hts Yet!--,._., 
No matter what Petkunas'most 
enduring quality may be, Lenhart 
oFeali% · will tou h tore ac 
him come next year. 
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san e, too. 
"It 's nice to get all the recogn i-
t ion ," sa id 
"He's going to be extremely hard 
to replace, n 
Petkunas. "But 
l don't put a lot rru r • f b 
of stockin it.l'd ne s gomg 0 e 
extremely hard to 
replace - he does 
rather see the 
whole team 
comme n ded 
than pick out 
an individua l." 
Wit h all 
those wi n-
ni ngs one 
might expect 
whatever needs to 
be done. He just 
Lenha rt said , 
"not on 1 y for 
his talen t in the 
wa ter, but in 
about any-
th ing he has 
don e f rom 
picking up the 
fresh man to 
picking up 
h im self. He 
does whatever 
needs to be 
done . He just 
does it him-
self." 
Petkunas to does it himself." 
lose his desire, 
his edge. That 
hasn 't hap-
pened yet. 
Pe tkunas doesn't have the quit in 
him to let it happen. 
"Jim is one of those people that, 
though he may realize he is the 
best in the OAC.I have never seen 
him bag a race. I've seen him lose 
a couple of races," Lenhart admit-
ted. "But I've seen him win a lot of 
close ones. He's hard-nosed." 
Perhaps it is his work ethic that 
makes him so rough. That makes 
him a school record holder in the 
lOOand 200-yard butterfly events 
and as a mem ber of the 200 and 
400-vard medley relays. 
A~cord ing to Lenhart, he has 
become the talented swim mer he 
is today from hard work Or may be 
it's his attitude. 
"He's a great k id and a hard 
worker," said Lenhart. "He never 
complains and is always upbeat. 
He just keeps going and sucks it 
up when he has to." 
But maybe it's his mindsetand 
abi li ty to lead others, naturally. 
Matt Lenhart 
Starting to-
day, j im Petkunas' swimming ca-
reer will enter one of its final 
phases. That's when JCU begins 
its weekend as host of the OAC 
cham pionships beginni ng this af-
ternoon and conti nui ng through 
Saturday at 7 p.m. It's also when 
the BlueStreakswil l try to capture 
their sixth consecutive league title. 
No matter what the results will be, 
come Monday morning Petkunas 
w ill have dove from the sta rti ng 
blocks at Carroll for the last t ime. 
"lt's going to be a specia l meet," 
Petkunas said. "It' my last meet. 
And after this, that's it for my 
swimming career." 
Pending results, or not , the his-
tor y book is nea rl y closed on 
Petkunas. After all, he might be 
the most durable swim mer to ever 
make waves at Car roll 's Johnson 
Natator ium. 
"Jim Petk unas,"added Lenhart , 
"might be the bes t all-arou nd 
swim mer hereatjohn Carroll ever." 
Correction : ln the Feb. 9 issue, Darlene Sheehan's name was 
mcorrec tl y spelled. 
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From 'Cat Girl' 
and JCU signs 
to chocolate 
covered spoons 
Marla Trlvlsonno 
Staff Reporter 
You've walked past it a million times. 
You've probably been in ita thousand times. 
But have you ever really paid attention to 
w hat's it in? 
The students of john Carroll University 
are very lucky to have a university book-
store that is located at such a convenient 
place. Many pass it on the way to the cafete-
r ia, the mailboxes, gym or weight room, the 
Lit tle Marinello Theater, or classes. Stu-
dents don't have to go far if they run out of 
toothpaste or need more typing paper. 
However, how many have looked be-
yond the stationery and the personal hy-
giene products to see what else the book-
store has to offer. That exploration would 
yielded several interesting results. 
The store is fu ll of novelty items and 
unusual knick knacks. For instance, you 
can buy a pizza cutter (in case Papa John's 
forgets) or spoons dipped in chocolate to 
sti r into your coffee. In case you're bored 
and want to write your parents a letter in 
17th century writing, you can pick up a 
calligraphy pen and notarial sea l. 
One can purchase absolutely anything 
with "john Carroll" printed on it. Pennants, 
bumper stickers, and JCU napkins, cups. 
cards, and postcards are available. 
If you're having trouble with your bar of 
soap sli pping out of you r hand, you can 
always pick up a customJCU soap dish. 
Customers can even buy a s ig n stati ng 
"Blue Streak Parking Only." It'sa great dorm 
decora tion, but the sign probably won't save 
a parking space. 
/ 
BLUE STREAK 
PARKING 
ONLY 
J j 
Soph. Chris Everett at the tv-.r•l<c:1·nr<> 
The University Bookstore has a w ide 
variety of nursery rhymes and child ren's 
books. "Where's Waldo" is an ever popular 
book for study breaks. What a better way to 
relieve stress than to drive yourself nuts 
looki ng for a guy smaller than your GPA? 
Customerscaneven buytheirowndino-
saureggs, complete with skeleton, book, and 
poster That's interesting, considering tha t 
most people on campus are between the 
ages of 18 and 21, but they're probably great 
for little brothers and sisters. 
Uhoh, news flas h! You better hurry up if 
you're in need of a globe: there's only two 
left! 
The new video rental store certain ly 
won't lower videosalesat the bookstore. l'm 
sure each and every one of us wants his or 
her own personal copy of "Warlock" and 
"Cat Gi rl." Or maybe the Shirley Temple 
favori te "Rebecca of Su nnybrook Farm " 
could make a good bela ted Valentine's Day 
present for your Grandma! 
The bookstore can be very helpful in a 
Hockey team straps on 
blades, takes the ice 
Jacqueline St. Marie 
Staff Reporter 
With a recent win against Wooster Col-
lege unde r the1r belt, the john Carroll 
hockey team is on their way to a successful 
season. 
Being able to beat Wooster College took 
more than just a good team and hard prac-
tices. Just a year ago there wasn't even a 
hockey team in existence at john Carroll . 
After over a year of not playing, theJCU 
hockey team has regrouped and made ns 
way back onto the ice. 
"l wanted to play agai n and sol took the 
initiative and started from there," said se-
nior Captain Noll Becker. 
Three years ago,JCU had a hockey team 
playing in the Mid-American Conference 
Hockey League. Halfway through the sea-
son, the team got cut from the league. It 
wasn't until late 1993 that Becker took it 
upon himself to get the team back together. 
"l wanted to 
play again. So 
my junior year I 
talked to Lisa 
Heckman and 
together we got 
it started ," 
Becker ex-
plained. 
At the begin-
ning of the year 
Becker put f1 y-
ers up around 
campus letting 
people know he 
was starting a 
team. Becker 
had to do his 
own recruiti ng 
since hockey is 
-
said. "Everyone plays no matter how good 
you are. The skill level varies. There are 
those who are really good and those who 
have never played " 
Currently there are about 16 people on 
the team. They practice at the Shaker Ice 
Arena at Thorton Park one night a week at 
11:15 p.m. because this is the only time the 
arena will let them on the ice. 
Since the team is independent and not in 
a league they don't have a set schedule. Noll 
calls other schools and sets up exhibition 
games for the team. 
' A lot of times we have a hard time get-
ting enough players to come to the away 
games beca use we have to pay for all our 
expenses and lodging," said Moscat1. "But a 
highlight of las t year was when we went to 
Indiana to play Ball State. We on I y had mne 
guys who were able to travel and they had a 
full squad. We ended up beati ng them 4-3." 
Games forthe hockey team are also usu-
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to not write The Carroll News 
Off-Campus E-mail addresses 
the Lacrosse team. 
Sophomore Chris Moscati remembers, "I 
saw the flyer that saidjCU hockey is back. 
I've been skating since 1 was four years old 
and playing hockey almost as long." 
This much experience is not necessary 
to join the team , though. Some students on 
the team have never played before. 
"Anyone whocomesoutcan play," Becker 
ally at times like !130 p.m. and 12:30 a.m. 
That is one of the problems the team is 
running into, Moscati explai ned. They can 
only get the arena late at night. In addition, 
people don't know JCU has a hockey team, 
so they don't have a lot of fans coming to 
their games. 
"It is always nice to have people come 
watch, though," Becker said. 'We are out 
there to have fun. It's a sport we all enjoy." 
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Sutowski residents 
win 'Home Sweet 
Home Contest' 
Sherry Lucchetti 
Staff Reporter 
The "Hall Beat." a welcome back newsletter distributed 
by Residence Life, recently turned into $130 for Sutowski 
Hall's Lynn Rutledge and Erika Bauer. 
It was called "The Home Sweet Home Contest" and was 
designed for the pur)XJSC of 
choosing a room to be pic-
"The room 
was bright, 
and the tie-
dyed sheet on 
tured in an upcoming Resi-
dence Life brochure. 
The contest 
was evenly split 
between the 
sexes. Men's 
rooms won for 
Murphy, Bernet, 
Campion and 
East halls and 
women won for 
Sutowski, Dolan , 
Pacelli and Millor 
halls. 
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the ceiling 
Rutledge and Bauer de-
cided to enter the conrest 
after pulling the entry form 
our of their garbage can the 
day before the January 26 
deadline. When asked why 
they entered the contest 
Erika replied, "What did we 
have to lose?" 
What was so 
unique about 
Rutledge and 
Bauer's room that 
set it apart from 
the others? 
"It felt good' Father Richie Salmi and Donna Byrnes congratulate Lynn Rutledge and Erika 
gave the room 
a feeling of 
warmth." 
Donna Byrnes 
Director of Residence 
Life, Donna Byrnes said that 
the contest was judged on, 
"creative use of space and the 
feeling of walking in and be-
ing comfortable." 
Byrnes, along wnh 
Eleanor Finger, West 
Stowman and Heather 
Tucker narrowed the field of 
53 entra ntS to one winning room per residence hall. The 
winners of this preliminary round each won $30. 
University Heights Mayor Beryl Rothschild then chose 
the $100 grand prize winner. In addition to the money, the 
winners will also be receiving certificates signed by the 
mayor and Byrnes 
Rev. Richard P. Salmi, SJ. was there to award the prize 
and comment on the room.' The room didn't look like a 
You could kick shoes off in · 'he said. 
The room was bright, and the tie-dyed sheet on the ceiling 
gave the room a feeling of warmth. There was room to 
study and also to relax," said Byrnes. 
Rutledge and Bauer describe their room as personable. 
Most of their decorations are homemade giftS from friends 
and family members. 
The ladies have paintings done by Bauer's mother and 
one by their neighbor, Karen Thompson. Another unique 
decoration in the room is a shark made out of Zima boxes 
that was also made by a friend. 
Rutledge said, the room is still "evolving." Perhaps the 
most unique aspect of their room is the lighting. The 
fluorescent lights are covered by a tie-dyed sheet and a 
floor Lamp provides the main source of light. 
Thompson commented that "the lighting is gentle, re-
laxing and mellow." 
Rutledge and Bauer admitted that to prepare for the 
comestthey"cleaned their room and vacuumed for thefirst 
time all 
Rutledge said that they celebrated their winnings by 
going to Mozzarella's Restaurant for dinner and intend to 
use the rest of the money for extra spending. 
Byrnes said that it was important to judge the halls 
individually because they are "so unique to one another" 
She was particularly impressed with how the women in 
Dolan used "every nook and cranny" to decorate. 
Some unusual and creative things they found included 
loftS that folded in toward the walls, and a ceiling fan 
suspended from a loft. 
judging the contest was enjoyable for Byrnes because,"[ 
got the opportunity to talk to students about living in the 
halls." Overall, she was pleased with the success of the 
contest. "We were amazed that we got so many entries," 
said Byrnes. She added that Residence Life looks forward to 
sponsoring the contest again next year. 
Perhaps Rutledge summarized the "Home Sweet Horne" 
contest best when she said, "It was fun to win" and as Bauer 
· added "We $1301" ···~-
STUDENT'S ESSAY CONTEST 
BLACK HISTORY MONTH 
Describe in 500 words or more an African 
American leader who has been 
influential in you.r life and why? 
Essays are due in the Student Life Office 
Monday, February 20 by 5 p.m. 
1st prize $150 • 2nd prize $75 • 3rd prize $50 
• Winners will be judged by a committee from BUSA, 
Student Activities and Multi-Cultural Affairs. 
• Winning entries will be printed in The Carroll _News. 
SpoNSOREd by THE BlAck UNiTEd STudENT AssociATiON ANd STudENT AcTiviTiEs 
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One 
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is 
diagnosed 
with 
AIDS 
everylO 
minutes. 
In 
1993, 
AIDS 
killed 
28,090 
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[ilommentary 
Sometimes, apologies just aren't enough 
They are often heard. The comments are frequently 
crude or insulting to any of various minority groups, and, 
often, to women. They are uttered by males, to make 
people laugh or to annoy the nearest female. 
Often, I hear these comments and they make me angry, 
or uncomfortable or sad. I 
wonder how to respond. Do I 
ignore it? Dol comment? Do 
I make a tellt!lle grimace? 
What will be most produc-
tive? It's difficult to know. 
Eventually I do make a com-
ment, and a few days later 
another one. The groups of 
people that interact with me 
on a daily basis realize that 
their comments aggravate 
me. And then people start 
acting strange around me. 
It starts with an effort not 
to say offensive things when 
I'm around. Conversations are 
whispered, or stilted. The room gets quiet when I walk into 
it. Sometimes the awareness that the remarks are inap-
propriate spreads to affect the other females who walk 
into the room. We are lepers. We ruin their fun, it seems. 
Sometimes, however, I am alone in my expressed amoy-
ance. No one wants to be unpopular with the guys. It takes 
the fun out of life, doesn't it? 
But it is the apologies that get to me most. It becomes 
acceptable to make these comments, as long as they are 
followed by a quick, "I'm sorry, Mary Anne." What am I 
supposed to say to that? "I forgive you for your inso-
lence and disrespect." In my mind 1 say to myself, • Are 
you really sorry you made that corrment?" There is no 
need to ask this question out loud because I already 
know the answer. They are not sorry they said it; they're 
just sorry I was around to overhear. 
I guess I shouldn't be so upset about the males that 
apologize; at least they are aware oft he inappropriate-
ness of their corrments. Or does that just make it 
worse? What difference does it make if they are aware 
ofitiftheyconsciouslychoosetospeakinthismanner? 
The problem is that most of the males I know don't 
really believe the derogatory things they say. They feel 
that this somehow justifies their words, or makes them 
less offensive than the words of those who really be-
lieve what they say. Unfortunately these patterns are 
repeated and reinforced to the "believers and non-
believers" until no one is really sure what they believe 
anymore. 
Everyone, women and men, must stop brushing com-
ments aside so that we can maintain the illusion of 
getting along. Thederogatorycomments from men and 
the male-bashing comments from women must be for-
ever discarded from daily speech, regardless of the 
company we're keeping when we make them. Only when 
a sincere effort is made in th1s direction will the phrase 
"I'm sorry" take on the meaning that the words are 
meant to convey. ~s~ ~ 
One 
in 
225 
people 
worldwide 
has 
AIDS. 
One 
person 
dies 
of 
AID S 
six 
minutes. 
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12 FEATLRES 
Sutowski residents 
win 'Home Sweet 
Home Contest' 
Sher Lucchetti 
Staff Reporter 
The "Hall Beat," a welcome back newsletter distributed 
by Residence Life, recently turned mto $130 for Sutowski 
Hall's Lynn Rutledge and Erika Bauer. 
It was called "The Home Sweet HomeContest"and was 
designed for the purpose of 
choosmg a room to be pic-
"The room 
was bright, 
and the tie-
dyed sheet on 
tured in an upcoming Resi-
dence Life brochure. 
The contest 
was evenly split 
between the 
sexes. Men 's 
rooms won for 
Murphy, Bernet, 
Campion and 
East halls and 
women won for 
Sutowski, Dolan, 
Pacelli and Millar 
halls. 
• The Carroll News, February 16, 1995 
the ceiling 
Rutledge and Bauer de-
cided to enter the contest 
after pulling the entry form 
out of their garbage can the 
day before the January 26 
deadline. When asked why 
they entered the contest 
Erika replied, "What did we 
have to lose?" 
What was so 
unique about 
Rutledge and 
Bauer's room that 
set it apart from 
the others? 
"It felt good! Father Richie Salmi and Donna Byrnes congratulate Lynn Rutledge and Erika 
gave the room 
a feeling of 
warmth." 
Donna Byrnes 
Director of Residence 
Life, Donna Byrnes said that 
the contest was judged on, 
"creative use of space and the 
feeling of walking in and be-
ing comfortable." 
Byrnes, along with 
Eleanor Finger, West 
Stowman and Heather 
Tucker narrowed the field of 
53 entrants to one winnmg room per residence hall. The 
winners of this preliminary round each won $30. 
University Heights Mayor Beryl Rothschild then chose 
the $100grand prize winner. In addition to the money, the 
winners will also be receiving certificates signed by the 
mayor and Byrnes. 
Rev. Richard P Salmi, Sj. was there to award the prize 
and commem on the room.' The room didn't look li ke a 
~~~~~~~~~k~ic~k~ shoes off in · ·he said. 
The room was bright, and the tie-dyed sheet on the ceiling 
gave the room a feeling of warmth. There was room to 
study and also to relax," said Byrnes. 
Rutledge and Bauer describe their room as personable. 
Most of their decorations are homemade gifts from friends 
and family members. 
The ladies have paintings done by Bauer's mother and 
one by their neighbor, Karen Thompson. Another unique 
decoration in the rooq1 is a shark made out of Zima boxes 
that was also made by a friend. 
Rutledge said, the room is still "evolving." Perhaps the 
most unique aspect of their room is the lighting. The 
fluorescent lights are covered by a tie-dyed sheet and a 
floor lamp provides the main source of light. 
Thompson commented tha t "the lighting is gentle, re-
laxing and mellow." 
Rutledge and Bauer admitted that to prepare for the 
contest they"cleaned their room and vacuumed for the first 
time all 
Rutledge said that they celebrated their winni ngs by 
going to Mozzarella's Restaurant for dinner and intend to 
use the rest of the money for extra spending. 
Byrnes said that it was important to judge the halls 
individually because they are "so unique to one another." 
She was particularly impressed with how the women in 
Dolan used "every nook and cranny" to decorate. 
Some unusual and crea tive things they found included 
lofts that folded in toward the walls, and a ceiling fan 
suspended from a ]oft. 
judging the contest was enjoyable for Byrnes because, "I 
got the opportunity to talk to students about living in the 
halls." Overall, she was pleased with the success of the 
contest. "We were amazed that we got so many entries," 
said Byrnes. She added that Residence Life looks forward to 
sponsoring the contest again next year. 
Perhaps Rutledge summarized the 'Home Sweet Home' 
contest best when she said, "It was fun to win" and as Bauer 
... added "We $130!" 
STUDENT'S ESSAY CONTEST 
BLACK HISTORY MONTH 
Describe in 500 words or more an African 
American leader who has been 
influential in you.r life and why? 
Essays are due in the Student Life Office 
Monday, February 20 by 5 p.m. 
1st prize $150 • 2nd prize $75 • 3rd prize $50 
• Winners will be judged by a committee from BUSA, 
Student Activities and Multi-Cultural Affairs. 
• Winning entries will be printed in The Carroll ~ews. 
SpoNSOREd by THE BlAck UNiTEd STudENT AssociATiON ANd STudENT AcTiviTiEs 
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l!lditorial 
It can•t happen to n1e. 
One 
teenager 
lS 
diagnosed 
with 
AIDS 
everylO 
minutes. 
In 
1993, 
AIDS 
killed 
28,090 
.~ • il • 
. . . 
. 
. . 
[ilommentary 
Sometimes, apologies just aren't enough 
They are often heard. The comments are frequently 
crude or insulting to any of various minority groups, and, 
often, to women. They are uttered by males, to make 
people laugh or to annoy the nearest female. 
Often, I hear these comments and they make me angry, 
Mary Anne Soltis 
Forum Editor 
or uncomfortable or sad. I 
wonder how to respond. Do I 
ignore it? Do I comment? Do 
I make a tellt!;lle grimace? 
What wi ll be most produc-
tive? It's difficult to know. 
Eventually I do make a com-
ment, and a few days later 
another one. The groups of 
people that interact with me 
on a daily basis realize that 
their comments aggravate 
me. And then people start 
acting strange around me. 
It starts with an effort not 
to say offensive things when 
l'maround. Conversations are 
whispered, or stilted. The room gets quiet when I walk into 
it. Sometimes the awareness that the remarks are inap-
propriate spreads to affect the other females who walk 
into the room. We are lepers. We ruin their fun, it seems. 
Sometimes, however, I am alone in my expressed annoy-
ance. No one wants to be unpopular with the guys. It takes 
the fun out of life, doesn't it? 
But it is the apologies that get to me most. It becomes 
acceptable to make these comments, as long as they are 
followed by a quick, "I'm sorry, Mary Anne." What am I 
supposed to say to that? "I forgive you for your inso-
lence and disrespect." In my mind I say to myself, • Are 
you really sorry you made that comment?" There is no 
need to ask this question out loud because I already 
know the answer. They are not sorry they said it; they're just sorry I was around to overhear. 
I guess I shouldn't be so upset about the males that 
apologize; at least they are aware ofthe inappropriate-
ness of their comments. Or does that just make it 
worse? What difference does it make if they are aware 
of it ifthey consciously choose to speak in this manner? 
The problem is that most of the males I know don't 
really believe the derogatory things they say. They feel 
that this somehow justifies their words, or makes them 
less offensive than the words of those who really be-
lieve what they say. Unfortunately these patterns are 
repeated and reinforced to the "believers and non-
believers" until no one is really sure what they believe 
anymore. 
Everyone, women and men, must stop brushing com-
ments as1de so that we can maintain the illusion of 
getting along. Thederogatorycomments from men and 
the male-bashing comments from women must be for-
ever discarded from daily speech, regardless of the 
company we're keeping when we make them. Only when 
a sincere effort is made in this direct ion will the phrase 
"I'm sorry• take on the meaning that the woJds are 
meant to convey. ,Au...S~ ~ 
One 
m 
225 
people 
worldwide 
has 
AIDS. 
One 
person 
dies 
of 
AIDS 
six 
minutes. 
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Dean thinks Editorial cartoon Is not In 
accord with Career Night .reality 
To the Editor: 
Brendan McKIIlip'scartoon in the February9, 1995 issue 
of The Carroll News suggests that rheJCU Career Night 
held on February 6was for School of Business majors only. 
Nothing could be further from the truth. 
Of the 54 government and busmessorgamzations regis-
tenngfor the Career Night,onl yone expressed a preference 
for Business majorsduring thecurrent hiringseason. Many 
were invited to attend fort he variety of career fields within 
their organizations. It is a common misconception that a 
majorwHhm the School of Business IS needed fora career in 
busmess. The fact ts that the majority of college graduates 
wn h majors in English, History,Communicationsand other 
liberal arts diSCiplines, have sausfying and fulfilling ca-
reers in the business world And many of these careers 
begm With the kind of networking made possible by Ca-
reer Ntghts 
Ehzabeth V Swenson 
Dean of Student Career Development 
Rector corrects mistake In Jesuit article 
To the Editor: 
My congratulacions on your article on the Jesuits (9 
February 1995) It is unfortunately a_ com plica ted issue and 
despite James Auricchio's extensive interviewing a few 
mistakes crept 1n. May I draw altentlon to one. 
1 am quoted as say mg. "We wam only 1 hose UesUttslthat 
are dtrectly mvolved wnh the Univcrsny family here With 
us." That is not correct and not whatl said; we have spent 
too many months last year defining the future nature of 
our residence for me to say anything that inaccurate or 
insensttive. I sa1d that we have rejected the option of a 
restdence 111 which the umversity jesuits would be one 
group among several. and tha t we have opted to be a com-
munity where the predomwant maJOrity worked at the 
umverstty Such a community would still be open to ancJ 
welcomtng of jesuits (in small number) who were not 
workmg at the un1versny. 
Peter J Fennessy. Sj. 
Recwr,John <nrolljcsuit Communi ty 
FORUW 
letters to the editor 
I brought up many- issues in our conversation, including: 
the narrow width of the parkingspots, the officer's remark, 
the need fora parking garage, etc . When I told him whatthe 
officer said to me, he quickly dismissed my feelings by 
remarking that the officer usually doesn't act that way. I 
felt like he didn't even acknowledge what I said. Why was 
he ranonaliztng the officer's inappropriate remark? 
Next I asked McCaffrey what his thoughts were on the 
Wldth of the parking spaces. Typ1cal parking spots are ten 
feet wide; however,JCU's spots are about eight feet wide. 
When someone gets out of his vehicle, it is almost impos-
sible not to have his door swtngopen and dent the car next 
to it. I have seen students get out of their car and acciden-
tally smash the car next to them because the spots are too 
narrow. An extra two feet would make a huge difference. 
McCaffrey agreed with me and stated that his car has been 
dented many times because of this. 
McCaffrey informed me that my $50 parking sticker 
does not guarantee a place to park. He also said that the 
idea of a parking garage had been discussed, but tha t no 
one wishes to donate millions of dollars to have his name 
written on a parking garage. The person would rather have 
his name on one of the school's buildings. Finally, he told 
me that ultimately, President Fr. Michael Lavelle, makes the 
decision as to whether or not to build the needed garage. 
However, I later found out that this was not the case. 
I decided to look ever f urthcr intothesimation.l stopped 
Lavelle in the hallway a couple weeks ago. After I told him 
that l'd like to talk to him about the parking problem, he 
responded severaltimes that he will listen towh:at I have to 
say, but that really, Fr. Richard Salmi, Vice President for 
Student Affairs, is in charge of the parkmg situation. 
So, I met with Salmi on january 24 to discuss the prob-
lem. After I left his office, I felt like a no-good, rotten, 
smashed-up bug with absolutely no rights. I told him that 
as we speak, my car is on the street because there are no 
available spaces anywhere on campus. There is a one hour 
limit on the street, and I have already exceeded tt by- two 
hours. What am 1 supposed to do? 
He quickly responded thatjClJ will simply not build a 
parking garage. His defensive way of say-ing it reminded 
me of the us-against-them mentality displayed by the 
officer's remark. How could Salmi be so content knowing 
The Carroll News, February 16,1995 
last solution to be madequa te, trresponsi ble, and inappro-
priate. 
1 am not opposed to carpooling to John Carroll from 
Westlake. However, my internship does not allow me to do 
so. Is it too much to ask jCU to expect a senior from 
Westlake to be able to dnve to school and find a parking 
spot? I don'tthink so. Next, the alternanveof parking near 
Kaufmann's and walking to school really stinks! Why 
should I have to? If you expect me to walk one mile m the 
snow to get to school, then don't reach your handout for the 
$50 parking decal. Finally, Salmi 's solutton of transferring 
schools was a bullet to my- heart. Consequently, with all 
due respect, I am beginning to find it really difficult to 
subscribe to JCU's jesuit philosophy. I wonder if Salmi 
really cares. 
I proceeded toexplam to Salmi that it is i rresponsi bleof 
JCU to 1m pose on the surrounding ne tghborhoocl streets to 
park its cars. A socially responsible institution would 
recognize its problem, address it, act upon it , and learn 
from it. Instead, JCU continues merely to recognize the 
problem. But once again, Salmi disagreed. noting that 
universitiesall across America have parking problems, and 
thatjCU is not unique. What am 1 supposed to learn from 
his excuse? My house is burning down, but since my 
neighbor's is too, it's alright? 
It is not my intent to attack the individuals in the previ-
ous paragraphs; rather, it is to inform the John Carroll 
community about the inappropriate way theparkingsitu-
ation IS bemg handled. Let this be a learningexperiencefor 
all in the future. Address problems appropriately, listen to 
those who are affected, consider how your opimon would 
change if you were in the affected population, don't ratio-
nalize; try- to acknowledge, accept, and change whatcan be 
changed. 
Final ly, I strongly urge the Student Union to consider 
the direction the parking situation is really headed. Con-
struction crews for the new library are taking up tons of 
spots, students are arriving late to class because they can't 
find parkingspots,ourathletic department can barely host 
events because of parking, and the surrounding commu-
nity- IS being 1m posed upon. Let us work together and try- to 
implement realistic solutions to JCU's parking problem. 
that theJCU community is suffering so much? (From the Thomas N. Kaspar 
look on his face, I would say that he really didn't care. Class of 1995 
Tough I uck'l suppose was his message.) I felt that his oh-
address parking with administrators 
well-tou h-luck auitude rsisted throu hout the entire Gallagher urges response from Catholic 
Slmlnl" e)JtDf'm~j!f!:. ,.ITE'tt'l!H'tl"oro -~f''f'ti-·P"b17!',-.l'n'-~lO~I:::lV~C:,;rs:;;a~t~JO:-inF~c~a~a~re~s:;,po~n;::se::;:o~r:0::n~e?,a~rr,;y;:,;e~v~e:-:,:r~y,;;s~ll:::::lg:;.:;e-..,rfl!onrrdttf1~!': g g a Om ng 
Tot he Fdttor: 
Perhaps the only way I can express my disgust about the 
parktng problem~~ through writing. Fort he pastrwoyears, 
I huvc found 11 more and more d trficult to find a parking 
spot 1 commute t school And !don't think tt's unfair to 
expect one parkrng spot so I can park After all, I pay $50 for 
a parkmgsucker. I wou ld like lO inform my fellow students 
of the way I have been treated by variousjCU members. 
Last seme tcr, on the second day of school, I circled the 
JCU park mg lot 1 hree tunes but sri 11 could notfind a park-
ing spot I nouccd that aJCU campus rolice officer was 
11ckeung several cars in the library parktng lot for being 
illegally parkecJ J walked uptohtmandasked why he was 
ticketing the cars. After all. the students were forced to 
park illegally becau;e of the lack of parktng spaces. He 
responded wtth, "We gotta get 'em somehow!" Gotta get 
who. and for what7 What did I do to deserve this7 On these 
busy days,JCU offtcers' ume would be better spent direct · 
ing traffic mstcad of ucketing cars. 
The semester continued and my pauence grew thinner 
PREGNANT? NEED HELP? BeAu BIRTHRIGHl 
LAKEWOOD CLEVELAND PARMA 
226-5998 486-2800 661-640CJ 
HOTLINE 1-800-550-4900 
• 
as I noticed tune and 
time again that 1 
could not find a spot 
to park my car. So, I 
decided to meet with 
Mr. J Francis 
McCaffrey, the JCU 
Director of Security . 
comment l made. He was always gomg to be right. 
Great, I was getting nowhere fast. He ts supposed to be 
the one addressing the parking problem. When I told Salmi 
that cars are getting scratched up when students walk 
between them (because thespotsaresonarrow ), he quickly 
responded that the city had approved the lot. But, guess 
what Fr. Salmi- the cars are still getting dinged up and 
scratched,even though the city approved the narrows paces! 
Salmt told me that wecannotafford a garage. ltseems to 
me that we cannot afford not to build a garage. Building a 
garage would be a sound investment that would be much 
appreciated by- many departments and students for years 
to come. 
For example, it'squite obvious that M r.AnthonyDeCarlo 
could use parking spots for his athletic activities. I really 
wonder where he tells his high school recruits to park. 
Perhaps we could host high sc hool basketball and football 
games if we had adequate parking. 
As president of JCU's Associat ion For Systems Manage-
ment, I know l have been embarrassed trying to explain to 
guest speakers where to park and how to avoid a ticket. I 
can only imagine how frustrating it must be for jCU teach -
ers who must forfeit the opponunit y to have various guest 
speakers come and visit, just to save the embarrassment 
from the parking problem. 
Furthermore, Salmi suggested three solutions to the 
parking problem. He told me !could carpool to school and/ 
or take a bus, I could park m>' car near Kaufmann's and 
walk, or I could traniferschools. I found his solutions to the 
parking problem to be unrealisuc. ln fa ct. 1 found Salmi's 
To the Editor: 
Now that the German Catholic bishops have, at long 
last, come out and acknowledged the complicity of the 
Catholic Church in the slaughter of the jews by its unwill-
ingness to speak out against the Holocaust, it's a good time 
-anespeciallygood time with this being the 50th anniver-
sary of the Dresden massacre - for the American and 
English Catholic hierarchies to acknowledge their guilt in 
refusing to denounce the area bombing of Germany and 
japan. This is a type of warfare that is altogether i rrecon-
cilable with thej ust War doctrine, which explicit I y forbids 
the direct attack on civilians- no matter how just the war 
itself. 
The only American Catholic who raised her voice 
against area bombing was Dorothy Day, who denounced it 
repeatedly in the pages of the Catholic Worker. It's true that 
a learned jesuit, the conservative moral theologian Fr.John 
Ford, came to the same conclusion as Dorothy Day, but all 
he did was pen an article for an obscure journal called 
Theologica lStudies,a publication that Harry Truman most 
likely- didn't have on his bedside table when he made the 
decision to use the ultimate terror weapon against japa-
nese civilians. Ot apparently escaped the notice of the 
American Catholic bishops too.) 
If Christianity is a religion so easi ly put aside when the 
going gets rough then I'm afraid it has no future. 
Michael Gallagher 
Development 
~. 
··r¥1 .· ~ '-~ 
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• 'I.: I,, 1, in Nursing 
• Earn a B.S. degree in nursing 
• Eligibility requirement: Baccalaureate Degree as 
of May '95 
• Program begins May 30, 1995 and ends july. 1996 
Application materials must be submitted by Marc:h I, 199;. 
For more information contact, Saint Mary's College 
Admission Office at (219) 284-4587. 
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SIFE thanks movie's supporters 
To the Editor: 
On behalf of Students in Free Enterprise(SlFE), l would 
ltke to thank everyone who came to see "The Lion King" 
this past weekend in Kulas. All of you contributed to its 
success. Thank you. 
I would also like to thank personally- the people who 
helped me run the movies this weekend: Don LalloUor his 
sound advice) and the other SlFE members who worked 
the door (y-ou know who you are). Thank you. 
Finally, I sincerely apologize for any technical difficul-
ties movie-goers experienced during the shows. I neither 
controlled the actual difficulties nor had information what-
soever on how to solve the problems nor expected them in 
the first place. If anyone has a problem concerning these 
technical difficulties, please feel free to contact me person-
ally. 
Once aga in, thank you for your support. I hope that in 
the fu ture, your Kulas Auditori um movie experience will 
be as memorable as mine. 
Adele Fin i 
Class of 1995 
Senior encourages classmates to 
contribute to senior class gift 
To the Editor: 
I would like to bring to the attention of the 1995 gradu-
ating class a matter of great importance- the senior class 
gift, our contribution to the financial support of john Car-
roll University. 
Yes, I know. Many of us will face our own financial 
burden, especially 6 months after graduation when our 
student loans begin to come due. But we also will realize 
increased opportunities as a result of our education, and it 
would be nice ro help increase opportunities for another 
generation of JCU students. 
Many students need fi nancial aid, and even full tuition 
only covers 80 percent of the cost. Cant ri butions from the 
seniors of past yea rs and from other alumni who came 
before us helped pay the rest, and it would be nice if we did 
what we could to help futurejohn Carroll students in the 
same way. Participation from eve ryone is important to 
.DJ:Wii~ a meaningful senior class gift . 
FORUW 
letters to the editor 
Besides, to the extent that we aid in the expansion of 
Grasse IIi Library, our class could have a plaque in the new 
addinon. And a high level of support from john Carroll 
students and alumm helps attract even larger contribu-
tions from foundations and other financial sources. 
Since we are the Class of 1995, couldn't each of us con-
tribute$19.95? Think of how many products we see adver-
tised for $19.95. Like movies, cassettes, CD's or even Ginsu 
Knives! At least your $19.95 fort he senior gift will contrib-
ute to a better and longer lasting product - someone's 
education. 
Let'sget rid of the careless ·x generation"title and make 
our class known as one that remembers what others did for 
us. Already more than30seniorclassagents have contrib-
uted themselves and received donations from many more 
classmates. When they-ask y-ou to give, please add whatever 
you can to the senior class gift. 
Gina M. Burwood 
Class of 1995 
Student requests office hour requirement 
for part time Instructors 
To the Editor: 
I am a sophomore currently taking a trailer Biology I 
class two nights a week, taught by a part time instructor. 
This trailer class is a first semester class that is offered 
second semester, but only at night. My concern is not this 
instructor jn particular, but rather with the john Carroll 
administration. 1 had approached my instructor after class 
at 9:15 p.m. about setting up an appointment to go over a 
quiz before the first exam which was the following class 
period. The response to my request was a flat, "I don't have 
office hours and won't be on campus until exam time. You 
can call me or come to Case Western if you want." My 
questions were more demonstrations than explanations so 
a phone call was out, and with sixteen credit hours and a 
15 
part time job, that doesn't leave much ume to travel to a 
foreign campus. The end result was a quick ten minute 
explanation that, I suppose, would suffice being that it was 
my sole option in getting help from my own instructor. 1 
understand that part time instructors are not on campus 
frequently because they often teach at other universities, 
and if they are not forced to, why would they have office 
hours? Is this lack of one-on-one instruction fair to the 
students who pay approximately $l4,000a year for tuiuon? 
I feel that because 1 am taking a first semester course m the 
spring I do not havethesameopportunities, but lam paying 
the same amount and fulfillmg the same requiremenrs,just 
without the chance for outside help that would have been 
available first semester. I am not asking for daily office 
hours, but is two hours a week too much to ask? These two 
extra hours could be the difference in passing or failing. My 
request is for the john Carroll administration to keep the 
students and their studies in mind rather than how much 
free time our part time instructors have, and mandate office 
hours for all part ttme instructors as well. 
Kelli M. Kearn 
Class of 1997 
The Carroll News welcomes letters to the editor. as 
it is our way of knowing what you like or dislike 
about the newspaper, the campus. or life In general. 
We ask that letters be submitted by 12 p.m. Monday, 
in the Carroi/Newsoffice, to be eligible for publication. 
Letters can also be submitted via e-milil to 
CNLETTERS ·· jcvaxa.jcu.edu. Letters will be accepted 
after noon on Monday only if there is additional space 
available. Letters should not exceed two typed 
pages. double spaced. We reserve the right to edit 
letters for clarity or space considerations. Letters 
must be signed and accompanied by your phone 
number . 
Do you have an opinion to express? 
Letters to the editor can now be submitted via e-mail to: 
CNLETTERS@jcvaxa.jcu.edu 
A dialogue between students from 
different cultures. 
Come share ljOtAr thoughts 
Feb. 21, 7 p.m. - Murphy Room 
Brought to you by: BUSA and Student Activities 
Refreshments Served 
-~ 
-
14 
Dean thinks Editorial cartoon Is not In 
accord with Career Night reality 
To the Ednor: 
Brendan McKtllip'scartoon in the February9,1995 issue 
of The Carroll News suggests that the JCU Career Night 
held on February 6was for School of Business majors only. 
Nothmg could be further from the truth . 
Of I he 54 government and businessorganizanons regJs-
tenngfor the Career Night,onlyoneexpressed a preference 
for Bus mess majorsduringthecurrent hiringseason. Many 
were invned to attend for the variety of careerfields within 
their organizations. it is a common misconception that a 
major withm the School of Business JS needed fora career in 
business. The facus that the majority of college graduates 
wnh.majors in English.Hlstory,Communications andother 
liberal arts d1SC1plmes, have sausfymg and fulfilling ca-
reers in the business world And many of these caree rs 
begm wnh the kmd of networking made possible by Ca-
reer N1ghts 
El1zabeth V. Swenson 
Dean of Student Career Development 
Rector corrects mistake In Jesuit article 
To the Editor: 
My congratula tions on your article on the Jesu its (9 
February 1995) lt is unfortunately a. com plica ted issue and 
despite James Auricch1o's extensJVe JntervJew~ng a few 
mistakes crept m. May 1 draw attennon toone. 
I am quoted as say1ng. "We wantonly thoseUesunslthat 
are directly involved w1th the Univers ll y family here wnh 
us." That is not correct a nd not what I said; we have spent 
too many months last year defining the future nature of 
our res1dence for me to say anything that inaccurate or 
insensnive. 1 sa1d that we have rejected the opt ion of a 
res1de nce m which the university jesuits would be one 
group among several. a nd that we have opted to be a com -
munity where the predom1nanc maJOrity worked at the 
university Such a communtty would stli l be open ro and 
welcommg of j es u11 s (in small number) who were not 
workmgat the um versi ty. 
Peter J Fennessy,SJ. 
Rector,John Carroll jesuit Community 
address parking with administrators 
TorheFditor 
Perhaps the only way I ca 11 express myd1sgust about the 
parking problem IS 1 hrough writing. Fort he past two years. 
I have founJ 1t more and more difficult 10 ftnd a parking 
spot I commute to chool And !don't think tt's unfair to 
expect one parkmgspot so I can park. Af terall,l pay $50 for 
a parkmgsllckcr. I would like to inform my fellow students 
of the way I have been treated by variousJCU members. 
Last semester, on the second day of school, I circled the 
j lJ parking lot three times but sull could not find a park-
Ing '>pol. I not iced that a J U campus police officer was 
uckellng several cars in the library parktng lot for being 
ill~gally parked I walked up to h1m and asked why he was 
uckeung the cars. After all. the students were forced to 
park illegally because or the lack of parking spaces. He 
re!>ponded wah , ·we gotta get 'em somehow!" Gotta get 
who. and for what? What tlid I do to deserve this? On these 
busy days,jCU officers'! imc would be better spent direct-
ing traffic 1nstcad of ticketing cars. 
The semester conunued and my pauence grew thinner 
PREGNANT? NEED HELP? BeALL BIRTHRIGHl 
LAKEWOOD CLEVELAND PARMA 
226-5998 486-2800 661-6400 
HOnJNE 1·800-550·4900 
• 
as I not iced ume and 
time again that I 
could not find a spot 
to park my car. So, I 
dcc1ded to meet with 
Mr. j. Francis 
McCaffrey, the JCU 
D1rector of Security. 
FORUM 
letters to the editor 
I brought up many issues in our conversation, including: 
the narrow width of the parking spots,theofficer'sremark, 
the need fora parkinggarage,etc . When 1 told him wha t the 
officer said to me, he quickly dismissed my feelings by 
remarking that the officer usually doesn't act that way I 
fe lt like he didn't even acknowledge what I sa1d. Why was 
he rauonalizmg the officer's inappropriate remark? 
Next I asked McCaffrey what his thoughts were on the 
width of the parking spaces. TypiCal parking spots are ten 
feet wide; however,JCU's spots are about eight feet w1de. 
When someone gets out of his vehicle, it is almost impos-
sible not to have his door swing open and dent the car next 
to it. I have seen students get out of the ir car and acciden-
tal ly smash the car next to them because the spots are too 
narrow. An extra two feet would make a huge difference. 
McCaffrey agreed with me and stated that his car has been 
dented many times because of this. 
McCaffrey in formed me that my $50 parkmg sticker 
does not guarantee a place to park. He also said that the 
idea of a parking garage had been discussed, but that no 
one wishes to donate millions of dollars to have his name 
written on a parkinggarage. The person would rather have 
his name on one of the school's buildings. Finally, he told 
me that ultimately, President Fr. Michael Lavelle, makes the 
decision as to whether or not to build the needed garage. 
However, !later found out that this was not the case. 
1decided to look everfunherintothe situation. !stopped 
Lavelle in the hallway a coupleweeksago. After !told him 
that I'd like to talk to him about the parking problem, he 
responded several times that he will listen towhll.t I have to 
say, but that really, Fr. R1chard Salmi, Vice President for 
Student Affairs, is in charge of the parking sJtuation. 
So. l met with Salmi on january 24 to discuss the prob-
lem. After I left his office, I felt like a no-good, rotten , 
smashed-up bug with absolutely no rights. I told him that 
as we speak, my car is on the street because there are no 
available spaces anywhe re on campus. There is a one hour 
limit on the street , and I have already exceeded It by two 
hours. What am l supposed to do? 
He quickly responded thatJCU will simply not build a 
parking garage. His defensive way of saying it reminded 
me of the us-against-them mentality displayed by the 
officer's remark. How could Salmi be so content knowing 
that theJCUcommunityissufferingsomuch? (From the 
look on his face, I would say that he really didn't care. 
Tough luck' I suppose was his message.) I felt that his oh-
well-tou h-luck attitude rsisted throu hout the entire 
con versa [Jon. e a a response or near y every smg c 
comment I made. He was always going to be right. 
Great, I was getting nowhere fast. He is supposed to be 
the one addressing the parking problem. When ltold Salmi 
that cars are getting scratched up when students walk 
bet ween them (because the spots are so narrow), he quick 1 y 
responded that the city had approved the lot. But, guess 
what Fr. Salm1- the cars are still getting dinged up and 
scratched,even though the city approved the narrows paces! 
Salmi told me that we cannot afford a garage. ltseems to 
me that we cannot afford not tO build a garage. Building a 
garage would be a sound investment that would be much 
appreciated by many departments and students for years 
to come. 
For example, it'squiteobvious that Mr. A mhonyDeCarlo 
could use parking spots for his athletic activities. I really 
wonder where he tells his high school recruits to park. 
Perhaps we could host high sc hool basketball and football 
games if we had adequate parking. 
As president of JCU's Association For Systems Manage-
ment, I know I have been embarrassed trying to explain to 
guest speakers where to park and how to avoid a ticket. I 
can only imagine how frustrating it must be for JCU teach-
ers who must forfeit the opportunity to have various guest 
speakers come and visit, just to save the embarrassment 
from the parking problem. 
Furthermore, Salmi suggested three solutions to the 
parking problem. He told me I could carpool to school and/ 
or take a bus, I could park my car near Kaufmann 's and 
walk, or !could transferschools. I found his solutions tot he 
parking problem to be unrealistic. In fact. I found Salmi's 
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last solution to be inadequate , irresponsible, and inappro-
priate. 
I am not opposed to carpooling to John Carroll from 
Westlake. However, my internshipdoes not allow me to do 
so. Is it too much to ask JCU to expect a senior from 
Westlake to be able to dnve to school and find a parking 
spot? I don't think so. Next,thealternatJveof parking near 
Kaufmann's and walking to school really stinks! Why 
should I have to? If you expect me to walk one mile in the 
snow to get to school , then don 't reach your handout for the 
$50 parking decal. Fina lly,Salmi 's solution of transferring 
schools was a bullet to my heart . Consequently, with all 
due respect, I am beginning to find it really difficult to 
subscr ibe to JCU's jesuit philosophy. I wonder 1f Salmi 
rea II y cares. 
I proceeded to explam wSalmi that it is 1 rresponsibleof 
JCU to impose on the surrounding neighborhood streets to 
park its cars. A socially responsible institution would 
recognize its problem, address it , act upon it, and learn 
from it. Instead, JCU continues merely to recognize the 
problem. But once again, Salmi d isagreed . noting that 
universities all across America have parking problems, and 
thatjCU is not unique. What am I supposed to learn from 
his excuse? My house is burning down, but s ince my 
neighbor's is too, it's alright? 
It is not my intent to attack the individuals in the previ-
ous paragraphs; rather, it is to inform the John Carroll 
community about the inappropriate way the parking situ-
arion ts bemg handled. Let this be a learning experience for 
all in the future. Address problems appropriately, listen to 
those who are affected, consider how your opinion would 
change if you were in the affected population, don 't ratio-
nalize; trytoacknowledge,accept,and changewhatcan be 
changed. 
Finally. I strongly urge the Student Union to consider 
the direction the park ing situation is really headed. Con-
struction crews for the new library are taking up tons of 
spots, students are arr iving late to class because they can't 
find parking spots, our athletic department can baret y host 
events because of parking, and the surrounding commu-
mty is being 1m posed upon. Let us work together and try to 
implement realistic solutions to JCU's parking problem. 
Thomas N. Kaspar 
Class of 1995 
Gallagher urges response from Catholic 
ea om n 
To the Editor: 
ow that the German Catholic bishops have, at long 
last, come out and acknowledged the complicity of the 
Catholic Church in the slaughter of the jews by its unwill-
ingness to speak out against the Holocaust, it'sa good time 
- an especially good time with this beingthe50thanniver-
sary of the Dresden massacre- for the American and 
English Catholic hierarchies to acknowledge their gui lt in 
refusing to denounce the area bombing of Germany and 
japan. This is a type of warfare that is altogether irrecon-
ci !able wirh the] ust War doctrine, which expl ici tl y forbids 
the direct attack on ci vllians- no matter how just the war 
itself. 
The only American Catholic who raised her voice 
against area bombing was Dorothy Day, who denounced it 
repeatedly in the pages of the Catholic Worker. It's true that 
a learnedjesuit, the conservative moral theologian Fr.john 
Ford, came to the same conclus ion as Dorothy Day, but all 
he did was pen an article for an obscure journal called 
TheologicalStudies,a publication that Harry Truman most 
likely didn't have on his bedside table when he made the 
decision to usc the ultimate terror weapon against Japa-
nese civilians. Or apparently escaped the notice of the 
American Cat holic bishops too.) 
If Christianity is a religion so easi ly put aside when the 
going gets tough then I'm afraid it has no future. 
Michael Gallagher 
Development 
, ~.· . I 
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SAINT . 
Accelerated 
Program 
Sun - fast - ic 
Tanning Salon 
~ 
Carnpus 
Salon 
WUJC 
offers great ticket 
g1veawa!jS to a// 
your great concerts. 
[is ten for gour chance to winl 
MARY'S in Nursing • l. I'· I 
• Earn a B.S. degree in nursing 
• Eligibility requirement: Baccalaureate Degree as 
of May '95 
• Program begins May 30, 1995 and ends July. 1996 
Appl.ic:ation materials must be submitted by Marc:h l, 1995. 
For more information contact, Saint Mary's College 
Admission Office at (219) 284-4587. 
10?6 'Discorwt on t~e pac(ll!Je 
381-0888 
4~49 9ofalJJ!dtf 'fl.9ad. Sour f. '£ndid 
• PROFESSIONAL HAIRDRESSERS 
• STUDENT RATES 
·MEN&. WOMEN 
• RM. 224 MURPHY 397-2265 
• HOURS: SUN, MOM, WED, FRI 
5 P.M.-10 P.M. 
• CALL FOR APPT.- GARY 
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SIFE thanks movie's supporters 
To the Editor: 
On behalf of Students in Free Enterprise (SIFE), [would 
like to thank everyone who came to see "The Lion King· 
this past weekend in Kulas. All of you contributed to its 
success. Thank you 
I would also like to thank personally the people who 
helped me run the movies this weekend: Don Lallo (for hts 
sound advice) and the other SIFE members who worked 
the door (you know who you are). Thank you. 
Finally, I sincerely apologize for any technical difficul-
ties movie-goers expenenced during the shows. I neither 
controlled the actual difficulties nor had information w ha r-
soever on how to solve the problems nor expected them in 
the first place. If anyone has a problem concerning these 
technical difficulties, please feel free to contact me person-
ally. 
Once again, thank you for your support. l hope that in 
the future, your Kulas Audi torium movie experience will 
be as memorable as mine. 
Adele Fini 
Class of 1995 
Senior encourages classmates to 
contribute to senior class gift 
To the Editor: 
I would like to bring to the a ttention or the 1995 gradu-
ating class a matter of great importance- the senior class 
gift, our contribution to the financial support of john Car-
roll University. 
Yes, I know. Many of us will face our own financial 
burden, especially 6 months after graduation when our 
student loans begin to come due. But we also will realize 
increased opportunities as a result of our education, and it 
would be nice to help increase opportunities for another 
generation of JCU students. 
Many students need financial aid, and even full tuition 
onlycovers80 percent of the cost. Contributions from the 
seniors of past years and from other alumni who came 
before us helped pay the rest, and it would be nice if we did 
what we could to help future john Carroll students in the 
same way. Panicipation from everyone is important to 
m>w-t~a meaningful senior class gift. 
FORUM 
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Besides, to the extent that we aid in the expansion of 
Grasselli Library, our class could have a plaque in the new 
addinon. And a high level of support from John Carroll 
students and alumni helps attract even larger contribu-
tions from foundations and other financial sources. 
Since we are the Class of 1995, couldn't each of us con-
tribute$19.95? Think of how many products we see adver-
tised for $19.95. Like movies, cassettes, CD's or even Ginsu 
l<nivesl At least your $19.95 fort he senior gift will contrib-
ute to a better and longer lasting product - someone's 
education. 
Let's get rid of theca reless "X generation" ti tie and make 
our class known as one that remembers what othersd1d for 
us. Already more than 30seniorclassagents have contrib-
uted themselves and received donations from many more 
classmates. When they ask you to give, please add whatever 
you can to the senior class gift. 
Gina M. Burwood 
Class of 1995 
Student requests office hour requirement 
for part time Instructors 
To the Editor: 
lam a sophomore currently taking a trailer Biology I 
class two nights a week, taught by a part time instructor. 
This trailer class is a first semester class that is offered 
second semester, but only at night. My concern is not this 
instructor .in particular, but rather with the john Carroll 
administration. 1 had approached my instructor after class 
at 9:15 p.m. about setting up an appointment to go over a 
quiz before the first exam which was the following class 
period. The response tomyrequest was a flat, "l don't have 
office hours and won't be on campus until e:ocam time. You 
can call me or come to Case Western if you want." My 
questions were more demonstrations than explanations so 
a phone call was out, and with sixteen credit hours and a 
15 
part ttme job, that doesn't leave much llme to travel to a 
foreign campus. The end result was a quick ten minute 
explanation that,! suppose, would suffice being that it was 
my sole option in getting help from my own instructor. I 
understand that part time instructors are not on campus 
frequently because they often teach at other universities, 
and if they are not forced to, why would they have office 
hours? Is this lack of one-on-one instruction fair to the 
students who pay approximately $14,000 a year for ruitton? 
I feel that because 1 am taking a ftrst semester course in the 
spring !do not have thesameopportunities, but lam paying 
the same amount and fulfilling the same requirements, JUSt 
without the chance for outSide help that would have been 
available first semester. 1 am not asking for daily office 
hours, but IS two hours a week too much to ask? These two 
extra hourscould be the difference in passingorfailing. My 
request is for the John Carroll administration to keep the 
students and their studies in mind rather than how much 
r ree time our part time instructors have, and mandate office 
hours for all part time instructors as well. 
Kelli M. Kearns 
Class of 1997 
The Carroll News welcomes letters to the editor. as 
it is our way of knowing what you like or dislike 
about the newspaper, the campus. or life in general. 
We ask that letters be submitted by 12 p.m. Monday, 
in the Carroi/Newsoffice, tobeeligibleforpublication. 
Letters can also be submitted via e-mail to 
CNLETTERS " jcvaxa.jcu.edu. Letters will be accepted 
afternoon on Monday only if there is additional space 
available. Letters should not exceed two typed 
pages. double spaced. We reserve the right to edit 
letters for clarity or space considerations. Letters 
must be signed and accompanied by your phone 
number • 
Do you have an opinion to express? 
Letters to the editor can now be submitted via e-mail to: 
CNLETTERS@jcvaxa.jcu.edu 
A dialogue between students from 
different cultures. 
Come share f10!Ar thoughts 
Feb. 21, 7 p.m. - Murphy Room 
Brought to you by: BUSA and Student Activities 
Refreshments Served 
-
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Spring Break! Bahamas Party 
Cruise 6 days $279! Includes 
12 meals & 6 parties! Cancun 
& Jamaica 7 nights air & hotel 
from $439! Panama City 7 
nights oceanview room with 
kitchen $129! Daytona Beach, 
Key West & Cocoa Beach, FL 7 
nights from $159! Spring Break 
travel1-800-678-6386. 
Spring Break- Time to book 
your week at one of the Hot 
Spots Daytona/ $99 Panama/ 
$109 Padre/ $119 Cancun/ 
$399 and more. Call Chris at 
ICP 1·800-828-7015. 
Painters,Foremen, and Manag. 
ers· Call College Pro Painters at 
1-800-346-4649. 
Sophomores: compete for 
$30,000 scholarships. Ask 
about Army ROTC summer 
leadership training & scholar-
ship opportunities. Call 397-
4392. 
We need a baby-sitter for 2 
little girls. Flexible hours, morn-
ings or afternoons. Must be de-
pendable we live across from 
the University. Call 321-5305. 
Rose- Thanks for being such a 
great friend ... You'll always be 
my hero!! 
Waterfront Staff needed for 
outstanding Maine camps! 
Camp Takajo for boys and 
Camp Vega for girls seek quali· 
tied waterfront staff in swim-
ming, sailing, water-skiing, 
scuba, canoeing. Men- Camp 
Takajo, 525 East 72nd Street, 
25th Floor, New YorJk NY 
10021, 1 -800-409-CAMP. 
GIDRG£ 
by 
Mark 
Szorady 
OUT ON 
A LIMB 
by 
Gary 
Kopervas 
CRACKED 
COMICS I CLASSIFIED$ The Carroll News, February 16, 1995 
a s s i f i e d s 
Women- Camp Vega, PO Box 
1771, Duxbury, MA 02332, 1-
800-838-VEGA. We will be on 
campus Thursday, March 2, 
from 10 a.m.- 4 p.m, in the Rec 
Plex, Murphy Room. Walk-ins 
welcome. 
Sublets needed- Large law 
firm looking for homes/apart-
ments for law students who are 
clerking in Cleveland during 
summer months. Call Paula 
Tilisky 4 79-8017. 
To the Grind at 2351- We 
never stole your light bulbs, but 
thanks for the good idea. Your 
mother. 
Student Union General Elec-
tions will be held February 20 
& 21 in the Atrium. All encour-
aged to exercise your right to 
vote. 
noeing, ropes course, general 
(w I youngest campers). Also 
looking for RN's, secretaries, 
maintenance, kitchen. Camp 
dates approx. June 20- August 
20. Room and board, travel al-
lowance, salary based on quali-
fications and experience. Men-
Camp Takajo, 525 East 72nd 
Street, 25th Floor, New York, NY 
10021, 1-800-409-CAMP. 
Women- Camp Vega, PO Box 
1771, Duxbury, MA 12332, 1-
800-838-VEGA. We will be on 
campus Thursday, March 2, 
from 10 a.m. to 4 p.m, in the 
Rec Plex, Murphy Room. Walk-
ins welcome. 
TeMis Counselors needed for 
outstanding Maine camps! 
Camp Takajo for boys and 
Camp Vega for girls seek quali-
fied tennis instructors to teach 
tennis and live in a bunk with 
campers. Each camp located on 
magnificent lakefront setting 
with exceptional facilities. 
We're looking for college level 
players and good former high 
school players. Teaching expe-
rience a plus, but not a must. 
Takajo has 17 tennis courts (6 
with lights). Vega has 10 courts 
(4 with lights). Men- Camp 
Takajo, 525 East 72nd Street. 
25th Floor, New York, NY 
10021, 1-800-409-CAMP. 
Women- Camp Vega, PO Box 
1771, Duxbury, MA 02332, 1-
800-838-VEGA. We will be on 
campus Thursday, March 2, 
from 10 a.m. - 4 p.m., in the Rec 
Plex, Murphy Room. Walk-ins 
welcome. 
Bev-Thanks for the tape and 
Birds are cool. Birds are real, 
real cool. Uh huh! 
MH: Looking forward to Satur-
day, thanks! MJM 
Beth-Welcome to JCU. I'm glad 
you're finally here! By the way, 
I think the Cubs will go all 
Bridg, brighter V-days R ahead! 
Smile!MJM 
the way this year so don't 
worry. 
Boogiehead: less than four to 
go.-B 
Happy Birthday Mr. President 
ACROSS 
1 Cole 
5 Stonil 
10 Aile's pu~ner 
14 Angelle !-.-~gear 
15 Radlologlot Mal1e 
16 Oklahoma ely 
17 Mara; comb. fotm 
18 Guardian or Alch 
19 Hawthorne to lrtends 
20 28th preskient 
22 42nd I'Nidenl 
24 Squealer 
26 Beau 
2e llemylhop 
29 Zeppelin 
30 Hlllk8l or Bauer 
34 Declant 
35 Ike's command 
36 Allemptng 
37 Facial._ 
38 7th & 17th prwJdenta l......JL....l.__J__ 
40 Vllrlatk>n: abr 
41 Conlrael part 
43 Glr1 ScolD ol Nne<. 
44 Author Grey 
45 ol Motuzurna 
46 ROII8t tor one 
47 French lmprealonlot 
48 Abornhable anowmen 
60 Singer Demone 
51 21st pmsJdant 
64 37111 pres/den~ 
58 Holbrook " Wile 
58 YUppie QOOdtr,w 
81 I.Juljllland II1UII 
112 GaeUc 
83 French otage 
84 Tear Into plecaa 
85 Gal..-18 
118 Tennla g.-
87 T1boCan t;,oW,. 
DOWN 
1 Former Iranian '-lar 
2 ZhMigo'a lalla 
3 llf8W8I7 
4 281hpru/d81tf 
li Meager 
68._-..:led 
7 Orgenlzallon: abr 
8 Joined 
9 Venda 
10 35111 pruJdent 
11 Med School SUbj. 
38 Advantage 
39 NYIIme 
42 18th preskient 
44 12th pruJdent 
48 Seembber 
47 Microphone: a1W 
49 HMda c1 France 
50 Clamp<~ 
12 One "'the Jacbono 
13 Paradloe 
51 Alldna or Huntley 
52 Tortolaa rival 
53 Ollw 
21 Mr.Fiemlng 
23 Vein neiWOflal 
54 Angryfll 
55 Onlhe-
26 I at & 41st presidents 
2e Pitcher Paige to frlonda 
58 Hockoy-.a 
57 Falhara 
60P~ward 21 St. r-·· town 28 TCMrlle 
29 Umlted; allY 
31 Scla 
32 Lacking 8Ubalanoe 
33 Wading bird 
35 Vane lnllale 
36 N!Utlne 
Solution 
to: 
1t's 
a 
Colorful 
World" 
OFF THE 
·rt.J( Lrf1ZE tNGIN{ It/A/ 
COULDN'T CARf. L£55. 
CVMB~LS by Michael Slayton MAMA'S 
BOVZ 
.~MOM GIVES ME.ANDMY 
YOON6E.R BROTHER YUSUF 
OII.IE FRE£. WOK EVERY 
by 
Jerry 
Craft 
THE 
IP4TI 
by 
Jeff 
Pickering 
MONTH." 
